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that the work is one which should be undertaken 
by the Dominion Government rather than by the 
Provincial ; and, in the second place, we are very 
doubtful if complete returns can be obtained 
through the agencies indicated. But we shall re
turn to a fuller general consideration of the sub
ject in our next issue.

Agricultural Statistics.
At the session of the Provincial Legislature just 

closed, there was passed an Act establishing what 
is called " A Bureau of Industries.” As the ob
jects and aims of the Act are of vital importance 
to our farmers, we proceed this month to give a 
summary of it, and shall next month proceed to a 

careful consideration of its provisions.

Founded I860.

The Farmer’s Advocate
—AND—

HOME MAGAZINE.
WILLIAM WELD, Editor and Proprietor.
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The Month.
The past month has been a rough, stormy one, 

with plenty of rain and enow and any quantity of 
mud. The roads in many sections Are about im- 
passable. The sudden changes and sharp frosts 
that have prevailed have hem pretty hard on the 
winter wheat and clover. Wheat where late sown 
and on low, wet land, is looking pretty hard, where
as, that which has been well drilled in on gpod, dry 
land, or underdrained, is looking well. A large 
acreage of peas will be sown this season, Busy 
farmers dropping corn and sowing peas. We would 
say, plant a piece of corn as well. Good butter is 
scarce and high, and farmers will do well to. make 
the most of their cows by liberal feeding and good 
care.

f ; ,vThe Only Illustrated Agricultural Journal 
Published In the Dominion. more

The ultimate object is to “ promote improve
ment within the Province, and to encourage immi
gration from other countries,” and the more imme
diate one is “to institute inquiries and ooVeot 
ful facts relating to the agricultural, mechanical, 
and manufacturing interests of the Province, and 
to adopt measures for disseminating or publishing 
the same.” The more spécifia and detailed object 
is “to procure and publish early information relat
ing to the supply of grain, breadstuff*, and live 
stock, in the other Provinces of the Dominion, in 
Great Britain, and in the United States and other 
foreign countries in which the Province finds a 
market for its surplus products, and as to the de
mand therefor.” In other words, the Act author
izes the Commissioner of Agriculture to procure 
and publish agricultural statistics. The latter 
word is not used, doubtless, we dare say, because 
“statistics” is left by the British North America 
Act, in the hands of the Dominion authorities, and 
if the word had been as expressly used as it is 
thoroughly implied, the Act could be legitimately
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Contagious Diseases. tMl

The Hon. J. H, Pope, Minister of Agriculture, 
having noticed the letter from one of our oorrfli* 
pondente on the above subject, writes under. • j 
of 25th ult : “ In reply to yonr extract iron* an 
Amène in newspaper on the above subject of cattle 
disease, there is no pleuro-pneumonia in Canada. 
The disease referred to is in Nova Scotia, special 
to one county, and has existed there for over 
twenty years ; but an effort is about to be made, to 
secure its entire extirpation The OaMdiMI I 
Government does not admit the generalimpnrtation 
of American cattle, but only for breeding purposes 
at one port —Point Edward — on the western 
frontier, subject to a quarantine of 90 days. No 
disease has been found among the cattle which have 
been admitted from the United Kingdom for 
breeding purposes, nor is it like y that any oould 
be in the face of the precautions exercised.”
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Onr Prize Essay.
Our prize of $5, given for the bes. essay on 

»« Will it Pay to Sow the Clover to be 
Plowed Under in the Fall ? ” has been won 
by Joseph Fisher, “ Willow Bank, ” Milton P. O., 
Ont.

A prize of Five Dollars will be given for “The 
Seeding and Management of Permanent Pas-
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disallowed.
The machinery to be used in accomplishing this

means of thelaudable object is to be directed by
Its chief officer is a Secretary. He is 

“to conduct all correspondence ; to prepare and 
send out to the proper parties the necessary sched
ules of questions an 1 instructions ; to receive and 
tabulate the information so obtained ; to publish 
the same monthly or oftener during the growing 
season ; and to prepare an annual report which 
shall c mtaio, besides an abstract of such informa
tion, a tabular abstract of facts relating to land, 
trade, government, population, and other sub-

Bureau.

TlJRBS.” This essay should contain particulars re
lating to the kind of grass seeds, other than clover 
and timothy, to be sown, and must be in this 
office by the 15th April next.

Our aim has been through the Farmer’s AdVo 
cate to mike it a medium fof the interchange of 
ideas, whereby the experience of some farmers 
may be made serviceable to many.

We have at all times invited correspondence 
from our readers ; aïs-, we give from time to 
time prizes for essays on agricultural topics. 
A farmer, a subscriber to the paper, appre
ciating the information disseminated by such 

has sent us the sum of Ten Dollars to be 
ona very important sub

Subscribers will kindly remember that the 
editor and proprietor of this journal is not in the , 
seed business, and where orders for seeds, to., are 
sént to this office, it may cause delay and con
fusion, whilst the best we can do is to hand your 
order and cash to local or other seedsmen, as we 
deem best for yonr interest.

The Ontario Agricultural O illege at Guelph, 
Ont., will close on the 31st nit., and re-open on 
the 17th inet. for the summer session. 
Government will, hereafter, give three medals 
—a gold and two silver—at the cloee of each 
year. They will be presented on the 30th Jane to 
the three students of the second year, who shall 

k highest in general proficiency on all the work 
of the course.

I jects.”
The parties from whom the information 

obtained, are the officers of our agricultural socie
ties, mechanics’ institutes, township councils, 
school boards, public institutions, and public offi
cers generally. The penalty for “ refusing or wil- 
fully nezlecting’’ to give the information, is a fine 
of forty dollars, “recoverable by any person suing 
for the same, &c:” and the reward for furnishing 
it is “one co'~y each of the publications and reports 
of the said Bureau.” Such is a summary of the

is to be

fl The
means,
given for the best essay
ject of farm husbandry, namely, “The benefit de
rived by farm crops from the application of salt.” 
The essay must be bised not on theory, but on the 
actual experience of the w iter, and state the 
quantities to be applied to different soils, and crops, 
and the best time for the application. With thanks 
to the gentleman who has made this generous offer, 
we invite our subscribers to send in essays in com- 

» petition for the prize, to value of salt, to be in this 
office by the 25th April.

Besides the Prize Essay competition, 6 prize of 
$5 will be given for “ the best collection of draw
ings and descriptions for making home-made, 
labor-saving implements for the farm.” Drawings, 
etc., to be in this office by the 10th May. No 
prize for any patented implements, nor for less 
than three implements.
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Our Grand Premiums —Subscribers will send 

in their lists of new names at once, and make their 
choice of premiums. Be sure and obtain at leaat 

With its aims and objects we heartily sympa- one 0f our unrivalled prizes, 
thize, and we would express the hope that those of The Russian Mulberry is likely to be worth 
our readers who occupy the positions we have indi- many times the subscription to you. Make a 
cated will lend their utmost endeavours to make reiative or a friend a present of the Advocate for 
its working a complete success. Of that success, one y-ar and win one. 
however, we are not so sanguine as we would like
to be. In the first place, we are of the opinion St. James’ Park nurseries. See advt,
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The Russian Mulberry can be procured from thei Co., Pa. 
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I tainty that we will not get oleomargarine, mine, 
bntterine, or most anything but what is wanted. 
For honey and sugar we are liable to get glucose ; 
and, in fact, a search through the entire list of 
such comnjpdities will show that almost every 
article is adulterated or imitated by spurious arti
cles, to an extent that would scarcely be deemed 
possible, without a pretty thorough investigation of 
the subject. The deceptions of the age are, in a 
large measure, due to the fact that consumers lack 
judgment, expecting goods of all kinds to be 
always perfection in outward appearances, regard
less of season or circumstances. In the one mat
ter of coloring butter, for instance, we see a strik
ing example of this idea. Consumers expect the 

color to their butter in midwinter 
impart to it

as a whole, to the European breeds, from which 
they sprang. Success, he says, in developing and 
perpetuating a milking breed, is not by simple 
selection on the dam’s side, only, although it is a

! the United States.
[FROM omt WASHINGTON CORRESPONDENT.]

March 20th, 1882.

» *— - *■ *——i
but I do know that a majority of them fail to pay 
for their care and food, and give a fair profit. The

; i
Congress, to permit grain bought in the U. S. by 
Canadian farmers in wagons, or other oi dinary
CMadian'tondto^.'free of*import dutiis, is not I farmers of the northern portion of the kingdom of 

likely to pass before the second session next winter, the Netherlands, wanted just such animals as 
It is referred to the committee on ways and means, many of 
and while they manifest no hostility to it, they fair beef animal, with uniform good milkmg 
are pressed by so many other measures that they qualities. They accomplished their object right 
will not report upon it till late in the session. well, long years since, while we with equally as

▲ letter has just been transmitted by the Seore- I good material for the last 50 years, and far better 
tary of State to the Speaker of the House of Rep’s, 1 surroundings in many respects, have frittered away 
from H. Cloete.a prominent colonist of the cape of | our time and energies ; meanwhile we have im- 

Good Hope, Africa, on
pneumonia In cattle. The letter , . .
through the U. S. legation, at Paris, with a note I cow shows no improvement. One of the prominent
of introduction

own farmers want to day ; a sizeable,our

same creamy
that only choice summer grass 
naturally. They not only want it of the same per- 

color under all circumstances, but of two 
firkins, side by side at this season of the year, one 
highly colored animal fat butter, and the other 
naturally pale, but the pure article, the former 
will command five to ten cents per lb. more in the

Of course dairy-

oantime and energies ; meanwhile we have im 
the subject of plêuro- I ported at great expense and risk large numbers of 

was forwarded I valuable animals, yet in most cases, the common feet

__from Granville, and Lord causes of failure to develop and maintain improved
Lyons. 'H. Cloete, in his communication, states I animals has been the ignorance of the first and 
that he and his friends are proprietors of a mode I great law of breeding. The excessive flow of 
of treating herds infected with pleuro pneumonia milk in the best cows, and the loss of vitality 
with the following effect : When one or more ani- while bearing and sustaining their young, so in- 
majl show symptoms of pleuro-pnèumonia the en- I jures their propotency, that valuable acquired 
tire herd is put under treatment; within ten days I qualities fail to descend to the offspring, therefore 
aU those infected, however slightly,are dead ; those the vitality and qualities, both inherited and ac- 
not infected, after being slightly Indisposed for a I quired, of the sire, become of paramount impor- 
few days, Im-™™» entirely well, and are proof I tance. He ironically remarks that you cannot 
pgMwfc the fli—— for at least seven years, the I take a sire without blood, or even half a 
ymffr of ^i^w» present known from first test, but quarter blood, and modeled after a hat-rack, and 
in all probability for their natural life. Cattle si I expect fine qualities in a calf from the best milk- 
treated, when well, can be sent to others not in- I ing dam.
fected, and not communicate the disease. He Another cause of failure, he alleges, is lack of 
alleges that calves nursed by mothers salted (as I nourishing and succulent food at critical periods, 
the term is) do not catch the disease, and are as a I Shelter and care are prominent factors, and with- 
further precaution salted when weaned. The mode I out them, both to dam and calf, the simple selec- 
of treatment is as novel as effective, cheap and tion and rearing of the most promising calves, even 
sure and every farmer can be his own veterinary, though their sires have super-excellent qualities, 
He states that he is prepared to come to the will never result in developing and perpetuating 
United States if the government desires, and give I fine milking qualities.
proof of the efficacy of his mode of treatment, Don’t expect, he says, the best offspring by 
and that it will entirely stamp out pleuro-pneu- I coupling yearlings. When the dam is matured she 
monia in this country. is in a condition to perpetuate her valuable

In a letter received from a personal friend in qualities through her offspring with great certainty; 
Paris who is on intimate terms with H. Cloete the greatest flo, of m,lk should not be sought for

TJ5 ÏÏTL himself administered it ^ dat.tg tta.o o, o.r ..1... »»d.r th... .pnto
.tim.1,, .mi toted them tat. .« tafeetad ■h“'d b* '*tl*”d “d “* *° ““ M“k W°" 

neaiwiy » „„„„ .. I Bhe reaches her ninth year. Immature or superherd. and that they were taken out and never had BUC lcav J . . fnero, »u J ,. I annuated animals cannot transmit the acquired
any symptom o e isease. I qualities in full vigor and force. What is true of

If it will accomplish all he claims, it is certainly I jam a8 to maturity, vigor and health is equally 
an important discovery, and I have no doubt pro- I trag 0j the sire, and through him -the greater ele* 
vision will be made for bringing H. Cloete to | ment of improvement ib found, and if rightfully
country to practically test the remedy.

One of the most interesting subjects treated of but 
in the late National Convention of Agriculturists, dam>s 
and not yet reported upon by me, was the address of 
Prof. J. P. Roberts, of Cornell University, N. Y., 
on “ The science of developing and perpetuating 
^.ilh qualities.” Among other things, he said that
in the U. S. for the last two hundred years the al- I Every age has its evil tendencies in some direc- 
moet invariable practice with all farmers producing I tion, and we of this nineteenth century, who give 
milk, has been to select more or less of the calves I the matter any thought, can scarcely help wonder- 
from the best milking dams. In this way it was I ing if the present will not be historically recorded 
supposed that the best milking qualities of the herd I as a most deceptive age.
could be perpetuated. Sometimes it occurs that Almost every useful article is made the subject of 
the offspring proves as good, or even better than counterfeit, and many which are the most useful 
the but in a large majority of cases they are found to be the hardest to secure in au un-
were inferior. The practice of selecting offspring 
of the best dams, with little or no thought or 
rn;n« as to their qualities, either apparent or in
herited from the sire,has been in practice for a long 
time,and yet our common cattle areneither abreed,
« iwh-l;reed,nor good grades, but are much inferior,

Chicago market than the latter.
cannot afford to have their product discrimi-

.

men
nated against in that manner, and the only re
course is the use of coloring material, for every 
spurious article is richly colored. Coloring butter 
has become a very general custom of late years in 
nearly all the great dairy districts, and the numer
ous decoctions for the purpose which are in the 
market, enable dairymen to realize as much for 
their poor products as for their best. Makers of 
the compounds claim that they are entirely whole
some, being manufactured of vegetable material, 
but those are not wanting who believe them more 
or less injurious. It is a species of deception to 

coloring, but if the people want unreasonable 
things there will always be somebody to supply 
their demands. The effect of this general and 
wholesale deception is to create unbounded sus
picion on every hand, and yet little is being done 
to remedy the great and growing evil. People are 
free to proclaim against fraudulent practices, but 
they want their tables supplied with articles that 

simply perfection in exterior appearance, and 
pay too little attention to the “true inwardness” 
of things. In a large measure 
teration of the age is due to the ever increasing 
competition among producers, but, after all, the 
matter lies largely in the hands of the 
If he is not willing to pay the price of the most 
superior quality of any article, and yet desires to 
do what he may consider the next best thing—buy 
that which most closely resembles the finest in all 
respects save price—he is laying himself responsi
ble for the evil.

;
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With the exception of a few producers who have 
established reputations for handling nothing but of 
good quality, the man who makes the best imita
tion of first-class products receives the most for his 
troubje, and is, by far, more prosperous than he 
who conscientiously exposes for sale a genuine 
article/lacking, perhaps, the attractive appearance 
always given spurious products.

To look at these matters and content ourselves 
with laying the fault at the feet of current times, 
and wish that the honesty and straightforwardness 
of the “good old days long ago ” might have been 
handed down to us, as many are w-ont to do, is the 
worst kind of idleness. The times are not respon
sible for the shortcomings of men, but we are too 
apt to waste precious opportunities in the living 
present by reverting to the forever past good old 
days of yore. Superficial extravagance, and a 
general desire to seem more than we are, tends to 
create a demand for imitations, and, whenever 
there is a demand, a supply _wiLI be forthcoming.

used, his vitior and vitality are not endangered, 
preserved in full force long after theare

1

An Age of Deception.
[FROM OUR CHICAGO CORRESPONDENT.]:

1h i
i
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adulterated state. In some cases the deception is 
less flagrant than in others. For instance, in the 
coloring of butter there may be nothing absolutely 
injurious, but it is deception nevertheless.

We order butter from the grocer, and, though 
the highest market price is paid, there is no cer-

>

!



Now, ta I said, many farmers have allowed that 
active ingredient or soluble inorganic matter in the 
soil naturally, to be removed by their unreasonable 
system of farming. It now becomes us to consider 
how to replace this plant food, which natural de
composition in many instances does not or can not 
supply, to the present cropping system which 
bad farmers follow up and carry away from the 
soil of this country. There is one blessing 
attached, viz, that the bad farmers have only 
robbed the land of the active matter required in 
vegetation and checked its immediate fertility, but 
cannot get matter in a dormant condition. This 
is kept as a reserve fund for the future. This de
ficiency of inorganic matter, and the replacing it 
in our surface soils, is the matter at stake, that a 
grain crop town may be supplied with soluble mat
ter furnishing all the food which the crop requires.

It has been proved to my mind frequently that 
almost any kind of vegetation established or grow
ing on land, if plowed under in due course, decays 
and adds matter which becomes fitted for the sup
port of higher forms of vegetation. Even thistles, 
before seeding, if plowed under in due course, de- - 
oav and add food which they searched from the 
subsoil, and are also fitted for encouraging vegeta
tion. Food in the soil fitted for healthy vegetation

ur

is what our worn-out soil in Ontario requires, and 
as our manure manufacturers have not tempted the 
farmers to consume their article largely, and con- 
aider its money value, but hold aloft and allow the 
bone and sinew to be sent to Britain and United 
States, and sold at lower prices to agriculturists 
there, whose soil is enriched and profit made from 
it. Seeing this to be the case, we cannot fall back 
upon any course of improvement more adapted to 
have good results than by sowing clover more ex
tensively.

When we consider the sowing of clover in this 
country, it has a two-fold advantage, vis., 
being early, allows a clover crop to grow luxuri
antly through July, August and September, and 
offers a very tempting pasture for sheep, which are 
every year coming to the front as a good invest
ment in farming and making a good price in the 
form of meat. Now, by allowing your flock of 
sheep to overrun for a few weeks this portion of 
your clover which you intend to plow under, they 
will more than repay you for labor and civil of 
clover seed, in the meat they make and enhance- 1

ofAnd thegenerally.
sheep convey to the soil those portions of 
the clover) which have not been added 
bodies or used in support of warmth, and thereby 
check exhaustion of soil Secondly, this clover 
which sheep have trod under foot is quite as good 
in the form of a manure to plow under in the fall. 
Now, according to the beet authority and opinion 
of the leading agricultural chemists, a clover crop 
draws an abundant supply of food from the atmo
sphere in an organic form. It also contains a more 
abundant supply of food than any other plant 
(which is required to support every farm crop) id 
an inorganic form, derived from the soil, especially 
the subsoil.
deeper into the soil and draw more matter from the 
subsoil than any other crop, also collect organic 
matter from the atmosphere, by plowing this plant 
food under in the fall we must secure and enrich 
the surface soil and create plant food ready to help 
the growth of succeeding crops.

If by securing a supply of food for plant life 
from nature, and correct application, as I have en
deavored to explain, allow it to decay, by the dis
solving influence of moisture and the formation of 
gases assisting the dormant ingredients to become 
active and soluble, I consider by so doing I shows 
balance in favor of sowing clover in spring to plow 
under in the fall, and encourage a system of farm
ing which may tend to enlighten us and bring 
about some improvement among us agricultural 
people in British North America.

Joseph Fisher, Willow Bank,
Milton P. O., Ont.
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Now, if these clover roots strike
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Evaporating Frnlt.
There need be no more apples ground into cider 

or left to rot for want of use. This will be the 
bearing year for apples, and as there are now ex
cellent small and cheap evaporating machines, by 
which fruit is dried in the best manner, it will be 
an economy to prepare the orchard for 
bearing a good crop. Prune it dose, give the tree 
a dressing of lime and ashes, or of prepared orchard 
fertilizer, and when the fruit appears, thin it out 
by knocking off all the gnarled and defective fruit 
as far as possible.

the proprietors of the Industrial Exhibition, for in 
reality the institution appears to be in the hands 
of a body of speculators, and the citizens of 
Toronto appear to have aided them in their attempt 
to secure the whole grant for their own personal 
aggrandizement and to the injury of the farmers 
of Ontario. They have played their cards long 
and well, but they have lost the game, and the 
honorable farmers of their own immediate vicinity 
will not support them, as soon as they understand 
the full particulars. From statements made at 
this meeting we are led to understand that by 
some means or other the right, title and interest 
that the farmers had in the old exhibition build
ings and grounds, have been transferred to these 
grasping speculators. Can you believe that such 
a trick could have been practiced in this century, 
particularly in Toronto, bristling as it is with 
churches ? The Association still say they have a 
right on the new grounds, but say they cannot get 
their right without a chancery suit ; and some 
clauses that have been inserted in the transfer 
papers without their knowledge, make the pros
pects of obtaining your rights for you so doubtful 
that they are afraid of losing what property they 

have in attempting it. Farmers, enquire 
where all your lands and buildings you once had in 
Toronto are gone. Do you consent to see your 
interest wrested from you forever to suit the 
whims of mountebank exhibitors ? We say, no, 
unless your honor and spirit are undeserving of 
your calling, and you are willing to become serfs 
and slaves.
gilding lead you astray. Have nothing to do with 
the Industrial Exhibition until they make honor
able and just concessions of your rights to the 
unanimous consent of the Board of Agriculture 
and Arts.

The Provincial Board of Agriculture 
and Arts.

The first meeting of the new Board was held in 
Toronto on Thursday and Friday, the 23rd and 
24th days of March. We call this the new Board 
because the alterations in the Act or the new 
clauses have reduced the number of members of 
the Board to the elected officers alone, 
chanioe* Institutes. Dairymen’s and Fruit Growers’ 
Associations, Agricultural Associations, Entomo
logical Society and honorary members have no 
longer seats at the Board. Although the present 
is virtually a new Board, there is no change in the 
members, every old member having been re
elected. By this many might argue that the old 
Board have done the best that they could for the 
farmers; but the diEoulty the Board has had in 
conducting the Provincial Exhibition, the Herd 
Book, etc., etc., does not warrant such a conclu
sion. Whether the Act should be so altered as to 
give the farmers more power in sending represen
tatives to the Board, or what means should be 
taken to make this Board more popular and more 
useful, are subjects deserving attention and dis
cussion. We do not pretend to say that some of 
the old members who represented other branches 
of industry, were not quite as able and as good 
as the present Board, and there are many farmers 
just as fit to represent their interests as those who 
now occupy the honorable positions. There are 
good men on the present Board, perhaps as good 
as can be selected; but we must try them and hope 
that they may take warning from the past, and 
that each one will honorably fill the positions they 

The’ e is but one way for them to 
-««y I ,ct to regain the lost confidence, that is, for each 

to consider what he is elected to that position 
for. If he attempts to foster another interest in 
preference to the interest of agriculture and arts, 
he occupies a position that he is not entitled to 
fill, and the interest of agriculture and arts must 
suffer from his acts.
member on the Board who feels in any way bound 
or who desires to serve other interests in prefer- 

to that which the law has laid down as the

The Me-

now

Do not let the glitter, or paint, or

now occupy.

one

Prizes are to be awarded to the best farms again 
this year, but to be in other localities. Mr. White 
st'ongly recommended the Committee on farm 
prizes to work early and work persistently to in
duce farmers to enter their farm for competition. 
There had existed so strong a feeling against enter
ing farms that they had a difficulty in getting 
farmers to award the prizes to. Even the winner 
of the first prize had been most reluctant to enter

Should there be any one

ence
duty of members, we would strongly recommend 
the honorable retirement of such a member.

The members present were Messrs. Aylesworth, 
Drury, Carnegie, Graham, Hunter, Legge, McKin
non, Morgan, Rykert. Shipley and White; one 
member, Mr. Moore, was absent in Manitoba. The

for competition.
The Secretary’s salary was advanced to $1,800 

and an assistant was to receive a salaryper annum,
of $200 to aid him. Mr. Smith, of the Veterinary 
College, applied for $500, part of a promised grant 

this is in addition to hisCommissioner, Mr. Wood, took his seat with them 
during part of the time. Mr. Drury was appointed 
President, and Mr. McKinnon Vice-President.

The principal business done was the selection of 
the locality for holding the Provincial Exhibition. 
A deputation from Ottawa desired to secure it for 
that city. The Mayor of Kingston also desired to 

The contest was strong, and Kingston

given some years ago; 
annual grant. Professor Mills applied for a grant 
of $500 to commence a plan of examining farmers’ 

The Council hold their next meeting insons.
Kingston, on the 12 th of April.

Prize Essay.secure it.
gained by one vote, the vote being six for Kings
ton and five against.

Mr. Aylesworth said that the member for King
ston announced that he would move that the grant 
be withheld, and that many members would have 
supported the motion had not Mr. Wood, the Com
missioner of agriculture informed them that the 
Exhibition should be held in Kingston this year.

Senator Skead, of Ottawa, on retiring, said the 
Government had no right to say where the Exhi-

“ WILL IT PAY TO SOW WITH CLOVER IN THE SPRING 
TO PLOW UNDER IN THE FALL.”

To answer this question, sir, and prove in writing 
to your agricultural readers that this system pays# 
or does not pay, how it pays, and the exact return 
by so doing, I must confess I cannot use accurate 
figures to prove that money spent upon this course 
of farming makes a good return in every instance, 
knowing that many difficulties are to be overcome 
(especially in this irregular climate) before a very 
large balance sheet can be shown in its favor.

But, sir, if you will allow that two of these 
difficulties are overcome, viz., that this clover seed 
gets a good catch, and that the farmer, after plow
ing clover under in the faU, will keep his land lying 
dry and clear of dormant water, I will endeavor to 
write and make a few remarks which may tend to 
have some i iflnence toward showing a decided 
balance in favor of sowing clover in the spring to 

. „ . .. plow under in the fall, as I firmly believe this
Toronto had no right to insult them by fixing tne conrge pay8> especially where so many farmers 
date of its exhibition at the time the Provincial have caused their soil to be unproductive by allow-

bition should be held.
The Exhibition is to be opened in Kingston on 

the 18th of September, and to continue one 
A There was a discussion about fixing the date, as 
/"Toronto had announced that the Industrial would 

be held in that week. The Board considered that

week.
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five pounds to the acre, as near as can be, and in a 
very short time the plants will appear and yon 
need not fear the fly, but in a very short time will 
be fit for thinning out, which is usually dope when 
they are the size of cabbage plants, at which time 
it is best to run the cultivator twice in a row, 
leaving but a very small space where _ the plants 
stand, often tearing out some; in this way the 
earth is torn away from the plants, leaving, a very 
narrow ridge, which assists very materially, in 
thinning, which is done with the hand, getting 
down on all fours (generally padding the knees) 
scraping off the top of the rows, leaving the plants 
about thirteen inches apart, as near as. may be 
removing the earth from the plants, leaving it flat 
on the side of the row, which will in a surprising 
short space of time regain its upright position, and 
from a distance show as green as before thinning 
out. In this way you have gone over the whole 
surface of the field, removing all weeds that may 
have made their appearance. After a short time 
the cultivator should be run through them once or 
twice before the leaves meet across the rows, at 
which time, if kept clear of weeds, they will take 
care of themselves, yielding in the fall from five 
hundred to a thousand bushels to the acre. I 
should have said, I sow as near the 20th of J une as 
possible.

(Our farmers’ 4M*.The Garden—April.
With this month we have the opening spring, 

and we enjoy again the pleasure of our garden 
work. It is well to have a few words about vege
tables ; rod first, salad.

Lettuc* is easily grown in any garden, hut to 
have it to perfection it should be grown in rich soil 
and kept rather moist. The seed bed should be 
well pulverized and smoothed, and the seed when 
sown, covered not more than one-fourth of an inch. 
It may be sown either broadcast or in drills, and 
bears transplanting well. The plants should be 
shaded when the sun becomes very hot If not 
kept cool and moist the plants become hard and 
bitter.

Radish may be sown as the ground is in good 
condition. It is sown and cultivated as lettuce, 
but the seed is covered a half inch. The plant 
should be kept cool and moist The best varieties 
ate Early Scarlet,Turnip-rooted,Olive-shaped Scar
let, and tile Long Scarlet; late in the year sow Black 
Spanish for early winter use.

Mustard, another salad plant, is cultivated as 
lettuce. For it also a rich soil and a cool situa
tion are profitable. The leaves when advanced in 
growth may be used as greens.

Cress, also a salad, is also cultivated on the 
same manner.

Dandelion, though a troublesome weed in the 
farm, is cultivated in the garden and cut for greens. 
It has also valuable medical properties, and is 
much used for purifying the blood. The soil for 
the growth of the dandelion should be rich and the 
seed sown in drills half an inch deep and a foot

Marketing Farm Products.
Dr. A. S. Heath read the following paper before 

the American Institute Farmers’ Club:
“ Whatever may be said against oleomargarine, 

truthfully or otherwise, it is an undeniable fact 
that since it has been put upon the market butter 
has presented itself in better garb, sweeter, 
sounder, cleaner, and in every way more worthy 
of being recognized as a prime product of the 
American dairy.

Mr. Starr, of Echo Farm, was one of the first 
to get a dollar a p mud for the delicious butter sent 
to New York, B >ston and other cities. This came 
to market in neat half-pound packages wrapped in 
snow-white linen, and was as fragrant and sweet 
as the June grasses upon which the cows fed. If 
there is a parodist f -r cows on earth E :ho Farm is 
one, and a worthy model, creditable to the heart 
of a humane farmer.

Now, we have many dairies sending sweet, waxy, 
golden and aromatic gutter to the market, perfect
ly gratifying the most fastidious tastes of our 
citizens. ” These dairies and these products honor 
such names as Havemeyer, Coe, Crozier, Holly, 
Dinsmore, Pvk, Valentine, and scores of others.

The great Western States are worthy competitors 
in gilt-edged butter.

Cheese, eggs, poultry and fruits, put up in a 
neat manner, are always accept »ble to the pur- 
chaser, and bring remunerative prices to the pro
ducer.

In Baltimore and Philadelphia for many year , 
poultry came to market nicely drawn, fresh, sweet, 
and re ‘dy for the cook ; and now, in New York 
and Boston, the hotel-keepers demand drawn 
poultry. They are posted iu such matters, for 
they cater to the most extravagant tastes ; and a 

who knows how to keep a first class hotel 
knows what human provender should be.

Compare our first-class retail groceries now with 
what th-y were twenty years ag.i. The demands 
of consumers require goods neatly put up, the 
store to be kept clean, and the clerks aproned in 
immaculate white. In fact, some of the spruce 
clerks now wax their mustaches, a la Napoleon 
III., to please the ladies.

The neat and tasty marketing of farm products 
pays a handsome profi t on all the extra taste and 
Ubor bestowe 1 upon them.

Our best merchants understand the art of dis
playing their goods and the profit it brings. A 
visit to Thurber’s will convince the most sceptical. 
In this house, where twenty millions are annually 
sold, the goods are put up in the best possible 
style. Even the canned goods are radiant with 
colors and rich in gilt.

The packages of coffee, tea and spices are 
clothed with beautiful pictures of the Oriental 
shrubs that produced them. Thurber’s labels are 
exquisite specimens of taste and art. “Straws 
tell which way the wind blows.”

Let farmers’ wives and daughters tastefully 
decorate the packages of farm products and they 
can afford to dress in silk.”

1
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The Oshawa Farmers’ Club.!
1 At the meeting of the Oshawa, Ont., Farmers’ Club 

recently held in the Council Room, there was a 
very good attendance. The President, Mr. A. 
Annis, opened the discussion on the subject of the 
day :—“ How ti reclaim exhausted soil.”

The President—There was not the slightest pos
sible use of » farmer trying to run_ his farm on a 
paying basis when it would only bring in about $12 

He was bound to lose, and the sooner he 
gave up the attempt the better. If you can raise 
a good crop of clover you need never be afraid of 
not making your farm pay. He found a good plan 
to improve the land was to plow under a,green 
crop. This plowing had been followed by him \ 
with good success. He would sow wheat the first 
year, barley the second, and the following year 
seeding down again. When he first took posses
sion of his farm he could hardly raise straw enough 
to feed his stock: now he has too much straw, and 
found the only difficulty was to keep it down. He 
attributed it all to seeding down, giving his farm a 
rest and manuring it. He found that where two 
or three tons of clover were raised from an acre of 
land, about the same quantity of roots remained 
in the ground as manure if plowed under.

Mr. Mothersill said his farm at one time had 
been pretty well run down. Any land that had a 
good subsoil he found much improved by deep 
plowing. He had experimented on a field which 
had been covered with stumps. The stumps were 
removed, and the spots where they had been had 
yielded poorly the first season, but the second crop 
was a good one, and the third crop still better. 
Clover is one of the beet things to improve the 
land the farmer can possibly use. He found that 
bis fall wheat yielded double the amount of straw 
his spring wheat had. Very often you come across 
a field which would not raise any kind of a crop 
because it was too wet. The only cure for this 
kind of land was to drain it, and then it will very 
often be the best yielding piece of land on your

Mr. D. Lick.—His idea of the question was that 
poor land which was badly exhausted would not 
pay for the fencing. He would recommend per
sons having such land to sell out and go to Mani
toba or the Great Northwest at once. If your 
farm is very much run down you should put on 
forty or fifty loads of manure to the acre to bring 
it back to its old state. If you put that amount of 
manure on to a farm with poor subsoil, it would 
not pay you, for manure could not be put on less 
than one dollar an acre at the present high price, 
if you had to draw it far, and that would be as 
much as the land was worth. So that it always 
pays to have a good farm. If land was poor it 
would be impossible to raise a good crop of clover.
If there was a good subsoil there was hope, but 
otherwise he would not advise anyone to try the 
experiment. He was told buckwheat would kill 
twitch grass, but it would likely take four or five 
years. The first time he tried the experiment a 
fine shower fell just after he had sowed the seed, 
and the buckwheat quickly sprang up and choked 
the twitch grass, but three times since he had tried 
the experiment, but no shower came, and the grass 

fast as the buckwheat and was not injured

;

: an acre.
man

>«apart.
Early I’eas may be sown as soon as the ground 

can be dug without becoming compact Bear iu 
mind, no plot should be tilled till dry. Plant the 
seed in double rows, six inches apart, and three
feet between the double rows.

Potato Onions may next be planted. They do 
best in a light, rich soil, planted in drills 12 inches
apart.

Onion Seed is sown in drills 12 inches apart on 
well prepared soil; sow pretty thick, and afterwards 
thin out the plants to six inches apart. An ounce 
of seed will sow a bed 40 feet long by 4 feet wide. 
The belt varieties that we know are the Danvers

■

Yellow, Strasbury Red and Portugal White.
Parsnips and Carrots may be sown as soon as 

the soil is in good working order. When sown 
early they produce better crops. The soil should 
be rich And well prepared, and for carrots from 12 
inches in depth at least.

Bests require a rich mellow soil. Sow in drills 
15 inches apart, drop the seed every one or two 
inches in the drills, and cover two inches deep. 
Early Bassano and Blood-red Turnip-rooted beets 
we prefer for the garden.

Potatoes—it is well to plant a few in the garden 
for early nee. Plant from the 12th to the 24th of 
April, in a warm, light soil, and as the plants are 
up cover them in the evenings with straw to save 
them from the frost.

Tomatoes may be started in a hot-bed or a box in 
the house, and transplanted two or three times 
They require a rapid and early growth, that the 
fruit may all ripen in due season. Take care that 
the plants are not too crowded. A few strong, well 
rooted plants are worth more than double the num
ber of spindly ones.

;

I

I
Farmers’ Clubs.

At the meeting of the Provincial Farmers’ 
Agricultural Association, held at Riverside, Albert 
Go., N. B., Mr. R. E M:Leod spike on the 
general management of the firm. That portion of 
his paper relating to the cultivation of turnips we 
give as follows :

In the first place, I take a piece of land that has 
borne a crop of oats, or sod land ploughed early 
will answer equally well, turn the stubble under 
in the fall, and iu the spring cross plough and 
harrow well, then take a double mould board 
plough and make the drills twenty-eight or thirty 
inches apart, then put barn manure iu the drills 
similar to what you would for potatoes, but usually 
not q ite so much; but a liberal coat of manure 
will not injure on most stubble land, which should 
be spread evenly in the drill, after which a man 
with a basket scatters some superphosphate on top 
of the manure in the drill at the rate of about five 
hundred pounds of bone dust, dissolved with 
sulphuric acid and dried with black muck, to the 
acre, then with the double mould board plough, as 
soon as possible after the manure is in the drill, 
cover up the manure about the same as you would 
potatoes, then take a horse with a small : oiler and 
flatten two rows at a time, until the plough is over
taken, then take the seed sower and put the seed 

I in at once while the ground is moist, at the rate of

!

i
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A hogshead of rain water in which a quarter of 
a pound of ammot ia and the same weight of nitre 
are mixed constitutes a splendid fertilizing liquid 
for strawberries. Apply it twice each week in the 
evening from the blossoming to the maturity of the 
fruit grew as
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poles with the bark on arranged diamond fashion, 
as shown in the engraving. The door can be made 
in any style of rustic form. The roosts, laying O-' 
and setting boxes, can be placed inside of the 
ho nee, in almost any position, either lengthwise 
or in the rear.
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gints and Helps.in the least, If your buckwheat got a good start 
it would crowd out the twitch grass ; other
wise it would have no effect. You could kill 
the grass with turnips, but they will not re
store the exhausted soil. If a farm is poor he 
would recommend that not less than one-third be 
860(16(1 down.

Col. Grierson His farm was one of the worst 
in this district when he took hold of it He has 
pretty well restored it His system was to the 
effect that he kept a day book and noted down 
everything that was put on his land to the smallest 
particular. He could now make two good rents of 
hit farm, live well, and save something besides. 
For improving the soil he thought there was noth
ing equal to clover and cattle. The most he could 
get off his farm at first was two crops before seed
ing down again. Rye, peas, and then seed down. 
He had splendid pasture. He made a practice of 
sowing about six bushels of clover a year. Hs kept 
from forty to fifty head of cattle, and always had 
ten to twelve fat cattle feeding each year. His 
land was steadily improving. He found that 

was the best thing to kill out twitch grass 
if it had not spread too much.

Mr. D. Lick—Two-thirds of his farm was seeded 
down. If your farm is deficient in phosphates of 
lime you should buy your cattle, because in that 
element was the main hone producing particles.

Mr. D. Hinkson.—He was brought up on a 
heavy clay soil. To restore it you had to sum
mer fallow, sow in buckwheat, and then plow in. 
From his experience he found that turnips exhaust
ed his soil more than anything else. He 
be red the time when turnips were more fashionable 
than now. He thought grain pud better for fat
tening cattle than roots. He believed in clover to 
a large extent and thought it would even pay to 
turn it under in the fall with the small growth it 
getg. He was a great believer in summer f.bow
ing, and contended you would get more from two 
crops after doing so than three otherwise. He did 
not believe there was a foot of soil in the United 
States, equal to the majority of good farms in South 

■W Ontario. Hj had been through most of the United 
States. He was really surprised at the wealth of 

When he first came here he raised

Manure Drag,

1the @fce apiary.rery 
• in
king Alarming Profit In Bee-Keeping.

Mr. D. A. Jones, who is credited as the “great 
Canadian honey-producer," declares that tan 
thousand dollars a-year can be saved in every 
township from the keeping of bees 1 He adds 
that “he would undertake to make more money tn 
bee-culture than any farmer in the world ont of the 
same capital." This is one of the w.ld assertions 
that we are constantly seeing in print, bat tuny 
disappear as suddenly as they appear, and we hear 
nothing more of them. Mr. J., however, enters 
into some figuring to sustain his assertions; but we 
oppose all this with the simple fact that if what 
he says is correct, he would not have been the first 
one to find it out, considering that bee-keeping 
has been to some extent pursued in this country 
for two hundred years, end has not even kept paoe 
with any other branch of fanning of any 
portance. No, Mr. J., instead of seeing here and 
there a few beehives, the country would be rail of 
them under the spur ot such results as you present. 
—[Germantown Telegraph, Pa., U. R. A.
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Above we give a drawing of a Manure Drag, an 
implement with hooked tines for hauling manure 
over the surface of the ground. It is guided by 
rear handles, and a lever is provided to hold the 
tines in action or release them at will.
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manureA
â Cun Horn.1

In severe cases there should be no delay in adopt
ing the necessary treatment, or the animal may be 
lost, for death, in this disease, is caused by suffo
cation. I ..mediate relief is given by puncturing 
the rumen, a quite simple operation when it is 
understood, and one which always should be re
sorted to in bad cases.

The operation should always be performed on 
the left s de of the animal, in consequence of the 
inclination of the rumen to that part of the 
abdominal < avity. The place for puncture is on the 
flank, about three inches below the spinal column,

im-
fti

1Hub
as a rememA. Honey Dew and How It Is Produced*

Of Honey Dew the North American Review 
writes as follows : “When we recollect that honey 
dews always come when the weather is warm and 
pleasant, and the trees and shrubs all dressed in 
iviue green, likewise the flowers ere out in bloom, 

and that we behold all Nature smiling in her 
beauty. Then it is that we see in a beautiful, 
bright morning the leaves of many and varions 
kinds of bushes fairly glistening with that sweet 
nectar called honey dew. Hence, we believe it to 
be secreted in the many and -anons flowers 
through the night, and, by the chemical cotton of 
the sun of those warm days, it u taken up into the 
atmosphere in a condensed form, and then returns 
to the earth in a liquid, lodging upon tile ahnibs 
and trees in the night time, and is one of the rich
est harvests for our bees. In other words, it is the 
rich odor of flowers and plants thrown off ra the 
daytime that is thus returned in the sweet-like 
substance sometimes so bountifully bestowed for 
the good of man. It also feeds many thousand* of 
insects, and supporte many colonies of bees. But 
as is often said, many who profess that there IS an 
insect, called aphis, producing honey dew, as we 
commonly understand the term, we do not believe, 
yet we are well aware that there are such insecte, 
wee and bud lice, that suck the juices of the ten- 
der leaves sod buds et venous shrubs, and will 
exude a substance similar to honey dew; but 
surely we couldn’t be so foolish as to believe it to 
be honey dew of the regular order.

Let ns be careful to save all our pice combe, 
especially those that are dean and white, no mat
ter how small the pieces may be, as they are nee- 
ful in giving our bees a start in the surplus or 
brood-chamber, by fastening them m (ram*!
on the top bar, so the bees wül be thus encouraged 
to go on enlarging the bits of natural combs (not 
par a fine with wax, or any other foreign nbttance) 
and thus, when we have saved one pound of pure 
combs that the bee. have made, and whiohyou 
are asked to melt up luto beeswax, at 18 to 25 
cents per pound, you have saved just 23 pounds of 
honey for yourself, which the boss would have to 
coutume in making a single pound of natural comb.

I apprehend when our readers can see, think and 
learn for themselves ihat to rave all the good 
comb, which have been left inhives th.t have W 
caused from spring or natural dwindling and 1ms 
of bees in winter we shall see quite a change in the 
price of wax.
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enough to pay for his farm in one year.

Mr. Hexlewood—It is very difficult to get clover 
to catch on his land, it being a heavy clay soil ; 
but when it did he found it of much benefit. He 
raised a crop of spring wheat on the land after
wards, and received 35 bushels to the acre on it.

Mr. H. Wilcox —He had no exhausted soil on 
his farm. He adopted the plan of plowing and 
sowing buckwheat, which kept the land in good 
condition. He thought there was nothing so bene
ficial to the land as clover. He had some difficulty 
in getting clover to catch on his heavy land. If it 
did catch it sometimes died out in the summer.

was a benefit to the
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and midway between the last rib and the h p. 
Tne msi.iuii.eut lecouiine.ued by veterinary sur
geons is called a trocar ; it consists of a stilet, hav
ing a lancet shaped point and a sheath. As 
farmers are not usually provided with the proper 
instrument for performing the operation, a dirk 
bladed knife may be used, and a quill, or any 
small tube introduced into the puncture for the

There is no danger

had ■

ad a
deep
hich Mr. Mowbray thought rape ... .

land. In fattening cattle he had noticed that they 
had thrived better on turnips and straw than on 
hay. He said if land was good enough to raise large 
thistles and weeds it was good enough toraise grain.

Mr. John Bartlet said he had tried the fertilizers, 
and came to the conclusion that they would not pay 
on ordinary land. .

Mr. Grierson—If yon sow a little flax seed with 
your barley, and when it is threshed let the flax
seed lay on the floor, and then take it to the mill, 

will not need to feed so much turnips to your
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escape of the offending gas. 
attending the operation when the proper instrument 
is used. The cut represents the point where the 
puncture should be made—at the point where the 
lines a, b and c, d intersect each other.

Rustic Poultry House.
For the rustic work, join four pieces of saplings 

in an oblong shape, for sills ; confine them to the 
ground ; erect at the middle of each of the two 
ends a forked post, of sui able bight, in order to 
make the sides quite steep ; join these with a 
ridge pole ; put on any rough or old boards from 
the apex down to the ground ; then cov. r it with 
bark, cut in rough pieces, from half to a foot

you
cattle if you give them a little flax-seed.

Mr. W. R. Stone—To reclaim soil you must 
summer fallow, sow barley, then seed down, and 
put on eight pounds of clover and four of timothy. 
If there is any twitch grass you must kill it out 
first. If your whole farm is exhausted you must 
follow out this plan throughout the extent of your 

He believed land should have a rest, and
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farm.
shf.uld be covered. It was according to nature. 
He thought it was as necessary to sow plaster even 
as it was to sow grain.

Mr. J. Camplin.—He had raised not less than 
ten acres of turnips a year, and he found that he 
could not keep the stock in good condition without 
them. He never summer fallowed much He be
lieved in sowing turnips to reclaim soil. He kept 
from 35 to 40 head of cattle, and kept about 70 
acres of grass. He had used extensively plaster 
ashes, bone dost, and other things, and he found

This was one of

\
•f

A. A. M. inquires for the best kind of hives. 
Will our advertisers please answer Î

Early in this month the bees may all be moved

aiAïr-asw-aÇfrt
KÜhlcuèf’lRipU"h*'“d h*“fe1
so that the frames will all be cove ed, and cover 
well above the bees to economize heat.

<*
W' his crops improving every year, 

the reasons for his success.
Mr. Joseph Henry made a few remarks. He said 

he believed the land should be restored in some 
manner, and he thought a green crop was the best 
after being plowed, in the shape of clover, after 
the land had been manured. He did not believe 
that there was a farm but what could be improved.

sauare laid on and confined m the same manner as
«££ «£îataJÏÎ K2
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April, 1882THE rFALRrfcÆEïVS ADVOCATE. .. ^ 1 >r10Ô
_,T.. i-yrr-Nyr:.. If;; Management of Poultry.

BY GEO. M. DAVENPORT.

comb, single and small ; comb-wattles and ear
lobe, red or dark purple ; back, dark brown or

____________________ = nearly black ; wings, brown or nearly black,
. .. , -, ,, rantinned breast, black ; shanks to match those of the cock. j commenced with 50 hens and found myself at

Description OI rouiiry vuumuugm- | Thoge two bree(^8 0f game Stands a great amount the beginning of the second year with one hundred
of enclosure, but to produce eggs want range, and and forty, including two pure-bred brown Leghorn 
to produce pit birds require a free, open run and roosters, twelve brown Leghorn pullets, and the 
well fed ; plenty of raw, lean meat is considered the 8ame number of dark Bramah pullets; the re- 

Is in every way similar to the spangled, except I best article of food for this purpose, intervened maiader of the pullets and hens consisted of nearly 
that the feathers are pencilled across with dark with wheat screening, and ale as a drink. All every variety of grades.
bars in-»"-'1 of a dark block or spangle, games are good gleaners ; make good table fowl, j made that year (1876), from this brood of

„„„ SPANGLED HAM».. CGC. X'«d ÏhtŒTgS S»"’- ÏÏÜSÜSÏS.IS' “iïïs;^
jfvîiïtrtsî ava'w —» „r.

square in front and running to a point behina, getting hens will be the order of the day for this 8umed j,y the family (consisting of my sister and 
which is slightly inclined upwards without hollow and next month, and a few hints may not be out mygem wa8 charged at the market price when 
in the centre or leaning to either side, having even place The proper place to hatch eggs is a nest conaumed, the average price of the eggs 26 cents 
and regular small points covering tne surface ; made on the ground, or a box containing much dozen, the lowest figure 18 cents, the highest 
ear-lobes, pure white ; wattles, broad and thin, earth in it. Last season I dug sod about three centg ^ dozen.
bright red and free from white ; neck-nacxie, tun jncbe8 thick ; put one course on the bottom and j confined my brood the second year to 14 acres 
and flowing well over the shoulders, in color, tbe game on the inside of the box all about the „round. My hen house was in the centre of 
silvery white free from yellowish tinge, the longer negt. j left the clean grass sod inside next to the tMg lot the house was 30x16, with 9 foot post, 
feathers ending in a black spangle ; body, silvery eggg> then sprinkled two handfuls of cut strawinside having a southern exposure, one-quarter of which 
white, each feather ending in a rich, dark spangle for the eggs to rest in, and found that it was the wag gla83i with ventilators both at the bottom and
free from mossing or lacing ; tail, large, wel best way of any that I had tried. I put three or ^ The perches were 14 inches from the floor,
siokled, each feather white with a moon shaped four negt eggs in each nest, and when I have a hen consisting of smooth scantling 2x4, the extreme
spangle across the end of each feather ; shanks, wanting to set, I allow her to remain for a day or width {or the hen to perch upon to avoid the de
blue or slaty blue ; carriage, upright and gracetul. two on tbe apot she had chosen, then remove her formjty 0f the breast bone. Three perches ran the 

Hen is the exact counterpart of the cock. (on to the artificial nest ready for her) at night entire length of the hennery, 14 inches apart, the
SILVERY PENCILLED HAMBURG She finds herself in the morning on a full nest of (ivat one j« m0hes from the back enclosure.

Is similar to the spangled, except the feathers are promise, and in a quiet place with feed and water Direotiy above this back perch, raised 12 inches 
nenoilled across with black bars instead of ending within her reach without getting off the nest, from the perch, were the nests for laying, running 

.m^nTshaned BDanele where I allow her to remain for a day or two until th ti length with a lid to let down at night,
with a moon shaPe“ I am sure that she has taken “ kindly to it ;” then “egt that the hens would not desire to perch

white HAMBURG» j maert the chosen eggs in the evening under her u it There was nothing to tempt the hen to
are pure white in plumage ; comb, same as otner an(J ^thdraw the nest eggs ; of course I always fl higher than the perch designed for them,
Hamburgs described ; eyes, red or pearl ; shanks mark each egg with pen or pencil the day of set- flighting from high perches kills more hens than
and beak, flesh color ; carriage, upright and grace- ting| g0 jf any may get broken I can put others in all tb°diseases together ; and they very quickly 
fui. I their stead, and mark them also the day of setting. 00nf0rm to a habit of low perch from necessity. I

black HAMBURGS. I When the time is up for the chicks to appear I piowed over each week through the season ; this
PInmaue rich glossy black throughout ; eyes, watch them closely, and, after 24 hours after get- wag mdosed, the remainder was in grass. On this 

rich red • beak and shanks, blue or leaden blue ; ting out of the shell, I take hen and chicks away graa8 they were not permitted to range when wet, 
fare red’ without the least approach to white ; to a box large enough for the newly arrived family; ag raja and dew aro very deterimental to the. well- .
titi’fuU and expanded, carried very erect, but not give them plenty of bread crumbs or hard boded doing of hena and chickens, especially the latter. ,
snnlrrel tailed • carriage pompous and active. eggs, and, no matter for about three or four days A£80> ja very important that they should not be
squirrel » , & r r after that, once a day in limited quantities till the allowed to 8tand in a draft.

noun an». chicks are ten days old. The remaining eggs that The droppings from the perches I cleaned up
Head, crested and full bearded or muffed ; plum- are not peeped or ready I put under another hen. Qach morrfin,, sprinkling under the perches a thin 

age throughout as even broken with black and j find it aiway8 better to set two or more hens at j of gand> The feeding of hens to produce
White as possible ; face, red ; eyes, black and the aame time, so that there may be enough chicks js one that requires much judgment, with
bright ; comb, medium size, rather antler shaped out to occupy one hen’s attention, and if there poetical knowledge. I give my method after ex-
and partly hidden by the crest in branching ; ear- ar0 not chicks or eggs enough to supply all the perimenting : First, I permitted no vessel to re
lobes, white ; wattles, long and their bright red hena> j inaert a fresh supply, and make “Mrs Hen” ^ain in tbe hennery through the night; was careful
beak and shanks pmkish flesh color, sometimes do jUBtice another period. to be up ln the morning before the hens. There
mottled with lead color ; toes, hve in number, the jf the hens do not come off every day for exer- 8houid be no fretting for the morning meal. I fed
fifth too inclining upwards ; tail well expanded, cige j aiways take them off, and, after they have them for breakfast soft feed, composed of wheat,
having large sickle feathers ; carriage, upright and been away for about ten minutes in cold weather, 1 bran and cornmeal—5 lbs. of bran to 1 of meal ; in 
proud ; are moderate good layers ; eggs, 8 per and fifteen or twenty in warm weatner, if they 1 this I put one tablespoonful of salt and one tea- 
lb.; weight of adult cocks, 8 lbs. ; hens, b lbs.; are have not returned to their proper place, I quietly apoonful of black pepper, or half that of Cayenne.

. the best of the French breeds of fowls ; stand en- repiace them by hand. jn warm weather this seasoning was omitted,
closure well, but lay better with full range ; nesh ge careful not to put too many eggs under hens This feed was thoroughly mixed. Once a week I
is very nice, being sweet and juicy. jn cojd, damp weather, for “ haste makes waste.” added a few boiled onions. After they had eaten

games. I Seven or eight eggs with live chicks in all are better gjj they wanted, if any remained, it was removed
Cock of black-breasted red : head very rich red, I than a dozen all rotten. Motto— “ Do not put and reserved for the next meal. When the hen 

comb in chickens that have not been dubbed, your eggs all in one basket.” comes off the perch with an empty crop the whole
small single and low in front ; face, dark red ; ______ grain will not be digested and assimilated by the
eves ’large, deep bay, with a quick expression of system speedily. The next meal was at 10 a. m.,
movement ; neck, apparently rather long ; hackle, The Houdatl r OWl. consisting of oats with the hulls on, and whatever
rich red ; back, dark red ; breast, solid black The Houdans are a meritorious breed of fowls, might rema n of the breakfast. The third meal at 
throughout ; body, broad at the shoulders and They are among our best domestic birds for gen- 2 p. m., the same as the second ; never allowing 
tapering to the tail, the under part deep black ; era^ pUrp"osea. They have special economic quali- any to remain after eating. The fourth an 
wings, primaries, bay on the outside web, and 1 ^eg which COmmend them to the farmer, mechanic, meal consisted of corn in the kernel, given o 
black on the inside web ; secondaries, bay on the I marjteter and poulterer, or in fact any person who g°ing to the perch, just before dark. Y1

• •1 *—--i- V1 —fnaf-Vinru a mo1 ai 11o I ... ...... ■. * . • i mi I fpom habit learn to wait for this meal. It is itn*
portant to have their crops filled at night with 

Their eggs "are"whi'tej I what will last them until morning. They must 
lelicious aualitv. and ! not fret on the perch, which they will do as soon 

the crop is empty. I had by them at all times

poultry.
I

by r. a. brown.

GOLDEN PENCILLED HAMBURG.
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outside, inside black ends of feathers a likes to see utility and ornament combined. They
of fair size and excellent egg producers, withblack spangle ; wing bows, dark red ; wing butts , ar0 M lalr alze anu „XUt

and coverts, greenish black ; tail black; sickles, exceiient quality of flesh. ------ a.6S~----- ---------,
greenish black ; shanks may be willow, yellow, jarge an(j weu shaped, of delicious quality, and
olive, white or blue. ...................... rarely ever fail in hatching. Their flesh is white, . , -, „ . , ,

Hen—Comb single, small and low in front, and rich and jllicy with but little waste. Their merits during the day p enty of good well water, hard
even sorted ; wattles and ear-lobes, bright red i aa a table fowl are of the highest excellence, water is desirable (rain and snow water is to e
eyes, red or bay ; beak, horn color ; neck hackle, They are good foragers, but not high flyers. The avoided). I also have by them cracked, loose

v - ----- —l ---■ hardy, feather rapidly and keep right oyster shells, flint stone, a box of fine white sand
to wallow in in the winter, a dish of beef scrap in 
the summer and fresh beef in the winter. Baw 
vegetables at all seasons of the year, but never 
cooked. The most important of all is cleanliness.

[We are pleased to receive communications from I ^water°nnlT*'frorr 
ri!.or, lin» I <*t hlthy food nor drink filthy water only from

necessity. My hens would not touch tainted food. 
There are two species of lice that trouble the hen, 

that stays on them all the time, the other goes V

as

brownish yellow, each feather striped with black; | chickg 
back, brown pencilled with black ; breast, salmon 
red, shading off to ashy brown at sides ; wings, 
brown, coverts pencilled with black ; tail, dark 
brown, feathers held closely together and carried 
low ; shanks same as cocks.

BROWN RED GAME COCK.

Head, very dark red ; beak, nearly black ; eyes, 
brown or black ; neck, long ; hackle, rich red, 
striped with black ; breast, black ; wing-bows, 
crimson red ; butts, black ; primaries and second
aries, black ; tail, glossy black, carried low ; 
shanks, black, bronze, olive or willow.

BROWN RED GAME IIEN.

Head, nearly black ; neck, long ; hackle, lemon 
color striped with black ; eyes, brown or black ;

are
on growing from the start. The Houdan is a very 
prepossessing bird either in the barnyard or on 
the lawn.

John H. Swales, Logan, Ind., U. S. A.

our subscribers across the line, particularly when 
they furnish matter in concise form and convey 
valuable information to our readers, especially so 
when in advance of information furnished by our 
Canadian contributors.]

s
one tnau stays on tneui an tuc wmo, uuo uimm gwo 
on them from the perch, and leaves them in the 
morning. This is the largest and the worst. Both 
are easily eradicated. If a hen is sick, kill it and 

If eggs are wanted at this season of the year, the throw it away before it contaminates the flock. If 
hens should eat a little fresh meat. Pullets they are sick it is from negligence usually. I did 
hatched in March and April are old enough to lay | not lose but one from my flock the last year. .No hen

should brood over seven chickens. The first four

|
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as oholesterine, which is found in 00“{e^10“JJlt^ I scribe m^ltone^h^1!?' the trouble withe mm 

the nervous tissue, and ib thrown out of 1th® sys q{ mine whioh has taken a very greet sweUlng in
in the bile. A system, therefore, which is prédis Shortly after 1 wrote you first I
posed to liver disease or to aluggish aotion of toe wae taking Pinkeye, and took about
liver is more liable to the rete“t10“ °| au^ i gaUon of blood from her, and now give wto day

sss&tœagm aïsafunquestionably conferred upon toe offiçnng, ^d ouw formed a oouree down the leg
when the parent is structurally ^constitution- ^m .mng.^ ^ ^ «dhadtobe
allv liable to such a disease of nutrition the, pro . . enj places. Bat all the time the
eenv are likely to inherit a similar bias. The dif- wae very great on the inside and extends
ferenoe, it wUl be observed, is up tothe bag, but did not run anyfrom the inside,
caused by a disturbing element introduced into the up tot „ blistered, .and a Jitüe

SSBBBBtheApril, 1882
to absorb morebulk than quality. It appears

water in digesting than com, and inproportionto 
its nutritive value to develop in milk more cheesy

sSsSS;
little better. Corn is more heatmg and sUmu^ 
lating, and cows cannot with safety to health^nse 
so much of it as they can of barley. This is an 
important point In favor of barley. When a cow 
is in a favorable condition for giving milk, the last 
pound of food she can be made to utilize is the

Ï^Subov. th, food of 

support is what profitable mük comes from, and 
the more cows can consume above that require
ment, the more of such milk wdl be produced. 
Though in an emergency it would take more bar
ley than corn to sustain life, barley has a compen-

rive profit from. In comparison with various 
other cattle foods, corn, when f^f"r. 
cheese or for a large measure of milk, fails to main
tain the superior importance over them which it 
has when butter is the object.—[Tribune.

Sunflower Seed for Poultry.
The esthetic craze may not be so Productive of 

nractioal results as some other ideas that suddenly 
take hold of the public mind, but the sunflower 
being the standard, as it were, of this newid^, may 
receive the attention it deserves, and beoo™ “" 
only a fashionable foible, but also a profitable 
plant. The Mammoth Russian is one of th 3 most 
profitable varieties, and should be cu ^# edf “ 
rows about six feet apart with the plants four feet 
in the rows. The result will be a yield of seed at 
the rate of from 50 to 100 bushels per acre, and 
for poultry makes the best feed of anything we 
have ever tried. They should be fed about three 
times a week during the laying season, and w 

'give the very best results in eggs. During cold 
weather the oil in the seeds serves the same purpose 
Ts in the lamp, and furnishes fuel to keep up the

““itorshowbirds and exhibition a short diet of 
sunflower seed gives the feathers an extra glossy 
coat, and a cleln, bright look to the combs and 
gills. The advantages of a small plot of sunflow
ers near the house in warding off malaria is worth 
all the trouble of cultivating them, as well as the 
ornament and development of the aesthetic among 
the young.

=^^al-K3iSS5isr«t54SSsystem from witnouv, rxr

a * tsxssm.
manifestly connected with plethora and the general of ^ura Haemorrhagica.

a” -a-a* us trasara •* le-‘ ‘™’ " * . . . .-s=KBC3JSSiae
The fimt, fourth, and fifth forms named are quite them on^i$ from other oows when very yom*

toms^First we would notice a cough; then as the I j E Ingersoll, Ont., wants a euro for the disease 
disease ^took à deeper hold of them, they would known M black teeth in pigs, 
couch and run their tongues out, and pant an ^ treatment for black teeth in piff is to re-groan, losing flesh quite opened th^ [ teeth, which may bo dono^ffi a small
one I lost The lungs^were ^ -J {- | peir of foro.p., or a hammer and pmmh.]

Ei£ ‘PÎ“B.° kt 'm, .«‘«qûLÇ 8 i,, „o, i.lfMSjWrj

ÆtodK too. J. a 0.. Amhorrti H.S.

[From the symptom, yougi»e, »• “JT to the â^h tototog the heel •*“*!*
2dtoy taoh ^1jn£3l tt.

^ tmAnt-tove a tablespoonful of turpentine do not know myself what it is ; some heat

S3*--a Kea i Se*0 SJSZ a a. <»* • — ^^4»
Ertoc.v=.to«ti~«
2.1 Itoh, eptotet^heno, e, ton» • | ïï^et Ttoetm^t.-Btohe wtol mtt

hot water; after apply a bliiter«>mpoeedofBm
iodide mercury, one part, to four of 
or seven days, until you have reduced the enlarge-

the heart.

Treatment of Sitting Hens.

J tit
as to keep each hen by herself; a small yard should 
be attached to each nest, so that the hen can leav 
when she pleases, and wallow in the dirt and ashes 
placed in the yard for that purpose. The nest 
should be made by first covering the middie of 
barrel with fine loam several inches in length, lhe 
loam should be moist, but not wet. In this the 
nest should bo made with fiuo hay. ü!s|!Z--!-** ras*

enough to take her fee . ^h PP^U m($ the ^ose 0f the Downs would be the brot to Im^o e
in every other re®P®° • , 2—What is your opinion wool of our common jîïïu, „
and the remedy, if any . i . J Tf it does nlaint among cattle that effects them similar as
as regards wheat turning t J ^ landg where the the horse distemper does horses ? I haw had two^
not, how is it that on t lnd on the they commence swelling along undw tiie tongue
wheat is killed out, chess w gro , here d the glands, then down toe dewlip, the first
high land will be 8®” * ^nd if it does’ as the one the swelling extended bsck to the ™^ v^' 
wheat never grew before t work with any then to the bag ; she died about the tweUthdsy.
majority believe, how can a farm willnro- if von know of any remedy you would oblige.of^chrtim- ¥onyr°^swer to toe^c^g^SSS^JSà 

duce like ’ Uld,a°y r mie that don’t work viable paper, the Farmers Aovocat*._wo 
tog to wheat ! » “ ™ man had pedigree much oblige. J- N- *V*V*r*
both ways. 3 8, PP? ^ d Book, what steps [Shropshire Downs are considered good. See 
stock recorded in the old “e ded in the new aL„e g January No., 1882. Your cows suffered
$OUidRhnk v ke W. G s„ Silver Hill, Ont. j>rogm biood poisoning, which was ve^ Ukely pro- 
Herd Book . duced from something they hsd wteu, se musty

r\Vo think vour cow is suffering from foul in the talks hay straw, or inferior food of any
foo TreatS-Give a good dose of purgative Æeîy to ’give ri-e to it. Treatment:
medicine, as Epsom salts, ijmj. Change the food ; give a good doae

s^p“Ai* A SWA

feter inary

Six Forms of Blind Staggers.
The name “blind staggers” is due to several

ssss^swr i n& Ksr
indorses kdTon ripe but uncured rye grass or on 
the seeds of millet,Hungarian grass and several of 
the grains and vetches, is a mere congestion of the 
brain due to the introduction of. a poison “^18 
__t at all likelv to prove hereditary. Another 
occurring in rich bottom lands or other damp 
localities, or in animals fed on musty fodder, ap 
nears to be essentially connected with poisonmg of 
?he nerve centres and dropsical effusion around 
them This is a much more persistent affection 

'than the first, but is not usually hereditary further 
than that an impaired institution is. liable to be 
conferred onÏ the Progeny, *nd th^ |f dig.

tumors within the hemispheres of the brauu
These are usually composed of a peculia

One form occurring
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Sflrintltural. rays of the ann, their rocky, rifted aides covered in 
many places with the green pine—all combine to 
make a magnificent scene. Through the passes 
come the warm winds of the balmy Pacific, which 
render the Bow River district such a favored 
locality. The imagination helps us to complete 
the picture, and by a little exercise of thought a 
volume might be written, one of interest and that 
would prove instructive ; from this sketch we de
duce the fact that our great Northwest is being 
filbd up by immigrants from the east as well as 
from the west.

It was on the 20th October that Mr. H. arrived 
at Fort E1 mon ton ; at that time large fields of 
wheat, from twenty to fifty acres, could be seen 
standing uncut, but covered with snow. The 
climate is not always favorable, as frosts occur 
early in the fall and sometimes even in the month 
of August, and, as above stated, with snow falls in 
October. The wheat in the immediate vicinity or 
district is of a low grade, consequently making flour

Annual Report of the Connell of thex 
Agricultural and Arts Association 

of Ontario for 1881.
Mr. H. Wade, the Secretary of the Association, 

has kindly forwarder us a copy of the report It 
gives a pretty full description of the farms visited 
by the Association, and many useful hints are 
thrown out We are pleased to notice that the 
majority of the prizes have been taken by 
subscribers.

As a suggestion for an improvement in this mode 
of expending this grant we would remark that the 
future regulations might be so arranged as to 
award more ot the prize money to the real plain 
farmer who has built up his farm from his

Some of the prizes may have fallen to 
some of that class, but the plain practical farmer 
has not a fair chance when brought into compari
son with persons who have obtained large sums of 
money from other businesses or other interests, 
and purchased farms made by others. Such have 
great advantages, against which the majority of 
the plain average farmers cannot contend. We do 
not wish to detract from the good that such ex
amples may do, but let us aim to ascertain what

;.'isr '

The Yellow Head Pass.
, We have given you many sketches of places and 
objects that we have seen whiou we deemed would 
interest you ; now we give you one we have not 
seen and which the majority of us may never see. 
It is, however, of importance to us all to know as 
much as possible about our Dominion. - The sketch 
was made by a daughter of Mr. T. Henderson, a 
Canadian, and one of our subscribers, who has oc
casionally sent us a few lines that have been of in
terest, we trust, to you. Mr. Henderson left On
tario about ten years ago to try his fortune in 
British Columbia, but the attractions of our North
west Territory have been such that he resolved to 
give it a trial, as the damp weather and not too 
fertile soil of British Columbia did not exactly suit 
him, so he packed his goods and his family on 
horses and started for Fort Edmonton in the

our

own re
sources.

Ay|||

of a poor quality, to the use of which it requires 
some time to become accustomed. Very little fall 
ploughing is done, and late springs frequently 
occur.

Northwest. This was no small undertaking, to move 
a wife andfamily a distance of 1,000 miles across 
the Rooky Mountains and through an extremely 
wild and unsettled country—one peopled by 
nomadic Indiens, but he successfully accomplished 
the undertaking and arrived in Edmonton safely, 
and appears to be satisfied with the change. We 
have had the engraving made from the sketch sent 
us. The Yellow Head Pass is one of many 
tain passes, dividing the Rocky Mountains. 
In the sketch, as pictured, 
and his family are to be seen traversing a 
river, those on foot being obliged to crawl along 
the side of the cliffs, in order to avoid the

good has been done by those in less favored cir
cumstances and less favored localities. We pre
sume all the prizes have been awarded to men 
owning land of naturally greater fertility than the 
average farmer has. Many a man who has only 
inferior ground yet may have done more to improve 
that land—may in reality have done quite as much 
to enhance the wealth of the country, were the 
facts brought out. Could we not ascertain who 
has done most good under adverse circumstances Î 
Surely some great and beneficial contrasts can be 
made from farms where the soil is hard and sterile, 
or light, or wet.

Our aim is and has been to advocate the interest 
of the plain average farmer. The average farmer in 
Ontario does not possess more than 100 acres ; 
nearly all the farms reported are over the average. 
The resources from which the farm or the money 
expended on it has been procured, should also be 
considered. <"

A very brief account is given both of the Provin
cial Exhibition, its management, and of the discus
sions that took place at the annual meeting, much 
of which contained atter that would be read with 
greater interest by the farmers in general than the 
reproduction of oft-repeated ideas and suggestions.

Snow falls while harvesting operations 
are being carried on. One would naturally be im
pressed with the idea that it is not a favorable 
locality for farming, yet, while there are difficul
ties as above enumerated, the farmers there 
doing comparatively well. Prices at the time 
subscriber wrote were ruling as follows :—Flour, 
$10 per 100 lbs.; barley, $1 a bushel ; wheat, $2.25; 
oats, and potatoes, $1 a bushel. One great advan
tage is that wood is plentiful, so that there is no 

water, difficulty in obtaining a sufficient supply for rails
the horses being laden with the women and per- ®rew?0(*' .T1*?9 is a m.°9t imPortant considrr- 

, ~ . ... , , . y ation, and one that outweighs at all timessonal effects—as little as possible being carried, as disadvantages. 6
the cost of transportation is necessarily heavy. We are always exceedingly pleased to have des- 
The view is a beautiful one ; the grand beauty and cr'prions or sketches from our subscribers. Facts, 
majestic wildness, cvei varied and changing ; the îv*1 îaCt8 6 ®rf Wante<1, unvarnished, too. 
mountains which for ages have reared thei- snow- 8haU hTleasedto puMiaTwh^» deemed

tipped summits, from which are reflected the bright of interest to our readers.

are
moun- our

our subscriber

many

etwekn British Columbia and the North west Territories.The Yellow Head Pass in the Rocky Mountains,
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:

revenue by crossing with pure Jersey Bulls. He 
has about fifteen blood horses, including mares and 
colts ; the pedigrees of these animals trace back to 
and through the finest strains of winning stock in 
the world. He is the most extensive stock 
breeder in this country. We think he is quite 
right in disposing of his Shorthorns, as we believe 
this part of the country to be far better adapted to 
smaller breeds of cattle, such as the Ayrshires and 
Jeraeys. There are large tracts of country in oar 
Dominion that are adapted to raising Shorthorns, 
Herefords, Angus and Aberdeen cattle. There are 
other parts where the fine, well-developed Short
horn, if he lives at all, must be of less value than 
an Ayrshire, and in some parts that ire have 
visited even the cattle must give place to the goat. 
Some localities, such as the Annapolis Valley in 
Nova Scotia, Lincoln in Ontario, and Misdsquoi 
county in Q lebso, are adapted to raising fruit such 
as never can be raised in Manitoba or in many other 
parts of Ontario or Quebec. Adapt your farms to

On the Wing.
In February we took a flight to the county of 

Lincoln. Mr. John Carroll, of Clandeboye Farm, 
St. Catherines, Ont., had advertised a sale of his 
Shorthorn herd. As his wa-i one of the largest stock 
sales that has taken place in that county, we con
cluded it would be a good time to go tnere, as at 
these stock sales we can form some idea of the farms 
and farmers in any locality. Mr. Carroll’s Short 
horns were not in as good selling condition as stock- 
men in the vicinity of Toronto, Guelph or London 
usually keep them. There were two reasons for 
this : One was that the men in charge of the ani
mals were not good stockmen, the other is that 
neither the land nor the climate is so well adapted 
to the large, heavy Durhams as some other 
tions are. That narrow neck of land between 
Lakes Ontario and Erie and east of Hamilton, does 
not appear to have as much rain daring the 
mer as the larger bodies of land to the west and
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Ihe Ulan ueboyjc Stock Farm or Mr John Carroll, near St. O ytharinm, Ont.

wolds and blooded horses ; finding his farm better 
adapted to Jerseys, horses and sheep, he deter
mined to dispose of his Shorthorns, and devote his 
attention to such stock as he might find best suited 
to his land. He has twenty-seven head of Jerseys.
He sold a short time ago to Mr. Geo. Smith, of 
Grimsby, Ont., a three year-old cow and calf for 
$1,000. At the sale he offered three young Jersey 
bulls, only one of which was sold, bringing eighty 
dollars, and was taken to Owego, N. Y., by the 
purchaser, Mr. H. J. Clapham. He was sired by 
the celebrated bull, Governor Lowe, at the head of 
his herd. He was considered by many as the best 
bull of his class exhibited in Ontario last year. His 
sire, Governoi L»we, is by Cash Bov, he by Rex, 
he by King Harold, thus constituting what is 
considered by many as the finest butter strain.
Mr. V. Fuller, of Hamilton, Ont., has refused 
$900 for a young bull by Governor Lowe. Mr.
Carroll is convinced that where butter is the object, 
the Jersey is without a rival, and that the farmers 
of Ontario would add materially to their sources of

north are blessed with. There are very few herds 
of Shorthorns in this part of the Dominion, and 
where there are only a few kept the value of those 
few is diminished ; because purchasers will visit 
localities where they can make a selection, 
quently the prices at this sale were not high.

Mr. Carroll’s pastures bad been poor because of 
the lack of rain ; we do not consider this land as 
good grazing land as many other parts of Ontario, 
and Durhams must have the best of pasture to 
produce the beat class of stock. We do not think 
this locality will ever become a favored one for 
Shorthorns. The fine animals raised in rich pas
tures ebewhere, will be apt to degenerate when 
transferred to the average farm of Lincoln. Al
though this section may not be adapted to the 
Shorthorn as well as some other localities, yet it 
has its advantages. The soil appears admirably 
adapted for wheat raising—very fine samples being 
grown, and by a little deeper ploughing, a fresh, 
new soil is brought into cultivation, equal to the 
present “ worn out ” surface soil, effected by the

I"such system as is most suitable. —..... - -------
We believe this herd, that of Mr. Rilph, Mark

ham, Ont., md that of H. Stephens, jr., of St. 
Lambert, aear Montreal, are the three largest herds 
of Jerseys in the Dominion. There is 
greater demand for this class of cattle than was 
ever before known, and enormous prioes are being 
paid for choice animals. Several other breeders in 
Canada have recently commenced building up a 
herd of them.

•~v~-

conse-
now a

*
*
gl Our artist has made a sketch of Mr. Carroll’s 

farm stock which will, we hope, interest and be 
appreciated by our readers.

Calling at Guelph on our way home, we made 
visit to the works of the Fertilizer Company of 
Canada, of which Mr. Arthur shew is manager.
They occupy a farm about 1* miles from 
Guelph, and prepare different kinds of artificial 

On the farm is a large stone barn and

*.

mail ure.
several other buildings. In the barn he has his 
crushing machines, wire screens, and barrels, bags 
and boxes filled with bones in different stages,

-,

4*-

impoverishing system too often pursued on 
many farms. Rain is very seldom known 
here during haying or harvest in comparison 
with the fall in other parts, in fact very 
little water falls from the^pommenoement of hay
ing until the fall rains set iu. This is one of the 
causes of the great success of fruit growing in this 
end of the Niagara district. The fruit is better, it 
keeps better when grown in a dry atmosphere than 
in a damp one ; this is known to fruit growers and 
to fruitdealers. We presume that this district 
will form the chief source of supply for our North
west Territory and the British market. Apples 
from the north of Lake Ontario are more apt to 
spot, scab and rot than those grown in the 
south.

Mr. Carroll has a large farm containing between 
three and four hundred acres, on which he has 
expended considerable money in draining 
and improving, 
tion to Shorthorns and Jerseys, also Cots-

He had devoted hie atten-

v-i-

.
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.„„„—, p.ud,.«., * .» r .< ». I «»-nr.u»*f1* off~"w>®». |
»c°.X" z£ r:.d a- l^xi=æ> »~fîB-thwtt. l"»- b«« b. ,u~, ». ». w. d. ïïddk |rïâ)ri„8. H. roM »• — »d ~ur.d

tom dmd .mm.l.- I» »• t-t-h..tom. ..to .fU,=tol tool, | .«oo-l crop .1 «torn,

the fat and meat from the bones. We saw six whioh gtira and ploughs the middle,
dead horses, some dogs, cats, chickens and pigeons gcrape8 the soU "^thekùrpoïnds PrizC ®SS»y.S‘
lying ready for the next process. We did not m- just as to the acre is four times too In reference to the^subject ior^ ^ American
quire whether this fat was used for soap grease or of ee cegsary to secure a close and even essay, we gi t results of experience in
L making oleomargarine. No doubt it js a mar- «*; but ^ ^y q{ b cutout authonty t ^
ketable commodity. The bones are crushed into with a hoe, leaving spaces of 14^ J, win Tlle Massachusetts Agricultural Society ha^
two quaUties, the coarse and the fine. Some of the the plants; or if one_wanf« afew^ “em 3Q arrived at the following conclusion in regard th
fine dust and superphosphate are mixed with the add a little extra fertilizer or ““^^“^^urity of all grain crops; that
poudrette. This poudrette is made from night a little liquid nuHiure«ot to wheat on sflted laud will ripen six or teni days
soil, which is collected from the back premises of o( all iet the ^^'tchbuttostir’the soil earlier than on unsalted land, aUotiiercoud^oos
Guelph and surrounding towns. Many of his men the rain, being equal; that Sns'tTe
were at work in Duudas when we were there, w]J^\ralt0Mry the fertilizer down to the feed^ ^^^^Vrust and smut ; that it checks,
This soil is shipped on the cars or teamed to the rootg and fill the great mam teP ^oot of th Jit d’oe8 no?t entirely prevent, the ravages of the 
place in tight barrels. It is spread out on low plft, not onctentti so cMnch bug. and thaf there is no danger of a man s
wide, long tables, covering perhaps an acre' of wl^\£8*£’ig manner of growing roots the crop pocket permitt ng him to pu t^ ^ injare no 
ground. Here it is exposed to the sun, and when g ^ b: disappointment with it ; but if three his land, as wo ba^ ^ ^ 80W aalt is in the
rain threatens it is covered with eanvass. The aereg are grown one may be sure of finding g_ andit ought to be the first thing done on
odor of the decaying flesh and the scent from the bulkofthefeedin^for a^enjirJj e?thief *faU or sprmgploughmg^ as ajl aftjr^tirrmg
other substances are not agreeable, and people m least^day^h^t read report of Farmers’ ^ the.}andT“s£t‘“nd easiest method of sowing
the neighborhood complain of the annoyance. The t th 100 j sMtTnthl absence of a machine for that purpose,
law we hear, has been called into force. It is our P --------- “«• “J;! fromoutof the rear end of a wagon,
opinion that this is the largest establishment of When to Plant ug ^ the sower using both h,and8.w^® $,irty 'f^rty
th» kind in Canada, and disagreeable as the task I Formerly almost every farmer ., * 1 ing on a slow walk. In this y J ... used

Z*» « « -it.'— «.« » »• - f‘,f“ o".\? .îrpüpjs “«tthe great methods of saving and utilizing the ma- t£ig waa that it was less liable to be quantity is the better.”
nure so much needed. Information about the ininred by the grab and wireworm on account of ^ aiao give a summary of an essay appro
7? .i ,..p..i.g ..a ». ot .hi. Z<to, l-o-tê to—£ I b.th.to—1
gtottotool fertility de.orve. oir .«..(to II tod rtotog « »|*oI ti„8, to “f*ES.d S.«4 . p.L .1 £100. <»
a smaU portion of the money expended by the thig method has not resulted success ul- Soc ^y, ^ 8^ ^ t Bait as » ^tihzer
Government had been devoted to such information * u ig found that early-planted com is fr^ ^ the egaa^ whioh took the prize recomnie 
and knowledge, and the encouragement of a prae- quently delayed in »^mg by «^ -t the following quantities :

.v.v.-.v.v.v
cash value of this manure in comparison with starts to spm enemieg> gix p.ains should be Barley................................
superphosphate, gypsum or barn-yard manure. In @ach hiU> properly separated, and then Oats.............................
Europe and even in some parts of the States fer- Phould th6 plants escape injury fromthe^ub a^^ ^.............
tilizers are in much greater demand than with us wireworm by Jç i“S® °fre8“oveP the plants above Potatoes............................
A « the value of crops increases and the natural hill after the , £ beainning to put their Turnips or Beets............
fertiuy of I soS is diminished, the greater three. ^ Again, P Clover and Grajs^
demand there will be forwtificial manures. | number M groins to ^ hdVhey^ddj» - Qn each side of the tree.".

Please let -e kno^wh :^tune isthe ^estto sow
ïowTatgks^Please answer through Farmer’s 

Advocate.

and either

next prizeour

1
I
«

W,

Pounds of salt per acre : 
Light Heavy Heavy 
soil. soil. loam. 

.. 500 450

'
8400

400500 s.550 450550600 600650 600
400550600 400600 500

600 600 350
♦300400500 450600700

Fruit trees, four pounds,

Fertilizers.

«SS.
usually the case that, with the exception of two,

EâBHHSgÜ

ated fertilizers.

4»Land Llovcr-slck.

E. W-, Hamilton, Ont. | MZ ï?ft

5£SH3fi2«:To reach thU result we must plough the ground mentioned A Prevent ^ ^ thereby taking

sat
plank set on edge, 30 inches apar , „iked is rolled twice or oftener before putting in the
f cross-pieces gained in and lirmiy P 1- v fhorpbv has a firmer consolidated

b:s«7fiS! Ssbjsir-a
^jss.tssLZ.'snr^i

’Eht’: ..w d.y. m™.
no 8with a seed planter, and drop the seed g g not rolled in order to prove the
Mediately over the manure andLeever^t, androll ^ experiment. 'Phe result was that
the surface at one operation. between and while there was an abundance of clover where the
is scattered along the ridges and a , not a plant Was to be seen on the

been left unroUed' He had been

I
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h
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Jas. Rennie recommends for general culture the 
Scottish Chief Swede.

«■ * c? » ».“■ ron,y —me »Vdto».'p»to SÏTtofiffiS

tity but poorer in quality.
Tn Algiers a deep steam cultivation is consider-

edIby the French agriculturists as the equivalent
y irrigation. The ground is a sort of

snonge and absorbs the heavy dews to such an
extent that it withstands the Par**Dt8he ateUow. 
each might renew the moisture, while the snauow 
plowed soil is effectually dried early m the season.
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partially draining off, I mix them with about a 
iushel of fine middlings for each acre to be sown, 
rolling and rubbing the seed into this until it is 
evenly mixed and well incorporated with the meal, 
so as to flow readily. Then use such teeth of the 
drill as give rows of proper distance apart (mine is 
an eight inch drill, and I use every third tooth, 
making rows two feet apart), taking off or tying 
up the others, and shutting off the feed to them 
from the hopper. Then by gauging the drill for 
sowing three bushels to the acre, it will sow the 
one bushel of this prepared seed and meal through 
the one-third of the teeth used, and plant about an 
acre an hour as well as a seed drill, and I think 
even better, besides doing the work more quickly 
and giving the chance of soaking the seed before 
planting.

robbing Peter to pay Paul, a process which does 
not make a farm rich very fast.

The profit from ensilage and soiling lie in the 
increased amount of stock which can be supported 
upon a given area of land, and in having succulent 
milk producing food at a time when it is greatly 
needed. They are not manufactories of fertilizing 
materials for enriching the whole farm. For the 
former purpose they pay largely ; for the latter 
they do not.

The large loss of milk from the protracted 
drought of last season should admonish dairymen 
of the danger of letting the spring go by without 
making some provision in time for supplying green 
food in a midsummer drought, which, for a longer 
or shorter term, will be very sure to come. A 
stitch in time, &o. But no one need hug the delu
sion that applying to one part of a farm the pro
ducts of another part, will make one part rich 
without impoverishing the other.

Manure from Soiling.
BY !.. B. ARNOLD.

There are a good many valid reasons for making 
soiling a prominent part of the summer feeding of 
dairy stock, but the accumulation of the manure 
of the farm stock about the bam is not one of them. 
Farmers and writers who talk sensibly upon other 
farm topics, often talk wildly upon the importance 
of feeding stock in the stable in summer for the 
sake of saving their manure, and count every load 
thus accumulated as so much clear gain. At any 
rate, writers are in the habit, when counting up 
the profits of soiling, of placing the full value of 
the manure made to the credit of the practice of 
doing the feeding in the barn or stable. If the 
soiling food was purchased from outside of the 
farm, this would be right enough, but when it has 
been grown on the farm, the fertilizing power in 
the manure heap is simply so much plant food 
taken from a field, and, in a round-about way, 
dumped at the barn. Every shovelful of manure 
thus piled up means exhaustion to that extent of 
the plant food of the land on which the food pro
ducing the manure was raised. A field devoted to 
the production of soiling food soon becomes ex
hausted ofjts fertilizing properties if they 
restorechby returning the manure from feeding the 
crops raised upon it, or the drain supplied from 
some other quarter.

An aooumulatio 1 of manure about a barn seldom 
fails to mean waste. The liquid drippings gener 
ally run away and are lost, and the solids get 
leached with rains, and by heating and fermenting 
drive off ammonia and carbonic acid gas, which 
might have been useful if liberated in the soil in
stead of the manure heap. Then there is the labor 
of carting the heavy mass away to the field again, 
which is quite an expanse for the value of the 
moved, more than four-fifths of it being nothing 
but water.

T. S. tiraiu Crop.
The Department of Agriculture at Washington 

has just completed the estimate of cereal pro- 
duction for 1881, An abstract is given which states, 
that— ' ,. .

“In no other season since the inauguration of 
crop reporting has there been so general disaster, 
involving corn, wheat, barley, buckwheat, rye, oats 
alone being extempt from loss. The aggregate 
corn estimates are 1,194,916,000 bushels, grown 
upon 64,262,000 acres, a reduction of 31 per cent, 
from 1880, wheat,380,280,000 bushels, a reduction 
of 22 per cent., grown upon 37,709,000 acres, a 
yield of 101-10 bushel per acre, the lowest rate 
yet reported for the entire crop; rye, 20,705,000 
bushels a reduction of 27 per cent, grown on 
1,789,000 acres; barley, 41,161,000 bushels, a 
duction of 9 percent., grown on 1,067,000 acres) 
oats, 416,481,000 bushels, against 417,885,000 for 
the previous year, acreage 16,831,000; buckwheat, 
9,485,000 bushels, grown on 829,000 acre». The 
^crgregate product of all the cereals shows a de* 
crease of 24 per cent. The aggregate value of 
cereals grown in 1881 is greater than the total 
valuation in 1880. Corn and oats, mainly con
sumed at homo and used interohangably, are most 
affected by the fathire. Wheat advanced from an 
average of 95 cents to $1.19. The values are;— 
CornT 1759,000,000; wheat, $453,000,000; oats;ssasr gtf'CSiirw»
against $1,361,000,000 in 1880.

The Value of the Boiler.
It has always been a belief of ours that the true 

value of the roller has not been understood, and 
we have received considerable credit from our 
contemporaries for our efforts at various times to 
have this useful implement better understood. 
What we have said of it in the past has chiefly 
had reference to its use in the spring in passing it 
over the grain and grass and pressing back the 
plants to their normal position, where they have 
been disturbed by the action of the frost ; but as 
we see farming conducted daring the summer, we 
are tempted to inquire whether even still more use 
of the roller might not be made with advantage. 
We all know how great is the value of a well-pul
verized soil, but we have come to regard mere 
stirring with a cultivator in summer as pulverizing. 
It is to a certain extent,of course. No matt rhow 
roughly done, it is better than a hard-baked sur
face. Under this condition the soil dries very 
rapidly. Still the lumpy, coarse way in which the 
cultivator often leaves the ground is anything but 
pulverization. We see a tendency in some quarters 
to favor hard-packed earth ; but the thorough 
pulverization we recommend is a very different 
thing from this. A soil that is thoroughly crushed 
fine will not dry out near so fast as one which is 

and lumpy, and this prevention of the 
of moisture is as well worthy of attention

are not

re-

mass

Acton Burrows, Secretary of the Provincial 
Agricultural Society, of Mmitoba, sends the fol
lowing important information : “Thi standing of 
Manitoba wheat abroad has already been seriously 
injured by the large proportion of Canada Club 
and other soft and mixed varieties produced last 
year Dark Scotch Fife is the most valuable 
variety that can be produced here, and is the 
variety upon which the reputation of the ‘ New 
Northwest’ as a wheat producing region will mainly 
depend. No soft or mixed wheat is worth as much 
bv fifteen cents per bushel, and this difference in 
prioe will hereafter be made by the undersigned 
millers and wheat buyers. Farmers will do well 
to consider that soft wheat can be raised anywhere, 
while hard Scotch Fife requires our soil and 
climate, and also that hard Scotch Fife is always 
Boucht for by millers, while other varieties are fre* 
quently neglected. Sow only pure Scotch Fife, 
and after you have harvested it. do not risk spoil
ing it by careless stacking. Ogilvie Milling Com
pany A W. Ogilvie & Co.; Traill A Maulson; Jas.yX. Graham tor H. B. Co. The council of the 
Provincial Agricultural and Industrial Society, of 
Manitoba, has fully endorsed the above in every 
particular, and in view of the great importance of 
only pure Scotch Fife being grown in the North
west, have decided to offer special large prizes for 
samples of it, to be shown at the Society e exhibi
tion this fall. For particulars see prize list. Parties 
unable to obtain pure Scotch Fife for seed, should 
apply to the undersigned, who will cheerfully aid 
them in procuring it. Acton Burrows, Secretary 
P A. A I. S.” [Appreciating the importance of 
the above the Canadian Pacific Railway Company

other varieties and mixed wheat w,ll be charged 
full tariff rates.—Ed]

It is better, so far as economizing manure is con
cerned, to cart the soiling food to a clean lot, which 

be used in the course of a rotation for growing coarse 
escape
as the manure question, or any of the numerous 
ones which are generally uppermost.

It is not perhaps easy to carry out a plan after 
we know it is a good one ; but surely something 
could be done to keep the soil from being so coarse 
and lumpy, as we see it so often after our culti
vators have been over the ground. There is some
thing wrong either with the soil or tho implements. 
We want a clod-crusher as well as a hoe-harrow, 
let it be in the form of a roller or what it may.

can
soiling food, and feed it in the lot, thus leaving all 
the manure scattered over the ground where it 
will be wanted in the future. Whenever this can 
be done without waste of fodder, it saves all the 

liquid and solid, and the labor of cartingmanure,
it. The earth will take up all the valuable con
stituents of the droppings and hold them till plant 
roots absorb them away. A farm will not lose any-

will it grow rapidlything in such a process, nor 
ri ih, for it is simply transferring the available plant 
food in the soil of one field to that of another. The 
idea that a farmer should imagine that his farm is 
growing richer every year by reason of dropping 

at the barn instead of the field or pasture

Double Use of Farm Implements.
Henry Ives, in the N. Y. Tribune, tells how he 

makes some of his agricultural implements do 
double duty as follows :

“It is almost frightful to think of the multipli
cation of farm implements in these days of great 
improvement in agricultural tools: there is not a 
branch of tillage but has some ‘labor-saver’ es
pecially designed for it. Many times, however, the 
farmer by exercise of a little skill can do different 
classes of work with such tools as he has, and there 
is no one that can be utilized in this way to better 
advantage than the common grain drill. For more 
than twenty years I have found it better for plant
ing corn and beans in drill rows, and beets and 
carrots also, where quantities are to be grown for 
stock, than any of the planters made especially 
for these seeds, besides doing the work much more 
quickly and easily. I also sow any kind of grain 
broadcast with it, by taking off the teeth, when it 
will do better than any broadcast seeder in the 
market. I thus make it do the work of five 
different tools, and if the grass seed and fertilizer 
attachments are added, it will make the drill count 
good for seven uses, for each of which many farmers 
think a special implement necesary.

“For beets or carrots I take the quantity of seed 
required, and as these seeds germinate much 
and quicker by being previously soaked in 
water for one or two days, I in this way keep them 
moist until they are well swollen. Then, after

manure
is as ludicrous as a fancy that he himself could 
grow rich by taking money from his pocket and 
stowing it in his hat. If he faithfully returns to 
the soil all that he takes from it, the soil will

We cansimply be prevented from exhaustion, 
grow rich only so fast as by the cultivation of the 
soil new plant food is made available which was 
not available before.

The friends of ensilage often talk in the same 
strain. The great bulk of cattle food taken from 
a small plot of ground piles up a great heap of 

which some are led to believe is furnishingmanure
the material for making all the rest of the farm 
rich. There is often a double deception in regard 
to the manure made from ensilaged fodder corn. 
In the first place it is made up so largely of woody 
fibre and water that its value is much less 

supposed, and in the

It seems impossible to do without the Advocatb 
now and farm. I have lately made an addition 
to my herd of some thorough-bred stock, and 
from your paper last year I have g.med much 
information jn that line that has.now became 
tangible in dollars and cents. I still wish you 

J, Maitland, Woodstock, Ont,

than Is apt to be 
second place it has only been obtained at the ex
pense of the ground it gre a on, and if it is ap
plied to some other part of the farm, it is only

surer
warm

success.
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taken as a good, general rule, to be varied accord- 
tbicker and hea-ier wool than a half-breed pos- 
aesses that is crossed the other way. And I will 
further say that I have spared no pains in watch
ing to circumstances. Some feed in the proportion 
of one bushel of bran or shorts to one bushel of 
meal. Practically, bran and shorts mixed are 
worth for feeding about the same as good, bright 
meadow hay. Given with hay, they are worth 
about three-quarters that of whole grain. For a 
young growing animal, no exact quantity can be 
set down for daily consumption for any length of 
time.

the Merino possesses. In cross breeding, I prefer 
coupling a Merino ram with long-wooled ewes, as 
the cross produces all the good qualities of the 
former, and the progeny has a better constitution, 
ing with marked zeal the effect of crossing the 
above described half breeds, in all grades imagin
able, and must say that the range of cross breeding 
between fine and coarse-wooled sheep is compara
tively limited, be ause there is but one breed of 
the former of any recognized importance, viz., 
the Merino ; and no intelligent man at the present 
day would any more think of ci casing the Merino 
with any other breed to improve the characteristic 
sought in the Merino than he would of alloying 
gold with copper to improve the quality of ihe 
gold. In coupling coarse, common-wooled ewes to 
a Merino ram, each infusion of Merino blood in
creases tne density, weight and quality ot the 
wool, but all crosses between Merino and the large, 
early-maturing, improved English breeds and fam
ilies—suoh as the Cots wold, Leicester and the dif
ferent families of Downs—have uniformly resulted 
in failure, and must always do so as long as the 
characteristics of the respective breeds remain the 

In the latter cross the long-wooled sheep 
loses it faultless form, size and early maturity, its 
propensities to fatten and its great prolificacy in 
breeding All attempts to establish permanent in
ternational varieties of value by crosses between 
the Merino and any family of mutton sheep, with 
a view of combining the special excellencies of 
each, have ended in utter failure The Merino 
possesses a force and tenacity of hereditary trans
mission which render it a most unmanageable 
material in any cross aiming at middle results. 
Its tendency to breed back is almost unconquer
able, and after you have spent years and exerted 
all your energies, you will have nothing but a 
mongrel that is neither one thing nor the other, 
and is an inferior of the Merino that has long, 
white, well-crimped wool, with a black cap, clear 
of yellow yolk.—[Ex.

Over Feeding.
A correspondent of the N. Y. Times tells the 

following story of his own experience:—
A rather opinionated and wilful hired man, who 

requires the closet watching in feeding the stock, 
in defiance of strict orders, gave some young 
Berkshire pigs some cotton seed meal in their feed, 
in the expectation that it would help them to grow. 
Their feed had been skimmed mild, with a quart 
of wheat middlings to the pailful. Considerable 
more cotten seed meal was added to the feed during 
my absence from home for a day and a night, and on 
my return the next day, two of the young pigs 
were taken with convulsions and severe spasms, 
they died the next day, when two more were taken, 
and soon after two more. The whole six died in 
the same way. First they slowly turned around 
and around, then stood with the head in a corner 
and pressed against the wall or yard fence; the 
jaws were chopped to together, and they foamed 
at the mouth. After a few hours they lay upon 
their sides and struggled violently with the legs 
until they died. A nose of lard oil allayed the 
symptoms for a time, and bad it been given at the 
first, would probably have saved them. On open- 
inn them th« lungs were found congested and very 
red in patches, and the brain, also, was much con
gealed, the blood vessels being dark blue. The 
stomach and intestines were filled with cotton 
seed meal, the milk having been digested. So 
short a case of indegestion, or stomach staggers, as 
it is popularly called, is rare; but the pigs were 
but two months old, and had probably been misfed 
previously.

same.

Shane of the Horse.
The supposition that shapeliness in the case of 

the horse is the massing ef lean flesh or fat in such 
to render the horse plump :n form, 

hence pleasing to the ey s of the man who considers 
plumpness a merit of the highest order, is a great 
mistake. A horse pleasing to the eye, though not 
fat, owes this quality mainly to a happy distribu
tion and develonment of muscles. The stallion 
that is used to breed from should be an animal of 
this character. The horse made grossly fat is de
ceptive, because mere fat may accumulate in por
tions of the body where sharpliness should only 
come from liberal development of muscle. If it 
comes from the latter, we have vigo-, power and 
shapeliness, without fat ; but if it comes from the 
former, we have merely bulk and weight, from 
material which has no contractility or vital force 
in it, but is, on the other hand, a burdensome 
material to carry, taking from rather thau adding 
to the qualities necessary to action, power, speed, 
and endurance under severe strain, and long life.

manner as

Coats as Sheep Protectors.
In some parts of the West, goats are placed in 

sheep pens to drive away wolves, a service for 
which their superior butting powers peculiarly fit 
them. The experiment has been tried in Hunter
don and Somerset counties, N. J., with complete 
success, as a protection for sheep against dogs. 
Two goats, it is said, can drive away a dozen dogs, 
and two are about all that it is necessary to keep 
with a modi rate sized flock. As soon as a dog 
en'ers ihe field at night the goats go at him. and 
send him rolling over and over in shoit order. A 
few doses of this heroic treatment prove quite 
enough for his dogship, and he is glad to limp 
howling away as best he can. Formerly, the 
farmers say, when a dog entered a sheep field at 
night, the timid creatures would run wildly about 
and cry piteously. Since the goats have been used 
to guard them, they form in line behind their sturdy 
defenders, and seem to enjoy the fun.

Feeding Young Bulls.
As a rule, cattle should have as much as they 

can eat, but what they eat should be administered 
with judgment. It will not do to set a portion of 
each of a variety of foods constantly before them, to 
be taken at will. A change is desirable, certainly, 
but one or more of the kinds will have t j be given 
at stated intervals, and so changed that each may 
possess the freshness of novelty, and it will then 
be partaken of with a relish. The time will 
soon come when farmers and breeders shall have 
acquired the art of administering food to stock on 
physiological principles, in accordance with the 
function of the animal economy. Regularity of 
feeding is of the utmost consequence; indeed, of 
more then any unpracticed person can conceive. 
Three times a day, precisely at the commence
ment of a certain hour, ought to be the regular 
period ; and cattle, parti mlirly if fed grain, re
quire their fill of w ter. The easy, contented, and 
improving disposition of the animal, and small 
waste of food attendant upon this regularity, is a 
source of constant sati-factiou to the owner. 
Opinions differ somewhat in regard to what is 
best to feed. Our best feeders are in the habit of 
using bran, as the cheapest and best means of 
rendering the meal fed more digestible, and there 
is no better devisor for corn meal tha t wheat bran; 
but the feeder must use discretion as to the proper 
quantity to be used. Oue-quarter of the bulk of 
feed in bran to three-quarters of corn meal, maybe

The Care ot Colts.
The following directions for the treatment of 

colts will be found practical by such as have the 
care of these animals : “ In raising young colts it
is very essential always to maintain a very keen 
relish for food and sharp appetite in the young 
animal. This can only be done by strictly guard
ing against over-feeding with grain. For a five- 
months-old foal of about medium size,if the weather 
be moderate, about one and a half pints of oats to 
a meal will be enough. Later, and with the ad
vent of the cold weathei, one qu irt at each meal 
may be fed with as much corn as could be shelled 
from a single ear. When the colt gets a little 
older, give it the corn upon the ear, the shelling of 
which will afford him amusement. Have warm 
quarters in cool weather, and have them kept clean 
and well ventilated. Turn the animal out to run 
during the warmest part of the winter’s day for 
exercise. Provide the colt with a generous supply 
of dry bedding. Allow no manure to remain a day 
in the colt’s box or stall ; always keep the floor 
clean and well littered. Accustom the young 
animal to be fearless, and have full confidence in 
you and your actions.”
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■iota to Breeders of Shorthorns.
To learn a trade, is to do things precisely 

upon the same principles, and up 
general standard that experts in th 
attain to. The p inoiples are simple, though the 
parte are complicated. So of Shorthorn cattle. 
They are merely machines for converting crude 
grain or grass into bone, muscle, adipose matters, 
and hair ; and the whole secret of excellence the 
■uperioiity of one beast over another—consists in 
their ability to convert the most crude food in a 
given time into the finest quality of the tissues 
named, so di-tributing these as to give us a roo ny 
frame of bone in the parts where we want room 
for the vital organs and for the choicest outs, and 
thick, fleshy, well marbled roasts, and broad well 
marbled steaks, in the parts where best fibre is 
produced. Suoh a confirmation should be secured 
as will answer these ends so effectively as the en
gine ie expected to generate steam through the 
consumption of fuel in the furnace. The confor- 
formation of the trunk of the cow is a subject 
worthy of very careful study. The bony frame is 
of secondary importance, the vital organs within 
being of the first importance, and the size and vigor 
of these, if accompanied by a liberal distribution 
of cellular tissue throughout the sy stem, ensures a 
rapid conversion of food into nutritive particles and 
the disposition of these in the various tissues. 
Large lungs, and large heart, stomach and liver 
give size and rotundity to the trunk and width to 
the bosom. A large stomach is of the utmost im
portance, because furnishing a large surface. From 
this the gastio juice issues, and when we consider 
the inner surface of the stomach, and the air cells 
of the lunge, we must prize an extended surface in 
those organs as highly as we do a large surface in 
a steam boiler if we expect great results. Two of 
the worse faults in the construction of a Shorthorn 
are the following, viz : the ribs starting from the 
spine In a downward direction, giving a wedge 
shape to the upper third of the chest ; the other is 
a long rib deficient at the lower end causing a curve 
upward in the lower line immediately back of the 
tore leg. We doubt if any other two defects are 
so hard to breed out as these A drooping rump 
or low carriage forward may be brought up 
or two crosses, so that with after care they may 
not reappear ; but the defects in the chest pointed 
out above depend upon deficient vital organs within. 
The re-arganiz ition and enlargement of the heart, 
lunge, stomach, and liver require many discreet 
crosses to accomplLh. Passing from the chest 
backwards, we would call attention to the impor
tance of the short ribs being long, and standing out 
horizontally from the spine, forming a level plane 
forward of the hips. This broad, level loin gen
erally keeps company with a round, deep chest 
and is a point of excellence that should always be 
sought. The hind quarter that holds its width 
well back, carrie ■ a large amount of meat not re
presented in the quarter that narrows in rapidly 
from the hip back. A perfect, symmetrically or
ganized frame, with the fleshy part so well distri
buted and packed as to make it difficult to tell 
where one portion of the carcass ceases and the 
next begins. This is the goal to be aimed at. The 
third and last subject, “quality” we will treat 
Xery briefly. Ho intelligent breeder while striving 
to increase the depth and breadth of the carcass, 
loses sight of the equally important point, the tex
ture of those parts of the animal that are to be con
sumed as human food. This idea of texture is 
never lost sight of by the frui-. grower, and the ex
cellencies which fix the value of the apple, viz., 
fair size, smooth surface, and tender, juicy meat, 
are the three things upon which we base our esti
mate of a Shorthorn. Now, the common notion is 
that all animals that handle mellow have high 
flavore l, tender flesh. This is an erroneous idea, 
proved every day upon the butcher s block. We 
couple two animals together, expecting to secure 
well fattened, ready feeders in the progeny they 
will generally transmit it. But if both the parents 
have dark, unsavory flesh, they and all their get, 
and all the progeny after for all time, will have the 
same, unless modified and improved hy 
having light colored savory flesh. —[Irish Farmer.
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Cross-Breeding Sheep.
In coupling a long-wooled ram with Merino ewes 

It produces a larger frame, longer and thinner 
woel, better nurses and weaker constitution than
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t rely make up for the removal. The general cease 
of large branches being sawn off is their lowness of 
position on the main trunk and their near
ness to the ground, making it awkward to plough 
under, or the too great convenience by which the 
fruit may be picked off. There is a natural desire 
amongst experienced orohardists to lift up the 
head of the tree by the earn, as it were, but this is 
occasioned principally by thick planting. Orchards 
planted over twenty years with trees eighteen or 
twenty feet apart, will require the bottom 
branches sawing off to allow the sunlight to pene
trate to the soil. Cherry trees require little or no 
pruning. Pears can be out ie and pruned severely. 
If the tree shows sighs of decay, or becomes stpnted 
from bearing heavy crops of fruit, out somhof the 
leading branches back, and thus remove, as it 
were, the vitality of the tree and freshness of the 
growth by pruning. No tree will stand cutting as 
freely as the pear, excepting perhaps a willow. 
Plum trees should be examind for black knot ; if 
any shown, remove at once.

Planting all misses and new orchards may be pro
ceeded with. It is a folly to plant in wet soils with
out being drained. Don't be in too great a hurry to 
plant until your soil is dry. Better to heel your 
trees in trenches when received and wait, than to 
plant in mud, and wonder all summer afterwards 
why your trees do not thrive. When your soil is 
ready be sure and dig the holes large enough, net 
necessarily deep—but being shallow and wide. Keep 
the roots close to the top and plenty of room ; use 
the top soil, shake frequently when filling in, and 
tread firmly, leaving the soil on top nice and loose.' 
Do not place any manure near the roots, nor mix 
it with the soil, but place heavy mulch on the top 
after your tree is planted.

and put it into that of the owner ofthe “ boomed” 
stock ; and this is precisely the object of the 
“ boom.” A “ boom ” is now gettingup for polled 
cattle, which aie all well in their way. and they 
bave the advantage of being without horns ; but 
all the extra value of this special advantage would 
be hard to figure up, because we have not a coin 
small enough. This class of stock competes with 
the Devons, bein^ of about the same size and build, 
and about as good for beef and as convenient for 
grazing or stall feeding. But there is very little 
sense in giving a thousand or two thousand for a 
black polled bull or cow when one can procure an 
equally good red horn Devon for a t nth of the sum, 
and neither one is any better than the other for 
which farmers keep such cattle.—[N. Y, Times.

Which Is the Wetter Way to Feed 
Heal, Wet or Dry?

There is no difference. The simple fact of wet
ting meal with cold water is no advantage. If 
soaked till near the point of souring, or wet with 
boiling water and fed when cooled, digestion would 
doubtless be facilitated. The best way to feed 
meal to cattle I have ever tried is to take hay or 
coarse fodder, either cut or long, and wet it enough 
to make the meal which is to be fed stick to it. In 
eating the coarse fodder the meal goes with it into 
the paunch, where it remains to soak and prepare 
for digestion, till it is remasticated, when it goes 
into the third and fourth stomachs to have digestion 
completed. If eaten alone it, as a rule, goes at 
once into the third and fourth stomachs and misses 
entirely the preparation it might have had if it had 
first gone into the paunch with the coarse fodder. 
There is an estimated difference of 25 per cent, in 
favor of fee ing meal with wet fodder, over feed
ing it alone to grown cattle.—[L. B Arnold.

Mr. S. Folsom inquires as to the healthfulness for 
cows of tne new process linseed meal with its low 
proportion of only 3 per cent, of fat, as compared 
with the meal made by the old process, with 11 per 
cent, of fat. There is no reason why this meal 
should not be quite as wholesome as the other; and 
it may be more useful in the make-up of the ration, 
since it can be used for increasing the richness of 
the fodder in protein or albuminoids without at the 
same time adding too much fat. It can be worked 
in well with corn meal, which, while but little 
richer than hay or grasses in protein, is not far 
from twice as rich in fat, and is very much richer in 
starchy matters. To the very common ration of 
hay and corn meal some addition is needed, especi
ally for milch cows, to supply mostly protein; lin
seed cake by the old process was too liable in such 
a case to overcharge the ration with fat.—[Pro
fessor G. C. Caldwell.

In reference to corn m'al and the ruminating 
process—about which Mr. J. L. Bremer asks—I do 
not understand that when fed in either dry or 
soalded condition to ruminating animals the meal 
is brought up for remastication. I fed a two year- 
old heifer on dry meal alone for one month and did 
not notice her ruminating. Mr. Miller, in report of 
his extensive winter feeding of cows on meal alone, 
declares that ruminating ceases. It is well known 
that milk to calves goes almost entirely to the 
fourth stomach, the first remaining undeveloped 
until coarse food is given. Physiologists claim 
that when meal is fed it goes mainly direct to the 
third and to some extent to the fourth stomach, 
from which it cannot be returned for remastication. 
For this reason it is often claimed that mixing grain 
with the coarse fodder renders it more completely 
digested, as it goes to the first and second stomachs 
largely with the coarse fodder. I have made some 
tests of this method of nseing meal, and without 
getting satisfactory results, have on the whole 
failed to get the advantages claimed. There are 
some interesting points here that need investigat
ing.—[N. Y. Tribune.

;

Dr. J. B. Lawes made in 1859 a series of experi
mental trials on about 300 fat animals, which 
showed the following averages : “ The carcass
weight of oxen 59.3 per cent, of live weight ; of 
sheep 59.2 per cent, of live weight ; and of pigs 
82 8 per cent, of live weight.” On the same sub
ject the Mark Lane Express says : ‘ A rough and 
ready way of estimating the weight of an ordinary 
fat bullock is to take three-sevenths of the live 
weight as offal and four-sevenths as dressed car 
case. Thus one-seventh of the live weight will be 
the weight per qr. of the dressed carcass. For ex
ample, a ripe bullock weighing 1,4<)0 lbs. live 
might fai-ly be taken to weigh 800 lbs. when 
dressed.” This rule is about correct, if the ani
mals are fat. No exact rule can be laid down, and 
buyers act very much on their own judgment, 
which becomes very reliable. The fatter the ani
mal, the less proportion of offal.

;

I
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Seasonable Hints—April.
BY HORTUS.

ty Every season brings some change, and, for work 
in the garden and orchard, this is the most impor
tant month of the year, and should be the busiest. 
For on what is done now depends the future suc
cess of the garden in the way of harvesting the 
crop and gathering the fruits, according to the 
amount of labor expended in the way of pruning, 
manuring and preparing the soil, so that the re
turns be in proportion. The constant repetition of 
work and the changes to be made, give, we think, 
the pleasure experienced in working the garden. 
Here is an old raspberry patch to be dug up and 
cleaned, the young plants or suckers sorted out, 
cut back and healed in ready to form a new plan
tation somewhere else. The soil where they have

Garden Herbs.
Few things add more to the pleasure of a 

thoroughly good cook than to have a full supply 
of kitchen herbs ready to hand. A little of one 
thing or another in this line often makes all the 
difference between a successful dish and one of 
mediocre quality. Every garden should have a 
few, and where they are wanting shduld be looked 
after at this season.

Perhaps the most useful is parsley. That has to 
be raised from seed, although if the flower-stalks 
are cut off as they come up in the summer, the 
same plants may be prolonged several seasons. It 
does not go to seed, however, the first season of 
sowing; so that if sown early and gets strong before 
summer comes, we can get a pretty good supply 
of leaves the first season. The seeds, however, 
take several weeks to germinate, and should be 
put in as early as possible. Another herb of great 
service to the best cooks is the leek; a kind of 
onion which is no onion, as it makes all tops and 
tittle roots. It is not so strong as the ordinary 
onion, and gives a delicate flavor to certain soaps 
and sauces that nothing of the tribe will do. This 
also has to be sown early and on very rich ground. 
But if possible the richness should be given to the 
ground the previous year. Fresh and rank manure 
is unfavorable to good leek culture.

Many make good use in winter of marjoram and 
summer savory. These are raised from seed sown 
at the usual time iu the spring. Sage and thyme 
are perennials; but they require an occasional 
pruning or replanting to get them in the beet con
dition. If left to themselves they become woody, 
scaly, and somewhat barren of leaves, if they 
are not entirely killed by the severity of the winter. 
Thyme can be kept in good condition by being 
simply sheared down to the ground or cut back 
with a knife every spring. This induces a good 
healthy growth, which is in excellent condition 
for use at any time. Sage is often kept many 
years in good condition by simply cutting back; 
but often it needs storting quite anew. This may 
be done by taking cuttings of the old plant and 
burying them down deep in the ground so that 
the tops of the shoots are barely above the surface. 
These root very well and soon make good plants. 
There are other herbs useful on some occasions; 
but these are essential to every good garden.— 
[Germantown Telegraph.

'

been grown requires heavy manuring and good 
salting. Plant potatoes or corn for a cleaning 

Currant bushes, especially old plants.Devons. crop.
should be thoroughly pruned and cut back, all 
hollow stems and dead parts removed. The good, 
stout, young wood, make up into cuttings to set 
out. Rhubarb and asparagus patches require 
heavy top dressings and well forking in.

Pruning, particularly old trees, should be done 
cautiously. The apple and cherry cannot stand 
the wholesale slaughtering we sometimes see 
pruners do, as well as the pear or plum. One thing 
always do, remove the dead branches and old 
bark, and any branch that interferes decidedly 
with the general interior of the tree branches or

Devons are the most profitable cattle in the 
lighter pastures and the rougher farms, where beef 
is a convenient product. Thousands of farmers 
make the mistake of keeping the larger and. more 
exacting Shorthorns where the lighter Devons 
would be far more profitably kept. This race has 
no early history further than that it was always 
the Devon as we know it now. It is the oldest 
pure race in Europe, or in the world, of domesti
cated cattle. Consequently it breeds as true as 
the buffalo—in fact tiuer—for a whit- buffalo has 
been heard of, but never a white Devon. These 
cattle are always deep blood-red, and very hand
some in form and color in a green pasture. They 
have no white about them except the switch at the 
end of the toil, and the horns are fine, moderately 
long, and spreading. All through New England 
and in various parts of New York, P-nusylvania, 
Maryland, Virginia, and some of the southern 
States,the Devons are numerous and popular. They 
are the popular working cattle, and the most 
profitable beeves. But they are at work for the 
working owners, andone rarelv h* ars of them in 
the noise of the “ booming ” which is given to 
Shorthorns and Herefords, and now of late the 
Scotch polled cattle ; while for therices given in 
many cases for single animals of these more 
fashionable breeds a whole herd of Devons could be 
purchased.

Farmers should beware of “booms.” They al
ways take money from the pocket of the purchaser

$>1

i

the convenience of climbing in and out. A good 
orchardist, in regard to pruning, requires the sev
eral qualities of nerve, judgment, foresight, and a 
knowledge of the variety of fruit the tree he is 
about to prune belongs to. For an illustration, it 
is evident the general system of pruning required 
for a Rhode Island Greening ora Swaar, would not 
be suitable for a Northern Spy or a Gloria Mnndi. 
A pruner should have, nerve in not being afraid to 
saw off a branch, no matter its size, if, in his 
judgment, the tree has sufficient vitality to stand the 
removal, and will, in his foresight and knowledge of 
trees, in the course of three to four years growth, en-
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the nnder eide of the leaves, I “îne ^ThS'ddicato'fleXd Apples which de-

We have received numerous requests to give an I Kd^y^coJag^g. ^T^SS

lTsh the following: ,. bearing fine crops of fruit will sometimes become p .g & choice winter apple of fine
1 I commenced experimental girdling or disbarking entirely worthless the following seas . quality, which deserves a higher *h‘““
on some of the trees that were to come out about -------- usually awarded it The Northern Spy 1has valu
five years ago, and watched carefully its action, „ „ able qualifications as a dessert fruit whiohdo not
trying it «different months and seasons, even Native Fruits. 8eem to he fully appreciated. Succeeding the
girdling some trees twice the same season, and am MAI> by w. c. barry before tue I Jonathan, it is in prime condition for e^in^m
now practicing the system extensively on my per- NEW York horticultural society mid-winter, and in point of delicacy and delicious
rnanent^orchard tris as well as the ones taken w™0^STftR, jakuary 25th, 1882. Cor is hardly equalled. Too much praise cannot
°UThe most valuable tests were in the years 1878 AFPLES-The list of valuableappleaisnowso ^^y^Xngl special pride in it, since it
._d io7q bv girdling every other tree in many large that few attempts are made to “A”™6 J. nriffinated in this county. I trust the time is not 
rows and resulted in filling the girdled trees with thing better. Chance seedlings of appair f artist ant when consumers will readily pay three
splendid fruit, while the others had either none, are frequently brought to f few times the price for it that they do for Baldwin and
or at best but a scattering few. I have also ex- beside the older sorts .a«d compared carefully, like. P Jefferis, from Pennsylvania, is worthy
tended my experience by girdling or disbarking are found worthy of introduction. We ha > attentioD It ia of medium size, skin yellow,
mimv thriftv trees three or four inches m diameter eral geedlings grafted upon b a g * «nlaabed with crimson ; flesh white, tender, ju cy
$ "body1 which were of course too young to bear hoped to obtain fruit of them th® ^Cof them and mild sub-acid. It ripens in September, and is 
except by use of this process. I have kept a bnt did not ; hence we must defer mention of ^ g variety which wül always rank high on account 
norreot record of the times of operating on different till the next annual report. A , b: b I of its admirable qualities. _ .
rows with a view to the discovery of the exact ou8 efforts are being made to ^>tam Pears—It requires so much time to determine
time'when it would be most beneficial, and so I wiU endure extreme cold The Russian as well as pea i fruit, that although several
have Tiscoveredno injury to the tree, and.I believe other hardy sorts are being ”**&**££* noveltieshave been on trial for «ome time, it is 
it will, if properly done, make unproductive trees ere long We may expect some in?P"rtto* he intP. not possible yet to give much accurate mformatKm 
productive. The time for girdling should be vaned ments relative to this class of . • th t concerning their importance for general cultiva
according to the age and condition of the orchard ; finction of the Wealthy is an important stepr11 t ® ^8^ loealitiea where they onginated they
in orchards fifteen years and upwards, it should be I direction. Hardiness and fine quai ty I very desirable, but when tried elsewhere
done in April, as the bloom buds begin to show bined in this variety, and the new apple has c 7 arQ of£n found to be of little value. At the
color Younger trees perhaps as late as June to be regarded as an acquisition of mnc"Ja‘ , " t time the most prominent aspirants for
Ringing trees might also prove beneficial, but I The Whitney Crab fruited with ™ *°r * 1H public favor are Hoosic, Frederick Clapp and 
have not concluded my experiments. J. B. S. I time the past season, and as resa . , rl*j:nm I Ki= ffer’s Hybrid. The two first are unquesti

[We would ask such of our readers as have wa8 »n agreeable apprise Thefruitm o o( the highest quality, and lnd fawto prove
practiced girdling, to be kind enough to send us aize_ large for a crab flesh fine, ™el“°8;ia].ulcyfifipi. acquisitions. The last named has acquired <»n-
their expedience in the matter. It is an important Rasant flavored. It matures in August. Oçc popularity in New Jersey as a market
subject,Pand the more information we have the de„t. the new California apple, wsembhng[Ye d We had fruit of it from our own tje the past
raC* Fn 1 Bellflower, and referred to in former reports, is son. v too poor to eat. Mr. Thomasbetter. Ed.] | ™being’disseminated, and we hope it may sue- ^"^qur specimens with some from New

„ »u„4,Han* 1 ceed so well as to merit a permanent position on compa d the latter of good quality. The
Strawberry Plantations. the gelect lists. Sutton Beauty continues to grow Jereey, remarkably vigoroUs, and has handsome

In a few weeks will be the time for planting in favor, and should it succeed as well generanv as . which readily distinguishes it from
strawberries Plants can be procured so cheaply it has in New York and Massachusetts it may glossy ^ ^ p Barry_ pox’s Seedling, is a re- 
that I find it more economical to plant new beds with all justice be accorded a high Potion^>ng kable new variety, and particularly valuable,
every second or third year and to turn under the onr best apples. Stun p. frequently mentioned in ^ ^ extends the season of fine pears into Aprd. 
old beds than to bother and fuss with the latter. the reports of this society, is a beautif , T b ;a very juicy, buttery, fine grained,
After several years’ trial of several kinds I have able table apple. It has been on trial long enough 1MIt resembles Buerre d’Anjou 
chosen a few varieties which I find on my light to enable us to award it a b“dv i„ texture of flesh, and Winter Nelis in color of
soil to be the best. For my own snecial use I pie- desirable fruits Magog Red Streakm a hardy and ^iciness. Its keeping qualities are really
fer first Kentucky Seedling. This is a first-rate variety, of which Dr. Hoskins says .— I i‘ were JdfJ, Unlike other late winter pears the 
berry large and sweet, the fruit hanging up well not for the Wealthy, this would stand at the head ita freshness, delicacy and juiciness
from the ground, but only moderately prolific. One I of our winter apples; and ^of Scotts Wint, I nndcr unfavorable circumstances, and in
cannot have every virtue in one berry, but in this another variety, he adds : This of April it ii just as agreeable to the palate as a
variety I find alîthe virtues excepting large pro- which well replaces for us the Roxbury Russet ^f Ap^ N^.g in December or January. Now that 
ductiveness. This, one can have in the Crescent a milder clime.” In our anxiety for novmties e Benrre Easter can not be ripened successfully,
Seedling which bears enormously. The berries frequently place too low an estimate upon ^eol'ier • hig variety will supplant it. The Secretary sug- 
are of good size, light in color, of good form, and fruits. and the committee feels that a brief refer th^ ^ Cultivators should give Clapp s Favorite 
purchasers choose it for its looks before anv other. ence occasionally to some of these sorts will not b attention than they have hitherto done.
Its productiveness is wonderful. The flavor is 0ut of place. Some fruits require peculiar care an « splendid pear, one of the handsomest of
Jioorf and it is rather soft. These are its defects, culture to develop their best qualities and wh American fruits^ is rarely seen, and from all we
But its gi owth is so vigorous that it smothers even variety of acknowledged merit M‘s j has never been tested as it ought to hav e
white clover, that bane of the strawberry grower. with us, we should endeavor to find out the cause c
Sharpless is an unusually fine berry, large, of ex- »nd if possible apply a remedy. Soil and clunate b 0HERRIES_The Windsor, a new cherry, origin-
cellent flavor a good bearer, of good color, solid, 0ften exert such a powerful influence over the with Jamea Dougall, Windsor, Ont., is very
and as vigorous as Crescent. Champion is “ A No fmit. that particular sorts cannot be grown ™ c - "isin It is black, or liver-colored, flesh very
1 >> It if a deep red color, the finest flavor, acid tain localities, even with the best of care. But P q{ fine quaiity. It ripens a few days
enough to match well with cream and sugar very 8everal sorts fail from utter neglect, or Horn a lack Tradescants. On account of its lateness and
productive and bears long. Wilson needs no cf the requisite care which such sorts dem nd. 8g it will Undoubtably be found valuable,
recommendation. It is the old stand-by. But one The Fameuse apple, than which there is no finer have fruited it upon onr grounds several sea-
rarely sees Wilson as it might be seen if well culti- dessert fruit is very small and a^abby m « gon and eateem it highly. Mr. Dougall says 
vated When well manured with cow manure and localities, and in others remarkably tine, iruri R ThQ windaor is enormously productive, very 
a little dusting over with guano and moderately the past summer Mr. J. J. Thomas chairm being the only Biggarreau or Heart cherry
thinned in the bed, well hoed in the Spring, and our committee, compared specimens of the new buds of which were not winter killed last
tlienmulched with cut straw, WUson will hold up Rieffer pear which were grown m Rochester onmygroumls ; even Dukes were killed. ”
its head with the best of the prize berries, and if it I with those from New Jersey, and found the form LUMS_The Wild Goose is a pleasant flavored
wereanew sort people would rave wildly about it. | too poor to eat, while the latter were of fine ia justiy entitled to a place among
It is thus that our old and valued friends, being quality. Mr. Thomas also oites the caw of the fruit8 Miner, similar in character, ripens
neglected, and, from our familiarity with them, Winter Nelis pear and in Westchester count-V 6 i/september, when plums are scarce, but in
being treated with contempt, become as strangers ia aaid to be hardly worth cultivating. Mr v equal to Wild Goose; nevertheless
and Ire little cared for ; but yet the gold in them Thomas therefore suggests that it is worth while quai
is only dimmed by misuse ; it is there all the time. to try and find out the influences which P™duce PlJCHES_This is a subject which still possesses

these great differences. The causes of failure ot ordinary interest. The large number of
--------- i such valuable fruits as the Winter Nelis pear ^ g"^ introduced within the last ten years has

H. Johnson tells The Fruit Recorder that and Fameuse apple are worth looking mto. 1 peculiar attention to this fruit. Special
bv «oing carefully over his grounds several times telligent cultivators such “ at interest is taken in the very ear y sorts which are
each sLson Ld removing and burning all plants ings should give tlm ^«uUs of their^expenence I ^ ^ nnmeroua and 80 similar as to render it
showing raspberry rust, he has succeeded to such on these points, andlif they fruits they difficult to determine which to keep and which to

n extent that not more than half a dozen cases of liar methods of culture for certain fruits they We have many of the early sorts growing
the disease appeared last year in the whole of his would do the oublie a great service by making ^ t. ^ though we watched them closely
the disease pp y another them known. I am pleased to note that the valu dav to day we have often been puzzled to
three acres devoted to tms t ^ eutire able qualities of the Fameuse are becoming appre- from^ day to aay ^ It would be tedi-

1 s ...» & I^ -wter *-"■

Girdling Fruit Trees.

-[N. Y. Tunes.
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Waterloo is higher fl-ivored than either. It may 
not be any earlier, Luc its fine quality will render 
it valuable. Early Canada is a close competitor in 
this class. It ripens with Alexander, is not so 
large, but very handsome, and may part from the 
stone a little mote freely. Brigg’s Red May is not 
so large as Alexander, and three or four days 
later. Governor Garland, we are informed, ripens 
several days after Alexander or Amsden. The 
lengthy list of new sorts is becoming gradually 
reduced, and though the results prove that much 
labor has been in vain, we have the satisfaction of 
knowing that the claimants have had a fair trial. 
We earnestly hope that future introductions may 
possess qualifications not yet realized. We want 
early sorts that are free at the stone, and that are 
less liable to decay than those now known. The 
following are the latest introductions Garland 
June, May Beauty and Williams’ Early Freestone, 
said to be two weeks later than Amsden, and of 
bettor quality. The following well-known varie
ties ripen nearly at the same time, but when com
pared and tested, they show a marked difference 
in quality. Conkling is superior to all in flavor. 
Foster comes next, then Surpasse Melocoton, 
Crawford’s Early and Richmond, ranking in 
quality in the order named. Ward’s Late Free is 
the most delicious late peach in this district.

Graphs are receiving marked attention from 
cultivators at the present time. Particular interest 
is manifested in the new sorts, and all growers are 
waiting anxiously for the experience of those who 
have the novelties on trial. We regret that it is 
not in our power to offer any information about 
them. It will probably require two or three years 

to determine their value. I had the pleasure 
of testing a new grape which is remarkable for its 
tine flavor, equaling, if not surpassing in this re
spect, any variety I know of. The grape I refer 
to is the Amber Queen, raised in Massachusetts. 
It is of medium size, purple when perfectly ripe, 
and has a rich sprightly flavor which is remark
able. The vines which produced the fruit being 
young, it was not possible to judge fairly of the 
habit of the plant, or size of cluster. This variety 
may be regarded as promising. Burnet, a hybrid 
between Hartford Prolific and Black Hamburg, 
raised by Mr. Dempsey in Canada, deserves notice 
on account of its fine quality. Early Victor, a 
black grape originated by John Burr, of Leavens- 
worth, Kansas, the same gentleman who originated 
Burr’s Seedling Strawberry, is said to be the 
earliest variety known, and is expected to displace 
Champion and Hartford Prolific. Reliable grape 
culturists give us this assurance, so we may look 
toward this grape with considerable interest. The 
Secretary Grane, one of Mr Rickett’s seedlings, 
referred to in a former report by the writer of this 
as a grape of poor quality, produced some fine 
flavored fruit the past summer. It ripens very 
unevenly, however, and the vine is such a poor 
grower that it cannot become popular. H lghland, 
another of Mr. Rickett’s grapes, appears very late. 
Lady Washington we did not see under favorable 
circumstances, and cannot speak of it intelligently. 
Miner’s Seedlings fruited with us for the first time, 
and were quite a disappointment. They all par- 
take of the character of Concord, and are said to 
have been selected from 1,500 seedlings. One trial 
is not sufficient to estimate their .value, but I fear 
they are not destined to become popular. Ihe 
seven white varieties bear a strong resemblance to 
each other, though, of course, there are points oi 
difference. Victoria is the best. There are two 
black ones, Linden and Rockingham, neither of 
which show any points of excellence. All resemble 
Concord in habit of growth and productiveness, 
and some of the white varieties would have been 
considered acquisitions had they been disseminated 
a few years ago before the new white grapes we 
now have in the market. Lady Charlotte, one of 
Pringle’s Hybrid grapes, gives promise of excel
lence It is remarkable for its fine flavor. Ver
mont Giant, another ot his hybrids, is to all ap- 

of no value. It is black, very pulpy and 
I should not fail to refer to three
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pearance
the flavor poor. 1 should not iau to reier uo 
varieties of Roger’s Grapes, the importance of 
which has been overlooked. They are Lindley, 
Herbert and Gaertnar. Herbert is a magnificent 
black grape, superior in quality to W llder or
Barry, and the bunch is nearly as large._ Gaertner
is a very large red grape, and so

ceive notice. Lindley we have spoken of before. 
It is one of the best red grapes, and deserves to be 
so regarded. It is singular that these varieties 
have not attained the distinction which they merit. 
It shows plainly that we are liable to overlook some 
important fruits, Rockland Favorite, from Mas-

!
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New Jersey, follows, fairly loaded down with com
mendations from prominent fruit growers. Jersey 
Queen, one of Mr. Dnrand’s seedlings, is also re
garded as promising. Mr. Green mentions the 
Moonstone as a variety which ripens late in the 
season. New Dominion,, raised by J. H. Biggar, 
of Dmmmondville, Canada, is said to resemble 
Cumberland Triumph. Mr. Beadle says it pos
sesses all the good qualities of that variety, and is 
at the same time more productive, of somewhat 
firmer flesh and better flavor. The fruit which 
we tested the past season was not as good as 
Cumberland Triumph. Early Canada was origin
ated by A. M. Smith, of St. Catharines, and is 
said to resemble Wilson strongly, but it ripens a 
week earlier. I compared Glendale carefully with 
Kentucky, and came to the oonolusion that the 
latter was more valuable.

Opérants—Fay’s Prolific is now in the market, 
and we hope to give it a trial soon. Mr. Smith 
says Lee’s Prolific does not show any points of 
superiority over the Black Naples.

sachusette, resembles the Concord, but does not 
surpass it in any respect so far as we can see. The 
White Ann Arbor, raised from seed of the Concord, 
is represented to be of much value. The bunch 
and berry are described as being large, fruit of first 
quality, and the vine vigorous and free from mil
dew. Feemster Favorite, from Indiana, is said to 
excell the Concord in hardiness, and if so, is prob-

The bunch is saidably of some value at the west, 
to be of medium to large size ; berry large, green 
in the shade, and in the sun slightly shaded with 
salmon. Wyoming Red or Wilmington Red, which 
originated on the Hudson, being described as a 
variety which was likely to supersede the Dela
ware, was watched closely. We may have a 
spurious sort for the plant which we have under 
that name. It produced a dark red or purple 
grape ; very purple, foxy and of inferior quality. 
Mr. A. M. Smith, of St. Catharines, writes that 
several promising seedlings have been raised and 
are on trial in Canada. One, an improved Dela
ware, raised by C. H. Biggar, Drummondvdle, 
Ont Another being a fine white grape, seedling 
of the Concord and better flavored. Our own 
seedlings, Rochester and Monroe, continue to be 
vary satisfactory. Last season, when many grapes 
failed to set their fruit well, owing to unfavorable 
weather at the blossoming time, these proved re
markable exceptions and produced such an amount 
of fruit that we took off fully one-half from the 
vines when in a green state. The Rochester, with 
its large, shouldered, compact clusters, is a re
markably handsome grape ; and the bunches are 
borne in such abundance that they are very showy 
and attractive. The vine is vigorous and the 
foliage very healthy. It has some defects, but 
where is the grape that has not! The Rochester is 
not destined to be spread broadcast, forit cannot 
be propagated except with some difficulty. Mon
roe is very early, pleasant flavored, vine very 
vigorous, hardy, prolific, and the foliage is healthy.

Rasfbbrriks— Public attention seems to be con
centrated in the Cuthbert. I have not seen 
enough of it to form an opinion. It is evidently 
the best flavored of the so-called hardy sorts, and 
as such is calculated to displace a number of 
varieties which have been valued for hardiness and 
shipping qualities. In 1877 I fruited side by side 
nearly all the raspberries then known, new and 
old Clarke and Brinckle’s Orange seemed to be 
the cream of the collection, so far as the quality of 
the fruit was concerned. I have fruited the assort
ment since, and have not changed my opinion. 
Objections are raised occasionally to the Ola 
but for the amateur I think it is unequal ed 
Turner is one of the hardiest sorts, and withal of 
good flavor. Caroline, the new Yellow Cap, is 
hardy and very productive, but its quality, we 
must admit, does not equal onr expectations. We 
were promised a luscious fruit, but with us it 
proved to be only of fair quality Niagara is the 
name of a raspberry originated and introduced by 
A. M. Smith, of St. Catharines, Ont It is said 
to be a cross between the Clarke and Philadelphia, 
and superior to either as a market fruit Berry 
large dark red, shape of Clarke, but firmer and 
more productive, and fully a week later. The 
Superb, which originated in Nev&Jersey, was sent 
cut for the first time last autumn. It is described 
as large, handsome, bright crimson, and having a 
sprightly sub-acid flavor. Shaffer s Colossal is a 
new8 Cap berry, which originated with George 
Shaffer, in the town of Wheatland, Monroe county, 
N. Y.. in 1869, and is now being disseminated by 
Mr. Charles A. Green, of Clifton, N. Y. It is 
said to be the largest raspberry in the world, and
the most vigorous i » gnwth of cane, and exceed
ingly productive. Mr. Green is also sending out 
Lost Rubies, a red raspberry, described as large 
bright red, with considerable bloom, firm and of 
fine flavor. The plant is said to be very hardy.

Black Cap, is described as being 
Well known authorities

I

Culture of the Tomato.
Mr. W. H. White, gives in the Country Gentle

man the following directions for growing tomatoes: 
He says either as a fruit for the table or as a pro
duce for market the tomato is held in, and is 
worthy of high esteem. It seems to have a place 
tilled by no other relish, being agreeable to the pa
late and inviting to the eye. Add to its many 
other good qualities that of its immense productive 
capacity, and no wonder that the subject of its 
culture is so often referred to. Every section and 
locality must be governed by the closing season of 
frost, as a very light frost destroys the young and 
tender plants.

About eight or ten weeks previous to the last 
expected frost, seed may be sown in the hot-bed, 
or if there is no hot-bed, seed may be sown in 
window boxes. Early bearing of the plant is pro- 
moted by transplanting or “ pricking ont " the 
young plants as they come to suitable size. A 
dozen or two of plants will supply the wants of a 
large family for the season. Only thrifty, stmng, 
and healthy plants should be planted out, and in 
order to secure this the young plants should have 
plenty of room, in the seed bed or boxes, with 
good, rich sandy loam soil, and be kept well 
watered, occasionally giving liquid manure. This 
is also essential after planting out in garden soil up 
to the time of maturity of the fruit. A dark, 

sandy loam soil, made rich through fertiliz
ing for previous crops, suits the tomato. Some 
light application of thoroughly rotted manure, ashes 
or guano will stimulate a quick growth, as early 
production is usually very desirable. If the soil is 
poor, manure heavily, broadcast and in the hill, 
with well-rotted and fined stable manure and com
post.

The land having been properly prepared, it 
should be be laid off in rows and hills, four feet 
each way. Make the hills largo and the soil mel
low and fine. Dig out a hole sufficiently large 
and deep to hold the roots of the plant with any 
clinging earth from its previous bed ; with one 
hand hold the plant in position in the hole, 
while with the other pour water to fill the hole. If 
properly done the mellow soil will fill in about 
the roots and nearly fill the hole and hold the plant, 
so that, if freshly taken from its bed, it will not 
wilt even if transplanted in hot sunshine. "When 
the water has settled away, fill around the plant 
with good fresh soil. I prefer to train tomato 
plants to a stake, when, if properly cared for, 
there will be more and better fruit. Side shoots 
should be stopped at the first blossom ; your fruit 
is then fully exposed to the sun, is always clean 
and sweeter than if grown on plants not thus 
trained. The stakes may be as for beans, and 
when set as high as a man’s head, attention will 
be needed to tie up and nip the side shoots as the 
plants grow, which can be done when hoeing.

Varieties are numerous, with very little differ
ence in earliness, more being due to culture in this 
respect ; but there are other differences to be con
sidered, such as flavor, meatiness,perfect coloring, 
and ripening. A round, smooth, thick meated 
fruit is to be preferred, other things being equal. 
The best I have tried is the Acme. Rot sometimes 
attacks the tomato, its cause being largely due to 
warm, wet weather and heavy dews, especially 
where the plants spread and lie low, or on the 
ground in masses. Thin planting, pruning, and ty
ing to stakes will obviate this difficulty m nearly 
every instance, so that where the plants are pro
perly raised and trained from the ground little 
damage is to be apprehended.

rke, warm

Souhegan, a new
early and of fine quality. , .
cive it the highest commendation. Hopkins is 
another which originated at the West, and is said 
to be hardier than the Gregg. Centennial Black, 
from the West, is still another which Mr. E. 1. 
Roe recommends highly. The Black Cap family 
has been considerably augmented by these acces
sions and it will be interesting to compare them.

Strawberries—The list of new strawberries is 
being constantly enlarged, so that our interest in 
this fruit is not allowed to flag in the least. The 
Bidwell leads the newcomers, and is introduced to 
notice with the most flattering recommendations. 
On the Hudson it has done admirably, and from 
all accounts possesses so many valuable character
istics that we may reasonably expect a great deal 
frdtn it The Manchester, which originated m
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She $airy.three weeks it will be found one mass of spawn, 

and in just the right condition for running vigor
ously all through the bed in a very short time.

“ A handful of it is put in, about four inches 
deep and one foot apart, all over the bed ; if brick 
spawn is used, it is broken into pieces about the 
size of an egg, and put about three or four inches 
deep, nine inches apart, then the whole bed beaten 
down as firm as possible.

“ When the spawn used is in a state of activity, 
as it is when flake spawn is used, the appearance 
ot the crop is from two to three weeks earlier than 
when brick spawn is used. , . ,

*' If it has begun to run the bed will be found

by Aid of Poultry and Pies.
There is no choice hardy fruit that blossoms and 

■eta fruit more abundantly than the plum ; there 
ia nothing so lusciously delightful to the palate as

ï °.r ’5^4“^
eurculio is the difficulty. Some are too busy, and 
some too forgetful, and some too indolent to jar off, 
oatoh and burn the sneaking destroyers, and in 
many oases the shape or surroundings of the tree 
mafce this impracticable. The planting season for 
1882 will continue until late April ; there is,there
fore, time to plant for plume. Where there is 
choice of situation a small inclosure adjacent to 
the stable yard is the place for a distinct little 
plum orchard, to be kept bare of weeds and grass, 
Mid well manured all automatically by giving the 
chickens and small pigs the run of it. They will 
pick up every insect that appears on the bare sur
face, and even if there are plum trees near from 
which the ourculios—which fly freely after dusk, 
ouietand collapsed as they appear in the daytime— 

oome into yours, they will not stay to do harm 
if there is an odor of the pig-pen or chicken-house 
about the treee. They seem very sensitive to odors, 
and heavy crops have been grown in the midst of 
trees on which every plum dropped prematurely 
by merely putting a forkful of wet, fresh manure 
in a crotch of the tree or by hanging an old bucket 
under it containing smoking rubbish, during the 
cureulio term-May 1 to' 10 or 15, in latitude of 
New York. Where there is room for but a tree 
or two, a backyard or the side of a much used path 
is the best place, and if practicable the ground 
should be bare under it, or at least have nothing 
higher than grass or ►trawberry vines, so that the 
ourculios mav be easily caught. The rich pine s, 
having thin skins, are most liable to be assailed by 
them, and by rot too. The damsons and prunes 
are more exempt ; and the Chickasaw sorts, excel
lent for marmalade, are almost totally so. [W. 
[N. Y. Tribune.
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hBarley or Corn for Production of 

Batter, Cheese and Milk™
BY L. B. ARNOLD,

Theoretically, barley is to corn as 85 to 100, that 
is, when corn is worth a dollar a hundred, barley 

This is the relative value of 
average barley and average corn, when both are 
fed for the simple purpose of sustaining life; but
this relation is liable to vary when different

neither kind,
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pies of the grains are compared, since 
i, uniform in value. Thus State barley doe. not 

well as Canadian barley, bnt State corn 
better than Western corn. If we com

pare State barley with 
will be wider than when Canadian barley is com-

But an interrogator
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pared with Western 
asks what is the relative value of the two as food 
for producing milk. That will depend consider- 
ably on the purpose for which the milk is to be 

used, and on other considerations.
If milk is to be produced for making butter, the 

value of com above that of barley will be greater 
than that indicated above. The butter produced 
oy a given weight of barley will fall more than 15 
per cent, short of the amount produced by an equal 
weight of com. and the butter from the barley 
will be greatly inferior to the butter from the com. 
The fat in barley is scanty and poor. It is pale, 
insipid and heavy- very likely chiefly stearine. 
The fat iu com is much more abundant; is Jlgher 
flavored, higher colored, and has a higher melting 
point. In barley we cannot look for more than 
about 2 5 per cent, fat, and rather less than half 
of that is digestible. In com we may expect 6 to 
7 per cent., with more than half of it digestible.

This makes a wide difference m the values of the 
two grains for butter-making, for, whatever theor
ists may hold in regard to fat being produced out 
of sugar, starch, etc., or out of albuminoids, it is 
a practical fact that the quantity and quality of 
butter are moulded by the amount and character 
of tats in the food it is derived from. This gives 
com a special value as a butter-making food. 
There is no food in use which excels it in the fane 
flavor and delicacy of tint and flavor it gives to 
butter when, without exceeding the limit of health
fulness, it is made a leading element in the ration. 
It is for the same reason that cotton seed meal, 
which contains a large per cent, of clean (but not 
high) flavored oil, derives its great importance as 
a food for producing butter. .

1 he value to be derived by way of heightened 
quality in butter by the use of such food as 
cotton seed, oats, fruit, green grass, etc., on the 
one tide, and the depressing influence < f barley, 
buckwheat, shorts, bran, straw, too mature fod
der, etc., on the other, cannot be measured m 
figures or appreciated by the chemitt. He can 
only deal with absolute quantities. The difference 
in foods in these respects is nevertheless real and 
valuable. To discriminate between such influences 
in food is a work for the intelligent and discerning 
farmer, and the skill with which he does it will be 
sure to be appreciated and liberally paid for by the 
consumers of his products.

If the production of milk for cheese, or for sell
ing by measure, is the object, the relative value of 
the grains would be changed in the opposite direc
tion, and become nearly equal. Corn does more 
toward making milk rich than toward increasing 
measure, while barley does more toward increasing 
weeks of brooding lays the foundation for after 

Pullets hatched in March will lay through
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GROUP OF MUSHROOMS.

full of a very fine thread-like substance, having 
that peculiar smell of Mushrooms.

“ Of late years I have practiced what has proved 
to be a reliable way of putting soil on the bed, 
which consists of cutting fresh grass sods, about 
two inches thick ; these are laid all over the bed, 
grass side down, and trodden or beaten down as 
Arm as possible With this covering, I have 
found the small Mushrooms to wither before
ing to maturity. .

“ Another advantage is, they continue in bear
ing longer, the Mush-ooms are larger, and oome 
through the sods in a healthy, vigorous way, that 
is pleasant to look upon.

• • After the bed begins to bear I never use any 
covering, such as hay, or similar material, for if the 
place is not absolutely dark, the small blades of 
grass grow through the sods, and form a mulch, 
and the Mushrooms, as they peep through the 
grass appear much more natural and cleanly than 
when covered with rubbish ; besides in many oases, 
the covering is only a harboring place for vermin, 
such as slugs, wood lice, etc , which are all great 
enemies to the crop, and w 11 devour both the 
Mushroom and the spawn if they can get at it.

“ The beds are made on the bare soil, and cover 
the entire floor.

“For watering the beds and sprinkling the sides 
of the house I use warm water of about 08 0 ; the 
steam arising from the warm water is very 
genial to the growth of the Mushrooms.

“ When the bed is in bearing the surface is 
watered about every second day, and when the 
crop shows signs of exhaustion a dose of liquid 
manure, previously warmed, is given about once a 
week. The drainings from the manure heap are 
found to be best, but if these cannot be had, a 
weak solution of guano will do, in proportion of 
one pound to twenty-five gallons of water.

“I have had the best success when the house 
has been kept from 60 ® to 65 °. If the tempera
ture is higher the Mushrooms grow smaller, and 
the bed becomes sooner exhauate l ; if kept below 
50 °, the Mushrooms are slow to grow and are not 
tender when cooked.”

h
«V t:

Mushrooms.
A steadily increasing demand for Mushrooms in 

most of our large cities has awakened a lively in
terest in the cultivation of this peculiar delicacy. 
During summer and early winter there is but little 
difficulty in raisi ig Mushrooms—any shed or dark 
place sheltered from rain and frost can then be 
turned into a Mushroom house ; but when they are 
desired during the winter months for market or 
home use, more extensive and careful preparations

h
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bare necessary. ,, ,
Mr Samuel Henshap read a valuable paper be

fore the New York Horticulttral S.ciety, from 
which we condense the most important points.

It is useless to attempt winter forcing of Mush
rooms in any place where the temperature UiU be
low 50 °. Cellars under greenhouses were form
erly considered most suitable.

“ In my own practice,” says Mi. H., 
find it necessary to have fresh manure 
stable, as is so often recommended by some growers. 
■When we get our supply of horse-manure 1 take 
care to have all the finest portion of it carted to an 
open shed, where there is sufficient loom to pile it 
in a loose heap, so as to be turned as often as the 
heat becomes violent. This will not be so often as 
once a day ; but care is taken that it does not burn. 
If it is fresh manure, it will take nearly a month 
before it is sufficiently fermented to get rid of the 
offensive smell, and prevent the danger of burning 
when it is made into a compact bed.

** I never mix any soil with the manure, either 
when turniog it over to ferment or in making the 
beds. In making the b >ds a layer of manure is 
spread about four inches deep, which is all trodden 
or beaten down as firm as possible ; then ano her 
layer of the same thickness, with another treading, 
and so on till the bed is from twelve to fifteen 
inches deep ; trial sticks are then put in, which are 
pointed sticks about eighteen inches long, driven 
into the bed about four feet apart, and these are 
examined occasionally in order to know when the 
bed is of the right temperature for putting in the 
spawn If the bed does not begin to ferment in 
about a week from the. time of making, it is cov
ered with hay or leaves, but this is not often neces
sary ; for as a rule, the heat is very violent. U u- 
ally in about ten days the bed will be cool enough 
to spawn, or about blood heat (98 3 )•

“ In spawning the bed, I prefer what is called 
flake spawn, which is produced by breaking up the 
brick spawn into pieces about two inches tquare, 
and mixing them in a heap of manure that is fer
menting gently. After being in this heap about
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the succeeding winter, or it is from neglect of rules 
here written. One hundred hens will consume 
about the weight of food of one cow—say about 
four ounces per day for each hen. I cannot decide 
on the best breed of hens for keeping, from my 
limited experience, but as far as that goes I should 
say the Brown Leghorn for eggs and the Light 
Bramah for eating. I have not exhausted this 
subject, but, perhaps, I have the patience of the * • 
club. But a few words more. Exercise is all im
portant to the laying hen in the summer. I 
plowed in oats for them, in winter hung a beefe’s 
head two feet from the floor in such position it 
would swing when the liens jump to peck at it. 
Remember, nothing for the hens to eat must remain 
in the house over night.—[N. Y. Tribune.
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“ I have pleasure in renewing my subscription, 
as I find the paper to be worth the money in every 
sense to farmers. Wish you every success.

H. Winger, Ridgway, Ont.
Subscribers are desired to send the name and 

address of any farmer who should take the Farm
er’s Advocate, and a sample copy will be at once 
mailed free to him. As our subscription lists 
swell, so greater improvements can be made.
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outfitting establishments. The firm of Johnston, 
Starr & Co. (Ontario men), but more recently of 
Meadow Lee, are doing a large busiuees in supply
ing parties with outfits, horses, oxen, cows, imple
ments and general outfits. Brandon being the 
terminus of the road, immigrants will branch from 
here in all directions, Turtle Mountain and Qua- 
pelle being the principal points of interest at 
present. There is a good deal of grain coming in 
here at present—wheat, 85c.; Oita 70c.; hay $1( 
ton, but likely to be high; potatoes $1.60 a bushel. 
This place is going to advance very rapidly, and 
the greatest difficulty will be to get lumber in fast 
enough to meet the demand. The road will be 
taxed to its utmost capacity to carry the trade. 
Everybody I see speaks in the highest terms of the 
winter here, this having been one of the finest ever 
known here. The crops turned out splendid, and 
the farmers whom I have met generally are well 
satisfied, with the exception of one now and again, 
who want to sell out and go ihto speculation. This 
in many instances gives an excellent opportunity 
to those coming in (who have means enough) to 
buy a place with teams, houses, implements, and 
very often a large amount of ground ready for crop 
in the spring, and find a good home at once, where 
they can take their family and be comfortable, at 
a reasonable price. J. VV. V., Brandon, Man.

farmed in the worst possible manner, and three 
previous tenants came to complete poverty upon it; 
so you may easily conceive my position. I, how
ever, had prospered well upon a small dairy farm 
in North Derbyshire, and was confident ; but I 
found, when the curtain was raised, some ugly 
spectacles to gaze at. Rotation in cropping was 
out of the question, and the grass land was in no 
condition for bearing a. stock of milkers ; so there 
was nothing for it but pay, pay, pay. The labor 
bill for first year was 22s. per acre (two-thirds grass 
and one tillage); next, same ; next, 183.; last, 153.; 
current year expect to be 5s. I have three sons, 
16, 14 and 1,0 years old respectively, who take a 
good share of the ordinary work. Harvest men 

hired by the week; good ones, 18s per week, 
with meat, drink and lodging. We think it much 
better to provide for them, as much time is thereby 
saved.

A Cheshire Dairy Farm.
Properly speaking the farms in this neighbor- 

hsod (East Cheshire) are hill farms, principally 
There is a little tillage, but it is a question 

pay better the green side up. 
d (on yearly tenancy) has a 

erly aspect, and is much exposed, consequently we 
have long winters. The soil is most of it loose 
and friable, and lies on rocky sandstone. The rest 
has a clay sub-soil, all underdrained, but does not 
work well ; the rent is 33a. per statute acre ; the 
rates are heavy. This last year highway rates 
were 20d. in the pound, with school board, sanitary 
and poor rates and land tax, in addition to t he rent 
and tithe. The buildings are very far from what 
they might be, the shippons are badly ventilated, 
with no light except at the doors. When these 
are shut the cows are in solitary confinement. 
With regard to the breed of cattle there is only 
one obj act, and that is as far as we can, to keep 
them entirely for profit. They are a cross-breed 
Shorthorn. We milk eighteen or nineteen, and keep 
up the stock by rearing. We always rear both 
bulls and cows from the best milkers ; the heifers 
are put to the bull generally at two years old, but 
if in good condition at 15 months. We rear the 
calves in spring, just when we have the most milk. 
They have new milk about three weeks ; and then 
porridge made of maize and ground oilcake and 
oatmeal, and about 2 qt. of milk each, all mixed 
together. In the day they are turned out, but put 
in at night until the end of June, or in July, when 
they are left out altogether and weaned. All 
the stock is brought indoors the latter end of 
October and tied (except calves, which run loose). 
There is no such a thing as open sheds about here; 
the cows, as a rule have no littering, except a little 
shoddy from the factory. The straw is cut and 
mixed with two-thirds chaff and one grain, 
damped with cold water ; 2 lb. maize apiece mixed 
together. Bast milkers get 2 lb. oilcake. Turnips 
always increase the quantity of milk, but very 
much deteriorate the quality. List winter 1 had 
hard Work to pull through with my milk customers 
through using them. This winter I have none, 
and the milk gives satisfaction. They have as much 
hay as they can eat, and the mixture of grain, corn 
and chaff, twice per day—cows, a large bucketful; 
young ones, less, according to age. We send the 
milk to Manchester, and get in summer 2s., and in 
winter 2s. G<Z. per dozen quarts. Out of this there 
has to come the railway carriage, Is. per can (cans 
hold about 18 gal.), running to the station, and all 

and tear. I have been fortunate in getting 
paid for it so far, and have been selling milk eight 
years.

I have been fortunate also as to loss of cattle. I 
have on my account been keeping for seventeen or 
eighteen years from eighteen to thirty-six, and at 
present I have never lost a oow or horse. I have 
lost calves, and one or two 2-year-olds by quarter 
evil. Of course we have had sickness among them 
—often food-and-mouth disease ; but I always 
make it a point when anything ails them to attend 
to them myself. If bad I have a veterinary surgeon, 
and if he cares about his reputation he will be 
anxious for the beast to recover. Cleanliness, 
warmth, with proper air and quietude,- and a strict 
attention to them night and day, if bad, are my 
maxims. Some farmers when they have had the 
vet, at them will shut them up, and think, “ Oh 
they will soon be right now !” Perhaps go away 
somewhere (on business) and say to some at the 
house, “ You must look in at this cow.” “ Yes, 
all right ;” and when he comes back he finds tnat 
the cow is going down very fast, and then, jump
ing at the opposite conclusion that she is going to 
succumb, he turns away and makes his mind up to 
it, and with a strong faith and a persistent inatten
tion, the beast does die ; as he says, “ I knew she 
would do.” I have seen this sort of thing many 
times over. I have often had them given up by 
the vet., but told him he must not be talking like 
that—“ While there is life there is hope ’’—and so 
he has persevered ; and up to the present (although 
I have not the least wish to do anything like boast), 
as described, and with the blessing of God they 
have always recovered.

Four years ago last Chrstmas I came to this farm, 
and it was then in a very poor exhausted condition, 

V previous tenant for several' years selling all off, hay, 
Astraw, potatoes and grain, and bringing very little 

back to keep up fertility. Some of the tillage had 
been cropped for three years together with wheat 
and oats, using no artificials or bones in short, 
nothing whatever except a little farmyard manure 
most of it oat chaff and shoddy from the fact°ry) 
for the potatoes ; and, to say the least, it had been

grass, 
if it would not 
farm that I hoi
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Notice to Correspondents. — 1. Please write on one side 
of the paper only. 2. Give full name, Post-Office and Prov
ince, not necessarily for publication, but as guarantee of good 
faith and to enable us to answer by mail when, for any reason 
that course seems desirable. 3. Do not expect anonymous 
communications to be noticed. 4. Mark letters “Printers* 
Manuscript,*' leave open and postage will be only lc. per 
>4 ounce. )Ve do not hold ourselves responsible for the views 
of correspondents.

TO CHANGE POTATO SEED.

Sir,—It is often quite desirable to get seed po
tatoes from a distance, and so renew the seed l>y 
the change of soil and climate they are grown in. 
I believe that through Upper Canada until 18 years 
ago, when a severe drouth nearly out off the crop, 
they had paid very little attention to changing 
seed, or in trying to improve this crop much; but 
as they then get a large share of their seed from 
the State , it gave them a change which I think 
has greatly improved the tuber as a crop in the 
Dominion. Now there is again a chance to make 
another good change 
Scotland and Ireland, 
in our markets.

Errata.
By an unfortunate transposition of lines, please 

read continuation of “Management of Poultry” on 
page 103, at 17, lines from bottom of page 112, 3rd 
column, and vice versa.

of seed by getting it from 
, as it is offered so freely now 

H. I., Batavia, U. S.«V
Sir,—I am again in Manitoba after an absence 

of four months in Ontario, which I left on the 14th 
of February, the weather at that time being very 
mild, with not a particle of snow around Toronto, 
although at Orillia we had bpen favored with very 
good sleighing nearly all winter, but it pretty well 
disappeared the two days previous to my depart
ure. In some places as we passed along the route 
of the railway (I came via O. W. R., M. C. R. 
and Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul), I saw far
mers harrowing and plowing and other work such 
as we generally do in April. When we got to St. 
Paul the weather began to get colder, and the far
ther north we went the colder it became, and we 
began to find snow, and when about 50 miles from 
the boundary we overtook the passenger train 
(which had preceded us the day before) blockaded 
in the snow. We were not detained long, but fol
lowed the other train through, the road having 
been opened. As we came into Manitoba at Em. 
erson we found the snow getting deeper, and où- 
the level should consider it was about 18 inches 
deep. We arrived at Winnipeg about 15 hours 
behind time. At Winnipeg I found the usual stir 
and energy displayed, only a great deal more so, 
particularly-in real estate. To one estate office 
there was in October, there were 20 now. Every 
person was full and running over with real estate, 
and every man was trying to dispose of what he 
had in order to make room for the next estate. 
Hotels were full, buildings going up in all direc
tions, fortunes being made in many cases in a day 
(do not hear so much about those who are losing, 
but I have no doubt there are many who are los
ing). Tue C. P. R. to Brandon has been blocked 
with snow several days for the first time this win
ter, but was clear so that on Tuesday following 
my arrival I got through to Brandon on the usual 
time. I was very much surprised to see the im
provement that had taken place here, the numbers 
of new buildings put up since I left in October, and 
the very great many which are now going up every 
day. We can see new ones starting in all direc
tions. Lots which could have been bought iu 
October for §250, are now worth §1,500—others in 
proportion. The citizens are asking for a special 
Act of Incorporation as a city, and have placed the 
bounds three miles square. There are two bridges 
te be built across ti e Assiniboine River, and wor- 
has been commenced on one of them. H uteri a-e 
full, but there arc a number of neig, ones under 
way, which will be completed soon, so that all may 
find accommodation. There are large stores and

Sir,—Can you inform me if there is in Canada 
a factory for condensing or concentrating milk t 
I would be thankful for any information on this 
subject, as 1 am thinking of establishing one, if I 
can see my way to do so safely. It would be a 
great benefit to the buyers of milk in towns, as 
well as to dairymen, as buyers would have it at 
hand for use at any time. It would also serve to 
equalize in some measure the prices between town 
and country. The price of milk in some country 
places is but two cents a quart, while it ie from 
five to seven cents in the towns. Your giving in
sertion to this letter of enquiry in your paper may 
be a means of initiating a new industry nere, and 
will oblige J. G., Yarmouth, Ont.

wear

Sir, —Most of the crops in this section were not 
as good as in the previous year. The hay crop, 
however, was unusually large, and is selling from 
§9 to §10 a ton. The potato crop was not up to 
the average, but the demand has been so great for 
export, with high prices, that farmers have re
ceived more money for this crop than they ha 
many previous years. I have been experimenting 
for the last two years with different new kinds <3 
vegetables, and give you the results in some in
stances. In potatoes I had Beauty of Hebron, 
Clark’s No. 1, Burbank’s Seedling. American 
Magnum-Bonum, Mammoth Pearl, St. Patrick, 
Early Ohio and White Elephant. The Beauty of 
Hebron and Clark’s No. 1 proved the best early 
potatoes for yield, and equal to any for quality; 
Eirly Ohio is a first-class potato in quality, but re
quires very rich land to yield well ; Mammoth 
Pearl yielded well, of medium quality ; American 
Magnum-Bonum a failure with me, both in yield 
and quality ; Burbank’s Seedling a very good 
yielding late potato of fair quality, could not see 
much difference between it and the St. Patrick ; 
White Elephant, a late potato, proved the best of 
its class both for yield and quality. I had about 
thirty different variety of peas, of which I consider 
the following the best :—Early—Bliss, American 
Wonder, Ferry’s First and Best, Blue Peter ; late 
—Telephone, Stratagem, Webb’s Kniver Marrow, 
Telegraph. I also procured a pound of Defiance 
w.ieat from the Agricultural Emporium, and it 
yielded twenty-five pounds of splendid grain ; the 
Reads were the heaviest of any spring wheat I have 
seen. 1 shall be glad to hear from others of your 
subscribers in other localities on this subje it, be
lieving" it would prove profitable and interesting. 

W. H. T. !>., Weymouth Bridge, N. S.
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Wntton was called to your article on meadow to- ^ J1 _ not be out of place; tone one would be^rf 7 * bringing 7 or 8 mdeel
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ascan be done with the grain,through tbemoiature haB a delightful fragrance, being a late as napohs rnw XP should wish to give your
andshade which is secured by the presence of the gn«, » » SUOceeds best ma dry, ducted here. «■ y service ISnTStt Stan ftil- when thus sown from the ^“^^K’gTwo and sometimes three ^^^CdowFesoue. I have grown it 
absence nerhape of sufficient sun and Mr, or more I y seastto- then we have the Red Top grass, I also n ^ . expensive, and for a
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that were we to follow his exampJe of aomg e ,*fiing and find from each other’s experience ■——-------------- ~ , QQ«
more we would as Jou^îarU enrich the advantage of grasses for permanent pastures M ARCH-APRIL, 1882.
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ing after; for nothing less than two bushels or 8 I wild oats.
pounds of mixed grasses wdl ensure a the best plan for kUling
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seeding down ten more this spring. *nt However, for the benefit of our subscribers
P™°ÎSc.yJît.r ”,’■»» I w.,.ld not b, ..dotbon who h...n^t forced»». brt
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the gMM for the_ use ^ va;ietie8> ,Pnga through the summer, mcreasmg the depth for O^Tey-Moss Curled
while in the occup ed portion of this country, with the seed will be in the ground for-m J®n8 tim®J “J1 and One Packet New Eetampes Cabbage.mmmm mms^%quantity of after grass. Kentucky Blue Grass or day.]
Imooth Stalked Meadow is highly esteemed for 
hay and pasture; the seed ripens m July and 18 8.elf

t^er^maiti^th^whof^surfaoe^wioh exceUmit her-

situation., afiording an early herbage and relished 
by all stock, being very hardy ; the three fescues, 
called Purple Fescue, Sheep s fescue and Hard 
Fescue, are all indigenous to this country and 
good pasture grasses.
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GRAND PREMIUMS 1I'.

.
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f
Plant, 6 to 18 Inches, Rus

sian Mulberry ;One

; !

1;

!

-
' .

—OR—

A Collection of Flower Seeds, 15 
Varieties, and a Packet of 

this Year’s Novelties ;
Mignen ette—Sweet 
Nasturtium—Dwarf,mixed 
Petunia - Countess Elles

mere, Dark Rose ’
Phlox Drummondll—Mixed J,
Portulaca—ExtraFine, mixed 
Sweet Peas—Mixed 
Zinnia Elegant—Fl.pl. mixed

j mmwmensilage would feed a given number of cattle. Also 
if sides and floor require to be plastered with water 
lime, the former being eighteen inch wall and the 
latter clay.

Asters—Mixed 
Balaam—Double mixed 
Candytuft—Purple & White 

(mixed) . .
Convolvulus—Major, mixed 
Dianthus-Heddiwigii double 
Feverfew
Marigold—Finest mixed „ .
and One Packet Verbena-Defiance-Deep Scarlet.

«a- The above Seeds have been put up eayressly for our 
Prives bv one of our best seed firms under a guarantee that 
rhev first-class in every reepect. The plants and seeds 
WH? be forwarded In the proper «eason by mall, postage pre- 

l paid.

;

‘■s
• !

J. F. 0., Ingersoll. 
subscribers to give[We would th&nk any of ,

the information asked for, from their own know
experience.]

our
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usasse asset «—
Sometimes

0! sad and sweet thoughts! 0! fooUsh vain regrets!
As wise it were, that time June roses blow,

To weep beoaube the first blue violet 
We found in spring has faded long ago.

0 love, my love, if yet by song of bird,
By flower ace <t, by some sad poet s **£“«*. 

My heart, that fain would be at peace, is starred, 
Am I to blame that still I sigh sometimes . 

Sometimes !

Who will not grieve, yet cannot quite forget.
Still send a thought to you and.wish you 

Sometimes ?

! bevond my comprehension. The charge was left 
entirely to himself from midnight until the nsing 
ronTand, if all the shepherds in the forest had 
been there to have assisted him, they could, not 
have effected it with greater promptitude. AU 
that I can say is, that I never felt so grateful to 
any creature under the sun as I did to my hones

ti'Sdocs never inclined to roam or neglect their 
duties, and as little diroosed to injure the animus 
intrusted to their keepmg. They haveslmost the 
intelligence of the shepherd in discermng t 
vagaries of the flock, and ten times his efficienoy 
in driving it No extensive sheep-walks, unless 
closely hemned in by impassabie fen^ÿuld be 
without one or more of these useful animals.

The Shepherd’s Dog.

FsETssttrS*wart
swtStSSSFSESS 
dEr

„;,e with a sharp nose, broad forehead,
“d SBig^a; bïshy^teüü *mu6h hTir Sometimes.

■ssBsA’asfttasst'
i K- «-• —« ““ **"

tion of the 
shepherd, 
they soon be
come entirely 
competent to 
the control of 
the flock.
They per- 
ceive his 
wishes by a 
word or sign, 
and with al- 
m o s t the 
speed of a
greyhound,
drrt off to ex- $ 
ecute them.
Accounts of 
their per
formances 
have been fre
quently relat- 
ed, which 

almost 
incredible to 
those unao-
qnainttd
with their 
peculiar char
acter.

The follow
ing anecdote, 
often told’by 
the gifted 
poet, Mr.
James Hogg, 
more gener
ally known 
by the soubri
quet of the 
Ettriok Shep- 

will

If
i

a

m.

well—

i Bolling.
I wish it 

were possible 
to impress 
every eook 
with the con
viction I hold 
upon the sub
ject of boil
ing. More 
mistakes can 
be made in 
carrying on 
this process 
than almost 
any other ; 
things that 
ought not ,to 
be boiled are 
boiled, and 
things that 
ought to be 
are not. It is 
easy to make 
t,h.e«e mis
takes ; there 
comes a time 
in baking, 
frying or 
broiling when 
injured na
ture revolts 
and bums up.
But a thing 
may boil until 
not a vestige 
of its original 
condition re
mains, and 
unless the 
water evapor
ates it may go 
on boiling for 
hours without 

reminding one by smell or smoke that it is spoiling. 
Nothing suffers more from treatment than coffee.
To make the ideal oup of coffee—the almost unat
tainable-brown and grind the berry at home; it 
is more trouble, but the result is so satisfactory 
that you will be more than paid for your labors 
Then have the water boiling when it is poured 
over the coffee. If you use the ordinary tan ooffee- 
oot be sure to stuff something in the nose to keep 
in the steam and fragrance (and, by the way, do 
not try to use one of these for a lifetime). Our 
own coffee-pot being sent to the tinahop to be re- 
Dsired we tried the experiment of making coffee 
in a new tin pail with a tightly fitting oover, and 
such coffee have we had that the tm P«llJ}“be,®“ 
in use a month. It is, of course, a little extra 
trouble to pour it into a presentable pot for the 
table, but it is enough better to pay. There in 
nothing so nice to settle the coffee as an egg. Mix , 
an egg With the ground coffee before pouring hot 
water <ih. If eggs are expensive you may com- 
promise by measuring the coffee for two mornings 
and dividing the egg ; or mix the coffee, adding a 
little cold water, and divide this, taking great care 
to cover tbatwhich is left very closely.

"'VM;

i\ r
ira.—.

•*k.

seem

»

)

f
.iSR I

herd, 
show their 
capacity
more fully 
than any de- 

’ scription:—• 
“On one

ÎOStVVlVUt..
J. K. Fklch, Natick, Maas., U. S. A. 

scented limes ;

Scotch Collies, owned by

The dro sy murmur among the 
I watch the radiant butterfly pass,

And I am sad and sick at heart sometimes 
Sometimes.

Ettnok Shepherd^ thre; ^directions across 
scampered «war ^ that he could do to keep 
the hills, in spi « h . ^ the shepherd, 

It^as’ too dark for t£e dog

attSSSsar-,ssï,tri£'5,ii.,h‘uïir
fui intelligence t however ’ says he, ‘we dis- 
’On our way ^however, «ay^.^ ^
covered « *?* °* — h clench, and the indefatig- 
ravme called the Flesn o{ them, looking

_ able Sirrah standing true to his charge.
w* round for,°m® reb®f’it one of the divisions 

We concluded that it was o until he
which Sirrah had beenJ°n„ Bitoati0n. But what
came to ^at commanding aituan^
was our astomehment when we^ve ^ ^
;°^r, ï th. a?4iïï »u«.trf m .1. d-k “

‘ïswiïî-ïftesji •»-
'ïSr—dtôi- «h--.

Sometimes.

The flower-crowned May of earth ,
Should our fair spring a lo^W£ves ' 

Comes all too soon the t™6 "V, ^Ve must arise 
Come on the short, cold days. we 

Anff so our way and gamer home our sheaves, 
though some far-faint regret may cloud our eyes- 

Sometimes.
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and charmingly as though he had oontinned to 
feed you with confidence. And you—well, you 
begin your recriminations ! Now this is the point 
at which I want your full attention. Do you know 
that is the most utterly stupid and suicidal thing 
you can do ? In the first place it flatters the man’s 
vanity, which is usually full-fledged from the be
ginning ; but where are your grounds for re
proaches ? if he could not give a satisfactory rea
son for his prolonged absence (as he probably 
could not), what must be your conclusion Î simply 
that he had no overwhelming desire to see you ; 
and thus it would place you in a very humiliating 
position. Bear in mind always that if your friend 
proves not to be so devoted and true a one as you 
thought, no amount of recrimination or “ nagging 
will bring him up to your standard. Affection 
cannot be forced. Finally, my dear young ladies, 
do not be too quick to fancy you are the chosen 
confidante of the friend who can talk to you as he 
does with all his other lady acquaintances. On the

YITde.r Nieces,—I w,c« . HU. pbi* P-i- h-i.do„o.b,h-til,

^ <r |T.
some less-but you are all blessed to a where the evidences strongly point to indifference, 

with «... w».1 -d W:
Minnie May.

Ï Names of Those who have Sent Cor
rect Answers to March Puzzles.

n Untie Sow’s leprtwent!■!■
I m. R N*PHEW9 and Nieces.-It is beginning Hattie Mitchell, Mabel Roe, Millidge B Troop,

do not let there be a falling off dal Lizzie> Ada, Aggie Gilroy, Teua, Addie V.
Morse, Frank Dond, Charles S. Stephens, Nellie 
McQueen, Jas A. Key, Wini ifrad McEvoy, Walter 
C Laing, Walter J. Strettor, Anny A. Lancaster, 
Willie Andrews, C. G. Keys, jr., Frank Sharman, 
Minnie G. Gibson, Nellie McQueen, A. Philips, J. 
A. Hornbrook, Albert Bateman, Maggie H. Mc- 
Kerron, Flora A. Shaver, RobtW. W. Purdy, W. 
H. Bateman.

-I

! 1

a.

pussies correct; now
the fine weather is approaching, but rather

follow the words of the good old motto, “ Persevere 
and you’ll succeed.” I see you do not understand 
the rules yet ; you must always send the answers 
with the pussies, and if J. R. H. will read my 
letter in January number, he will see what prises 
are offered. Miss Elisabeth E. Ryan, of Mount 
Forest, Ont, has been the fortunate one to win 
the illustrated rebus for April Some one sends us 
an illustrated rebus by writing and' telling us how 
to draw it. That’s no way to do; sketch your

Uncle Tom.

v
,

1■

lit

ij

i:[ Play’s
own. ls

1 « PUZZLES. some more, 
certain degree 
appendages. Of course it is understood that they 
are “ only friends,” nevertheless they call on you 
unnecessarily often, sometimes take you to 
theatres, operas, etc., and—confess it !—occasion
ally lure you into cosy, confidential talks, on occa
sions when your sisters are otherwise engaged. 
From generalities they gradually glide into per-

! NO. 1.—DIAMOND PUZZLE.
A consonant ; a jewel; a small horse; a country- 

a consonant.
Elizabeth E. Ryan.

I ; like meal; to examine ;
Answers to Inquirers.

Subscriber.—To make good bread you must 
have good flour and good yeast. The sponge is 
made over night in the centre of a pan of flour 
with warm water and a cup of home-made hop and 

potato yeast to about four loaves, the yeast 
is put in when about half the flour and 
water are mixed and then the remainder of 
the water is added and the sponge beaten 
with a wooden spoon for fifteen minutes and 

'1 Jti; left to rise over night in a moderately warm 
' Ml place. In the morning the bread dough is f mixed and kneaded for half an hour adding 

I flour to make a stiff dough and left to nse 
in a mass. It is then made into small loaves, 
being kneaded with as little flour as possible, 

• put in pans to rise the second time, and
when light bake in a moderately

No. 8- Illustrated Rebus, won by W. Hull, North.Seneca, Ont. for neariy an hour.

No. 2.—ANAGRAM.
Shote how canton peek herit now rectess tough 

ton ot eb strutneed thiw het cetress fo hersot.
Charles French.

NO. 3.—ENIGMA.
I am composed of 10 letters.
My 2, 5, 4, is a river in Switzerland,
My 4, 10, 6, 7, is an ancient city,
My 3, 2, 4. is a carriage 
My 1, 9, 10, 8, 7, is a common land sub

stance.

K■ fo.
:

Of ’ !1
Frank Dond.

oNo. 4.—HIDDEN FEMALE NAMES

Old Peg races well.
What* tie^ scarf fudging lost, Hattie.

Ed ; I think you are mean.
The earthquake shook it and th,e bridge tumbled 

into the river.

hot oven

St, & saji-AÎss ses. ;f°
gether on circumstances, the depth of the lady s 
mourning, the degree of friendship subsisting be
tween herself and the gentleman, and mwy other 
considerations. As a rule people do not expect 
answers to letters of condolence for some time, and 
should a meeting take place in the meantime a few 
words of thanks for “ your kind letter would be
officient.

p \y g_There's no rule of etiquette against
an old man of sixty im-rrying a ^7 °* “j™*®6”* 
So long as the lady is p. ased, her friends have no 
right to criticise. Those who are nearly related to 
her may advise, and her parents, until she is of age, 
may command, but we can havelittle tosayon the 
subject. As a rule, we thmk it is best thatthe 
husband should be some years older than the wife, 
but how many depends upon the individual taste. 
We certainly do not think that ten to fifteen is too 
much ; forty may be.

Old Subscriber, Montreal.• -CookingFrogs. — 
Only the hind quarters are eaten. After skinning 
them boil about seven minutes, then throw them 
into cold water, drain them, sprinkle a little flour 

them and fry a light brown. Serve very hot.
At las.—1 st. Yes. 2nd. No; he should open tee 

door and allow the lady to pass in. 3rd. The lady 
should precede the gentleman through g^-waya 
doors or single pathways. 4th. The lany should 
always follow the gentleman upstairs and oome 
down behind him.

sonalities, and hen, oh, how very interesting'.they 
After the particular “he” of this sort has 

left, you say to yourself as you sink back on the 
“sofa he has just vacated, to indulge in a little 
reverie, “ How nice he was this evening 1 I don’t 
believe he talks in that way to Lou or Belle or 
Kate.” So, you dear little, flattered, innocent soul, 
you begin to think he regards you with special 
favor, and your heart gives a little flutter, although 

No. 6.—double acrostic. you are not in the least in love with h>m—oh, no.
To cover. (2) To kindle. (3) Shaped like a Of course he will come again Boon, for did he no 

civile (4) Rushes. (5) A weapon. (6) A large 6aÿ when he bade you that lingering “good-night 
house. Each word is composed of five letters. My _„WeJ] Miaa Jennie, I really do not know when 
initials read upwards and t^n” l have paaaed ao thoroughly enjoyable an evening
downwards will name t 8 H. V McK. Somehow when I am with you (with glance and

No. 7.—decapitation. tone almost pathetic, so that for the moment you
Whole I am very essential to the success of a feel like blessing him with your perpetual presence 

mechanio Behead and I was forbid to the ancients. {rom that time forth) I find myself drawn into con- 
Behead again and I am what none desire to be. feggiona of w6akness-indeed I reveal my inner 
Twice curtail and I am what none desire^to tes^. ^ ^ j would not to my Hiater or mother. You

will not repeat what I,j have said, remember it ,is 
and we have not half finished

are !
Sarah Henderson.

No. 5.—word square,
1— A collection of maps.
2— To copy.
3— A language.
4— Sour substances.
5— The understanding.

Herbert W. Macken zie.

i

■

;

!

! ■ S strictly e titre nous ;
talk ; I fear I shall inflict my presence upon 
too often in future.” But he does not come.

Answers to March Puzzles.
our 
you
You, dear soul, have been thinking over those 
serious subjects upon which you exchanged ideas 
that evening, and you are just “dying” to “ex
change” again. Every ring at the door bell sets 
your heart bounding with hope, but week after
week goes by and still he does not come. At first ,,n Tittle Ones and the
you make excuses for him, but eventually you be- ^® are £r™c®*P b]iahed by the Russell Pub- 
come indignant, and you’ll treat him very coolly "g“ in^Co., of Boston. It is a most charming 
if you chance to meet him. Finally, some even- :ournal for little folks, with big type and pictures 
ing, probably when you are not thinking much on every page, comprising amusement and ins ruc = 
âboüthim7 he comes. He greets you at blandly tion.

over1—Boston.
2—Let us then be up and doing, 

With a heart for any fate,
Still achieving, still pursuing ; 
Learn to labor and to wait

1 1

li 3—Piebald. ' t
4—OPAL f

PET
AT IL

;
5— Dr. Livingston.
6— Telephone. D . ,.
7— Bath, Perth, Tunis, Dover, Lima, Reading.
8— Constantinople on the Bosphorus is the capital 

of Turkey..

;
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_. . . , , ... to We would call the attention of our readers this, At the next Chicago fat stock show pnxes ar^o ^ th# of Oliver & Carter.
be offered as follows :-E*£y av since plow manufacturers, Palmerston, who are turning

__ _________________________________  = showing the greatest average gain pery £ut ploW8 at the rate of 10 and 12 per day; and
--------- ----------^ j *... nnw ®i so birth, entries to be accompanied by affida , gi hib plow and its history has been the means of
Cards in the Breeders *™“^f{ not ing exact age Cost of ponction ; entries to be ^ P the whoIe syatem of plowing,

per line in advance, or $21 per line pe ap , accompanied with a verified statem , 8 8 ^ w’trade cf both the United States and
mid within three months from order. Breeders Uemiz^ cogt of production, the exact age, breed- | plowtraae ^^ ;------
will please note this increase. The increasing de- q{ <he the weig
mand upon our advertising space and upon our kg8 ftf the geVeral kn

Cz " April, 1882
K

■
i

______  __ _ _ _ and the
breed- I plow°trade of both the* United States and Canady

mana upvu uu. — -------- - nfltaitate'our in- I ket value of the several kindsi of J.?”* - , • I them at the Oliver Plow Works, South Bend, Ind.,
reading columns by these cards necessitate our in | ^ by year from date of birth until the animal is | 7n\he year 1870. The first year he made

700 plows, and increased year by year until his

5 I
t !creased rate. exhibited. 700 plows, and increased year by year until his

A meeting of the breeders of Jersey Cattle and ^ ghorthorn cow, 5th Duchess ofHillhurst, wQrkg , ow cover 26 acres, and have a capacity for 
those desirous of assisting in the more extenswe baged by the Earl of Bective for4,300 gnmeas, 1QQ plowg ^ day. The first plow of that make
introduction of this 8took into Canada, wfil ^ a roan heifer by Grand Duke 31st, that came to Canada was sent by him to Mr. John
held at the Walker House, Toronto, on Thuraday, 3g3?4 Oliver, of St. Mary’s, who used it for some years
the 13th April, at 1 30 p. m., for the purpose or w;,.. Waterside of Forbes. Aberdeen- „n big farm, and was so convinced of its value and
forming an association to take unitedJf^oAhis „hi£> has purchased from the Earl of Southesk the guperiority over the long-handled Sootoh plows

csr arsw % stjks - saffWiSsScbïr, ':XZ
ported four splendid Clydesdale mares, being part ..kowige p^rchased for use in his own herd Lord ;n company with Mr. Carter, a live business man,
£f the purchase made by Mr. H. Jeffery during his *° h k? fine bull Octavius Eric, 1797, got by they are making a specialty of ™ ’
hist visit to Scotland. They intend making further boutnesa ^ ^ ^ Ont., and state they are prepared to supply the
importations this coming summer. Such enterprise Allsopp’s pure-bred Snorthorn cow trade with a plow equal if not superior to the
is. we hear, specially needed in their section on 8» Hem*Al ««PP £ ggnt tQ the butcher, original Oliver,
account of the extensive purchases made by our Grand^SiT a month of fifteen years old, had -
neighbors across the line. , , ceased to breed, and become rheumatic.

H. f^fsss; v&tmjSl££Bi — T.. o™,
Ini Duke of Kent 38445, to Mr. N. Macdonald, -p. Sifton, Wallace town, Unt, Anderson London, Ont., Apl. 1,188Î.
3,thtÆ: JohnSLTShiÎ Britai^'Out.'“to Mr p^d.^e j^jow^ .toJames^Stirton, ^nother mo^th of^ough,

ja£SA SB rfA*AïfcrsaSl: Stt h“ “ - ,r”‘- ”“to8
Ion*1 pîtzioy^nt-lbull) Lord Werin To Mr. Nova Scotia, one pair. There i, a good demand for ^ Tery qniei,'U!d*little or nothing doing

72.0... Bloomington. IS -S.-*. Sf Sg

Mich.—(bull) Cupid ; (heifer) Lady Moreton , cloged out all of our last importation of Nor- * and the operations of the bulls,
(heifer) Beauty 11th. Mr. Bust “an French horses, and all the stock of our own Xoseem to be master, of the situation, at all
from Mr. A. Stone, Guelpb, Hereford heifer Hebe breed; old enough for the market. There has gventg fof April deliVery. The prospecta for the

_ - ,, n, been an unusual demand for Norman stock this . orop_both in England and on this oonti-
—To R J. Turner, Brucefield, Ont. Two of the members of our firm are now nent_gar0( on the whole, good. Stock, are tight
J. Chapman, Teeswater, Ont., boar ^ th<jir way to prance to purchase stock. and ex- thTOUghout the country, and in Great Bntaln as
- * Patton. New Lowell, 0 ., | . ^ jn August with one hundred head of I and any weather scare would put prices up,

the finest stallions and mares that they can find in hr g time> at loaat. Stocks in New York are 
France. , somewhat heavier than this time last year, while

The 10th Duchess of Onedia (1873), by 2d Duke Toledo ,nd Milwaukee show a decrease of over
of Oneida (9936), purchased by Mr. A. J. Alex- I three millions of bushels in both ports,
ander at the celebrated New York Mills sale, CORK
Sept. *10, 1873, for $27,000, died on the 2d mst., on Jg attraoting a good deal of attention in the west, 
the Alexander Farm. Her late owner has raised gnd the itookg are not heavy, and the amount in 

valuable stock from her. 1 western cribs is said to be only half that of one

rx£-s W8 2SSSB WtTBr«
Walkerton, Ont. A . I v vearg ae0 since corn, in many locahtiee,

The north ridtog of <)rford and BWford^.gr^- shipment. Ten years ago the
cultural Society will hold a stallion fair at W Qogt o( gaii Bhipment from the west to the east was 
stock, Ont., on the 19th April. I an emb»rgo on its movement. Now this, is sll

John Snell’s Sons, Edmonton, Ont report sales changed. Corn goes from ft. 
of two Shorthorn heifers, Olga and Clanbel, to C. Europe, or is fed to stock whichgoes there. The 
O Keves Palmyra, Ont. ; one Shorthorn bull, ^mit of the demand has never been reached, while 
Royal Prince, to John B. Smith, Angus, Ont, also prioeg remained anywhere near the medium, 
one pair of Berkshires To Dugald Campbell, St. cattlb.
Thomas, one pair of Rerkshires ! Qood fat cattle are in good demand, end prices
Stoufville, one pair ; to George Green, SWMio o. There are a good many being shipped
one trio ; to R. Wright, Burbrook one boar; to are g^d- ® yia Bo.ton, freight, from that
James Bloomfield, Jarratts, one boar, t port being much cheaperthan by way of Halifax.
sito-„ïï*“ï?aStasa*s»s4 rk«P..dhigh.

Th« -, a aJSS--* - a.
Sh% riD.;îr.Î88l P dem.nl g«vd

Mr. Benj.mio of Edmontoo. ”hT.“lige'SpriL pî°d to Montre.1 toll
six Cotswold ewes, which hav? P^Xd^nè qwr- week was $121.16, against $124.13 the week previ- 
lambs this spring, viz., five triplets oug and $89.61 for the corresponding week laet
tette, and he wants to know if any of the Do r priceg are g0od, and farmers will do well to

beat this record. avaQ themselves of the same.
Mr. H. Beadle, of Auburn Huron County 

has sold one of his imported heavy draught 
stallions. “Honest Tom,” 1 year and 8 months old, 
weighing 1,570 lbs., to Messrs. Down and Colqu- 
hcun, of Hibbert, Perth Co., for the sum of $1,600- 
He is a very fine animal, and reflects great credit 
on Mr. Beadle’s judgment as an importer of heavy 
d ranght horses.

r

7 i

:

Commercial.

}

8th.- Berkshires-To R J. Turner, Brucefield, Ont. 

Ï?gr, togîfessrs. H»7& Patton, New Lowell

bWh“7ipig?-T.JCook,L..Aw».,Onl 
boar pig; to G. A. Parrot, Napanee, Ont., (pair) 
boar and sow.

The attention of our readers is directed tojbhe 
sale by Dawes & Go.Lachme, P_;Q_. Çn 
inst.

K

the 27th
insr oAhêï' entire herd of Âyrshîres, and other 
well-bred stock. The reputation of Messrs 
Dawes is a sufficient guarantee both for quality of 
stock and fairness of sale.

P
some

i

rHiSSW
Messrs. H. & R. Beith, Bowmanville, have sold 

to Mr. Geo. Cockburn, Baltimore Out *bat^ cele
brated Clydesdale stallion, B’aok Km8h * 
recently imported by them for $3009.

Hon. M. H. Cochrane, of Hilhnrst Compton 
p Q wiil hold an important sale of Shorthorn 
Cattle at Dexter Park, Chicago, 111., on the 18th 
inst.

I

I

I

of stock at Glen Flora, Waukegan, 111., on the
20th inst. .

The Messrs. Gibson, of Ilderton, Ont., will sel 
50 females and a number of young bulls, being 
almost the entire Belvoir and Manor herds, and 
other high bred Bates cattle, at the same place on 
the 21st inst.; also

Messrs Hugh Love, of Hills Green, and James 
Cooper, of Kippen Out, bave imported from 
England a fold of Shropshire Down Sheep. l he

the rams were bred by Mr. Richard Bach, Elsmh, 
Herefordshire, England, and from the very best 
stock in England.

George Hill, Delaware, Ont., has sold his pure 
bred Bates Bull to A. McPherson, Camphelton,

can
POTATOES.

Boston advices report the price of potatoes to be 
declining. All kinds of white potatoes have fallen 
to 80 cents, owing to the heavy shipments from 
Great Britain.

CHKESX
doubt, been somewhat disappointing to a 

good many, still it is no doubt better for the com
ing spring trade that prices are settling down. 
The effect of this will be to clean out all the old 
stocks before the new begins to move. American 
agricultural papers are strongly advising factory- 
men to put off opening their factories till as late as 
possible, in order to get stocks of old cheese well

Has, no■ft

I' t
Ont.Mr. James Phillips deSilU» ^lT$2 JÏBÆ

ton*,' Durham CC^unty | that thorongHbredC P^^l Farm"^^'  ̂making some experiments

,Myas*qualitie8' Sendhim,or a cir-
bition last fall, *

f

I
;
î

*

c
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w
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FARMER’S ADVOCATE. « *
THE118

Livurpool, Enq., 1 April.
Tobohto, Out., 1st April. 

Potatoes, bag 
Apples, brL.
Butter, lb. rolls. 26 to

*' dairy. .. 21 to 26
Eggs, fresh......... 16 to 17
Wool, per lb.... 28 to 24
Barley.................. 76 to 86
Clover Seed bush 4 60 to 4 76

ss dont of the way before new begins to move. This, 
with the high price of butter all through the States, 
will have the effect of making the early make light.

ü! “£23
to be coming in rather late.

butter.
There is plenty of poor, but a scarcity of good ia 

about all that can be said about butter.

116 to 1 26 
2 00to 860Wheat fall...........28 to 8126

“ spring.... 1 25 to 160
Oats....................... 44 to 46
Hogs, 100 lbs.... |60 to 876
Beane.................... 2 25to 286
Peas....................... 78 to 82
H»?........................ 9%to18M

Barley, per e 
Peas, per e ..
Pork...............
Lard...............
Bacon .............
Beef, new... 
Tallow...........

Flour, per c— 
Spring wheat..
Red Winter-----
White................
Club...................
Com...................
Oats, per c —

T28

Rye
.WHOLESALE PRODUCE MARKETS.

Nsw York, 1st April.

9Sto 97 
244 to 26 

2 60 to 2 76

DAIRY MARKETS.
Liverpool, Bng„ 1st April,

’H^.v.v.vv.lSSIS Rye
Weet'n ex..... 7 25 to 8 25 

Wheat- 
No 2 red..

No 1 white..
Com—No 2.

*• yellow
°1SSZ white.... 60 to 60 |

Per cable, 61s 6d.
Eggs, State...
Potatoes.........
P<New mess.... 17 76 to 18 00

FARMERS’ MARKETS.
London, Ost., 1st April, 1882. LITTLE FALLS CHEESE MARKET.

27th March.
The sales of factory cheese to-day were 425 boxes, at 12c. 

to^2ic.“ There were 400 packages of butter. Sales at 84c. to

140 to 148 
1 SO to 186 

76 to 79«“•a*. •.•.SSS%,|iShB.,r:::.'
<• Spring., unchanged Rye.......................SssFT-iSS.1* .l35CTaw**... ii8 potter, ptrBr .. 80to 35

........................ .. « i»#* i ui « tub........  28 to 26P"“. ...................î« «• crock.... 20 to 26

gsgEfEs-s
Hooey, perlb. .. .......... 75 to i 00

SEE'SS'Seap^’gsis
IE i

p«ioonw .. aooto •» SSm—H„ * 

Clover seed bu 4 26 to 4 40 
Beans white bu 1 00 to 1 00

10 76 to 10 76 
26 to 45 

9 to 121

Lard
Butter
Cheese

70
40c.

LIVE STOCK MARKETS.
unsm* Mass. March 81.-The cattle market is active and 

«tnumat’lc advanMon l*et week's prices, export cattle being 
Btrn,.^TaRvain *7 60. For the week, exports have been üno c^tie^and beef Quarters 750. Receipts of sheep for the 
^Mklllobo head. Market strong at «6 50 to «7 26.

BRITISH LIVE STOCK MARKETS BY CABLE.
Liverpool, Eng., 31st March,

CATTLS.

Boston, Mass., 1st April.

Creamery ....• 38 to 8 42
Dairy.............. 30 to 86
Common..........  14 to 24

F1Cboice winter. .17 50 to 18 00 
Choice spring.. 7 50 to 8 76 

Horn meal bi*.. 8 10 to 8 28

“miu""6^«!m:: ass1»
43 1 Beans, pr bu.— w M
601 Hand picked. 8 76 to 8 80 
87 Mediums..• ee. 8 60 to 3 76
46 Common.......... 8 00 to 8 10

Potatoes, per bus; 86to 116 
...19 06to21 00 Onions,perbbl.. 2 00to 2 26

Oats
Wool- 

Western fine.. 414to
Pulled extra........ 43 to
Canada pulled... 85to
Combing............... *4 to
Hay—

Coarse, ton
Fine.............

Oat straw....

The brisk active movement which has characterized the 
!Sd with small offerings ^uesTwere finest toe followingTurnips 

Tallow, ren'd.. 7 to
“ rough.. 4 to Hops16 00 to 17 00 

10 00 to 1100 rates. Cents V lb.
17GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.

Montreal, P.Q , 1st April.
|6 60 to IS 60

18 to 28 
17 to 20 
17 to 20 
15 to 18 
26 to 80 
20 to 22

used
teatii

Halifax, 1st April.
„ Extra State... $6 40 to $6 60
^Rnn extra ... Commeal—

Cheioe .....$8 00 to 80 00 Yellow k. d....
Soring extra .6 25 to 6 60 Fresh ground..
Strong baker's 6 76 to 6 90 Oatmeal, Canada

to 86^6. Commeal, 13 Si to 84. Market unchanged.

Finest steers..............
Good to choice..........
Common to medium 
Inferior and bulls...

164
16

..12 to 14Wheat- I Commeal

Red SBSS::. *\ « «B I W* ...
Whit, winter.. 137 to 139 1 BrockviUe

Western...........
Creamery.........

8 80 subbp.
active demand and moderate supplies ;made a

Cents $ lb.

Can. 8 75
6 80 Continued-------- . .

fairly active and Arm sheep trade.........  66 to 70
.. 86 to 87
.. 75 to 77
.. 605to 615 Eggs........

. 6 10 to 616 I Lard........
.. 6 00to 6101 Hams.... 

live .... 881 Bacon....
Oatmeal V....... 6 (0 to 610 I Cheese...

Barley.........
Oats.............
Peas............
Flour .... 

Superior ex 
Superfine..

20
Best long wooled..
Seconds.....................
Merinos....................
Inferior and Rama

.18 to 19 

.164 to 174 
.14 to 16$

A

V
... . 14 to 144

__ 13 to 13$
12 to 18 *15m K

lOHto 131
——~  . 1 Young Jersey Bull for Sale. Address SAM.

WESTER* RAILWAY ! CLYDESDALES !
GLOBEGREATNEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

RUSSIA* MULBERRY PLANTS. io •gsxrsssssietsrsÿt
IU maree 'shetland Stallion-a beauty.

JEFFERY BROS.,
WHITBY, ONT.

MANITOBA ! stud book. 
Apply toA small stock of the above desirable plants 

from 6 to 12 inches, for sale. Single plants, 40c. 
each per mall ; three planta, 81 per mail, postage 
paid. Address,

ALEX. PONTEY,
St. James’ Park Nurseries,

near London. Ont., Canada.

will leave theThe Sixth S^C^^o,
196-a

BEEF and PORKWiiipei aillhe North-West
WEDNESDA Y A PRIL 5,1882

COMP AST,
94 King St.190-b 1ZIMMERMAN

Fruit and Veptahle Dryer!
. ONTARIO.LONDON, -

«-^TrienMeB=r
"ÆiSiïa.

Xched to these trains. 
Areliable agent of the Company will accom

pany these special parties throngh to Winnipeg.
For further particulars see small bills, or apply 

to any of the Company’s Stationmastorsor Agents 
F. BROUGHTON,

General Manager.

amber cane seed
I will send to any one free, on receipt of one 

sufficient seed to plant two acres of choice 
best paying crop in Canada. Send 

for riroular and price Qnt.

FARMER* *ND IMMIGRANTS
coming to Manitoba can be supplied by us with

Horses, Oxen, Cows and General 
Outfits.

Farms fully Stocked, with breaking done ready 
for crop, always on hand for saTe. Lets li 
Brandon and other places.

JOHNSON, STARR A C»*,
Stables Real Estate and Outfitting Office near the 

’ Station, on 6th Street,
BRANDON, MANITOBA.

A FULL STOCK OH HARD.
MANUFACTURED BY

Orders from Dealer» Solicited.
Samples and Price List 

plication.
T. C. HEWITT,

RICHARDS BROS., Sent on ap- I494 k 496 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont.

Dries all kinds of Fruit and Vegetables better 
than any other apparatus, and 

ADDS 60 PER CENT. TO MARKET VALUE.
It is the Standard Fruit Dryer of Canada, and the 

only one made of galvanized iron. 
AGENTS WANTED. Liberal discounts to 

the trade.

MANAGER.WM. EDGAR,
General Pass’r Agent. 198-tf

Never brought a better price than during the 
The prices of all kinds of grain 

correspondingly dear. By

IMPORTANT TO BREEDERS OF196-tf men
present season, 
feed, however, are

»PP*AYRSHIRE CATTLE
- 025T -

THURSDAY, APRIL 27, 1882
the Subscriber is instructed by

MESSRS. DAWES & CO.,

PURE-BRED AYRSHIRE CATTLE
For Sale Everywhere, SVnd r^totorrf

Manufactory, 48 John-St. South, Hamilton, Ont.

logues by g;î?WES, Auetioneer
295 Notre Dame St., Montreal.

get,
offefeeding

Thorky’s Improveddollar,
Amber Cane ;

HORSE AND CATTLE FOOD!196-tf
N.l

STKSftSWif S ïïgfeE »
srssrsssSi.JffiftiSsuse it. Be sure you get the food from bags with 
our stamp on them.

'llJig A

1
lies. efi™New Grapes, Hybrid PW»-*0'

5520UUÏ Frült $
«J. T. LO Cafca-PBARCB, WELD & Co.,

860 RICHMOND STREET,
AGENTS for LONDON.

100-a104-F&A

MANITOBA !toIbbsby breeders 196-a
193-d land plaster ^Mr. PHILIP DeGROVCHY,

purchasing ,rr-
tersey stock

«l'tain information by applying tome.

VALANCE Y B. FULLER,
“Oakland" Farm, HAMILTON P. O

J. GURD SON,
186 DUNDAS ST.—P. O. BOX 146,

ONTARIO.
«she

riOMfe
MTS; SRSSft?jr*.-F$0. ■-asurtser —•

Churchill P. 0., Ontario.

1882

feiïï£^»,KÏKS
Car lota of above In any proportion

GILL, ALLAN & Co.,
Paris, Ont.

t-e.
LONDON,

sSSSâpg
the largest and best in the west, and our pr cea 
are as low as the lowest. Illustrated Price Eut 
free by mail. I9”"11

Is !
al»1

!195 b
196-b

194 tf
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99
THE éé

TRUSS BEAM PLOW!
!

Flexible Wheel, Universal Standard Jointer Attachment.

x

,
:

i

i The material

«.0-—

Plows sent, freight prepaid, to any firm in Ontario, Q _niT ft WT

SAMUEL SEEOMILLER, Agricultural Foundry, GODEBIO .

SAWYER’S 
Grain. Saver

f

Address—

i
I

i HARVESTER ! PETER R. LAMB & Go., .< IMPERIAL■ fc Ont.,Toronto,
MAHtrrAormuwe or[.

Superphosphate of Lime, - - *80 per ^Ton
Fine Bone Duet, 5
\ inch “ oa
| inch " ^

âBasSt^fS
A GKEliTTS WANT®?
---- 7 Nr It ESTABLISHMENT complete portable

OmSTMILLcc
g
*

is
35;iy«niQiHiiiiig

ism z
READ WHAT THE FARMERS SAY OF IT:

CO °

E “Buns easy, 

0„t.—“No time lost,

John Burkell, Bosemeath, Ont.- 
light and very steady.”

John Beemer, 8t. George,

C. Nelson, Bum-Brae - Second to non ,
■^rœ;«r^od«rt; no

blJohn’ C3Tkarrowsmith. - « Throes

Cl^tUcock'4Flem!ngf lfavenna.—“Beards barley,

W C B dT^SSto"n.-“Work, ep.endid; give.

Ut,gTn Mll^.-'-Kuns and f«d.
easy ; ifl superior to all others.

Address us for Illustrated Catalogue of

Threshers, Clover Mills, 
Horse Powers, Reapers 

and Mowers.

3s
ET--SSÎI

mm o

The most perfect and complete ^â^f^eîhe,7to the only^hTe^^th pKtom înd^kW 

mente than any other Harvester to themarket l neon J billty ,t excels all others It cannot 
apparatus tilting Independently rftruA. In simplicity d « > lg the che6pest machine ever

GLOBE WORKS CO., London Ontario
BEST machine made, see the

tx3 at..:
AysÉs finest mm

N ^ BURR STONES.

WATEflmaiGINE WORKS CO. BRANTFORO.CANAOA
193-tf________ _______________——

REST W—

m\ 12
wstnt to sell the

Turpff.inAT. HARVESTER.
N. B. - AGENTS, If you

192,1
ie,

farms for SALE

townshios shown, enabling strangers positional properties and their proximity to 
towns, railway stations, Ac. Farms with acreage 
to suit every one. Send to

CHARLES E. BBYDCEB,
Real Estate Agent.

Twenty-flve Years’
experience of a 

CONSTANTLY 

INCREASING

demand

,E QRAZINB LANDS *« rouw on
.«Northern Pacific R.R.

ed
ANDird

.Is
ed $

L. D. SAWYER & CO.,)Ut
in MINNESOTA, DAKOTA, 

MONTANA.
:fca-

for the

BIG CROP AGAIN IN 1881
rs.'s.-srcïï

for Full information, aoohew

q. M. Newport, oen.lano aqt.
St, Raul, Mmn

HAMILTON, ONT.,
CANADA.Ieoh Frieei Batin Potier Land Office, 98 Dundee street west, London, 

opposite to the City Hotel, for list of ,a™£t{or
shows that the WANTS of the CONSUMEE have 
teen WELL STUDIED.

THE COOK’S FRIEND
i§ PURE, HEALTHY and RELIABLE. It will 
always be found equal to any duty claimed for it. 

Retailed everywhere.
ar ASK FOR MoLABKN’S COOK’S FRIEND

sale. 173-lp”or an CARDS all Chromo, Glass and Motto,in

CARDS
isS -saistsiKar”

ka ■ avrlV Chromo Ctrdi* our
Drawing Room, Hand and Bouquet

Series, entirely new nam“ ^'^prinUnT'c ' 
bo.li free with *1 order. Franklin Printing u
New Haven, Ct.

SO-
ing
rie. MWTION TMTf PAP*f!i

194-
]tr1

m

mm
TRADE

r<xV

\a

■
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April, 18b2r
advocate.npTTTT1. FABMEB’S

PRIZE EDAL
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SEEDS ! EiHSHSSHE!
K'ïfetffiïïsr.ÏM j '

Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N.Y.

\ *
TV?

-j
faMlSSErSUB

X7 act a table Flower and Field Seed®, «yowg?e^vand wi” be mailed FREE to all appli- r-..Sh&filRSSfflJsg
I of'Hal to°get a suprb' £{ «m I ORDER EARLY and SATIS*

money as those who purchase personally m| rlQ * GUARANTEED.

!! m.4$Si 'I
:
:8 X*v- €; ? M 301

‘à

1LLU STRATI
moteet 
same

mriieaNew White Russian Oats, which 
hasyielded the past season 70 to 100 bushels to

RELECTEU SEED POTATOES 1 «

E5"iEss#eE”i CE0 SS2S-.
BEœBiira1 -

Thh '8usy—This new and handsome variety is | TREES.
“ meWhat different in color to any other;*?>"»
^e^i-hapefo^ gK^d 

oèllènt quality. This Potato has been grown

come i-fabout a week later than the Early Rose.
kfpatdSt'IÏ pecï; «3 per bushel, 

leautv of H|bwnP-50c.%rPpcck; $1.5) per

Early Ohio-75c. per peck; $2 Perbeshel 
Burbank’s Seedling-76c. per peck, $2 per 

bushel.
Extra Early Vermont 
Early Rose 
Late Rose 
Snowflake

!

SPECIALTI ES :— Lee's Black Currants ; Burnet 
Grape ; Moore’s Arctic, Goderich and other new 
Plums ; Berberry, for hedges ; 200,000 Apple 
Trees, &c.

We pack stock to carry safely anywhere.
Letter orders h ,ve our personal attention.
Send for our Illustrated and Descriptive Cata- 

logue with Prices.
GEOKGE LESLIE A SOS,

Toronto Nurseries,
LESLIE P. 0., CANADA.

Clark’s No. 1. Potato, (i siz'.)| 188S

Iha. 1000 mustratlons of the choicest Flow
ers, Plants and Vegetables, and directions for 
growing. It is handsome enough for the Center

fcrffisxgs,VS aJSAS*
and German. If you afterwards order seeds de
duct the 10 cents. , . . ,.

VICK’S SEEDS are the best in the world. 
The Floral Guide will tell how to get and grow

^ Vick’s Flower and Vegetable Garden, 
175 nagea, 6 Colored Plates, 500 Engravings, 
for 60 cents in paper covers ; $1.00 in elegadt

Cl Vick’s Illustrated Monthly Magasine,
32 pages, a Colored Plate in every number and 
many fine Engravings. Price $1.25 a year ; Five 
Copies for $5.00; Specimen Numbers sent for 10 

3 Trial Copies for 25 cents. Address,
JAMES VICK, Rochester, N. Y.

I T
.

trees. 190 a

SMALL FRUITS— TUB — TPLANTS for the million, at prices to suit the 
million. A superbly illustrated book, “ Success 
with Small Fruits,” wit a a very liberal 
offer. ««-Catalogue sent free, r Q nflL
Cornwall-on-Hudson, I* r |Y I) [ 

190a New l'ork. •*■ 1 ' ,,we~

ARKONA NURSERIES
$Is the best place to secure 

good Fruit and Ornamen
tal Trees, Grape Vines,

Roses, etc., etc.

Sin
S\
X1 RUSSIAN WHITEU II 1 Best in cultivation.^ iiMM^ush.

Ono n«t>k 50c * h bush., 76c.; 1 bush., $1.26 ; 8

*»i.^-«-rtsriastsI»ài.â“îü~ ’‘
It will pay purchas
ers of SEEDS to get 

a copy of my 
Twenty Seventh 
annual publication 

of the

PURE •toSEED 1'
res

; cents;
194-c

8«et
1Prices on appli

cation. amSEED OATS!|
:SPRING WHEAT.

: XZeDïà whitè^stifl^ereot straw ^exempt (rom

J.T Sn.A^r Rn-r*1’ “d °'her I I 6Where- ***"* a1' 6™^^»b^hou“gft^
varietie.-PrhesonaM.ca . J. A. SIMMERS,

srown; ggl ________________ _ __________—M. T. BUCHANAN.
B^araselected stock. 60c. per bushel. M^ftjJ/ATALOV jw fi*# _ <aR 196 tf DORCHESTER STATION, Ont.

SSss*.»?—f I &Ss&ksk
hardy and wonderfully prolific 'ariety.^it ^ÉjBr I with name on 10 cts. GEORGE W.
strong, white straw, which so IJjj3 ^®“s Thirt,,.six Varieties of Cabbage ; 26 of Corn ; jEfl MLn jfc# IWf 166 a FREDERICK, Wellsville, N, \.

ÊWWASXX&S&rVSSfSiS* gg^yj.waaaj'ggggS IfeiMmwliaaèJYiiYkaa'ij^gy,

-‘*“1 '*■ ' I -E-rsef’ aarafis».“» SesEStàtogÈSSEr SEBSBnteSBhSsterolden Vine-Long etr.™.d lie. ll îb per | i^ 1 ' d! M-FrERY & CO.. Betreil. Mich. yi^s-pni'gTisi) i« Stot.Tnrordi C..O

JiS b.u""; l.r. -1 «P--J-» I*- “S3,T;„ ,,l« .0{'e. '"- M____________________ .--------------------------------------------------- — : - ™ . «

EEHEEH-m: 01 p#o Con i Rimlfcl
Dsi£a“r::::::.:: s^sgsr58^ BOOKbS lzuiSi taCili DuOKSi

Thte Unparalleled Offer,
Dwarf Blue’importai-n’g-e*. btorcr and p , (,..3. fl üpQPnnahlp PpiPPS

eEBBSss^sr1^ BestcBeis&Wlemes
E D ssif::tr;

CATALOGUE NOW READY. .
riïlMTBor.,. B, the auibor of ^

■n 1 l 1 ft Pnnn Onnfl Itteh wf.ee cv?rTàayC'i0ro“''3l uV V™™1°° Hie culture .ml man- HAIR. ■ A novel. K • \
Pan IT A mil PI1 <sHir?ir 9BR SAP :,br of of ad kind, Of forelga fruits, nuis, spices, e«v wllb , aulhor 0f n.jlug for Ui,h S,.ke.," etc. . pm\] AlBDill bupi bdUU _wniau

£ S®^«3^e-SiHS^aESiSE^!@$10c. per lb. you will derive from them. Justthi«l o/ jl J^^^r^r^cUv0miistTed, we will reruud your money and m&ke y j Ptherefore

E^SSS^j&IBS’ESaSSSB^^stg?»’- F. M. LWPTON, Publisher, 27.Park.naçe, NewJfork.

196-a T4iAssortment of popular Green! A Fine
House Plants cheap by «he dozen 

or hundred.

neF°i««™UÆx°l»r OATS, -*■
R i 45 cents per bushel. New bags 2o
e mts each. K*“E,lch,”awa P. 0„ Ont.RELIABLE i

| Address all orders to the proprietor,

B. GrOTT, CULTIVATOR’S
GKTIDE!

no
BUCHANAN’S IMPROVED exArkona, Out.

ACTIVE AGENTS WANTED. PITCHING - MACHINE ! i—OR—
catalogue

of SEEDS
1195-c

i
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asr*--®
26c.I JAMES BEWm*.I'“’ï17„'“LÏA,'£YÎ™“.‘Sïïi“s-"

Flower Barden, and for the r all SCIlt,
for Price List packets vegetable
a?of$irWpickPe"rflower!seedsfor$l.

196-a

Address—

1 pound, past paid----
4 pounds, post paid 
By the bushel or 10U lbs 

Addressr f BARTLETT,JOHN
Box 26, Vshmvn, Onl190-a

65.

!

1
■

:

.
-

PEARCE WELD & CO, 
SEED MERCHANTS,

LONDON, ONT

NEW Vf ORNAMENTAL TREES
FR^)8c x SHRUBS, ROSES. 1882.
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